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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE INTRODUCTION OF 
 

ADVANCED PLACEMENT AND INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE 
 

MATHEMATICS COURSES IN NINGBO, CHINA 
 
 
 

Xingchi Lu 
 
 

Recently, in an attempt to promote globalization and internationalization, the 

Chinese government has introduced AP (Advanced Placement) and IB (International 

Baccalaureate) programs in Chinese high school. Although it is one of the biggest 

countries to introduce international programs to its secondary education in an effort to 

prepare more students to go overseas to pursue their higher education, China does not 

have much research focusing on introduced foreign academic programs. The purpose of 

this study is to fill in some gaps in the research while providing a better understanding of 

the depth behind the phenomenon of introducing the AP program and the IB diploma 

program in China and that introduction’s impact on the existing general Chinese high 

school program in mathematics. Multiple sources of data were collected and used to 

make various kinds of analysis such as contextual analysis, cross-curricula comparisons 

and statistical analysis. The findings illustrated the differences and similarities between 

the AP program and the IB program in their respective schools in Ningbo, China. It 

further examined the differences and similarities between the AP program/ IB program 

and the intended Chinese high school program in mathematics education. It also explored 

mathematics instructors’ perceptions of the imported AP and IB programs in China.  

Limitations of this study include the absence of some test scores, the relative small 

sample size and the circumscribed selection of interviewees. This study provides a guide 



to help Chinese students and their parents decide on a learning program based on 

individual preferences. Also, the results of this study indicate that a considerable gap 

exists between secondary education and higher education in Chinese mathematics, and 

also points to possible limitations for individualized learning. The findings imply the 

need to consider curricular reform, and suggest that local teachers and non-local teachers 

who teach in the imported programs consider reinforcing their teaching by learning from 

each other. Policymakers need to make adjustments to consider local conditions when 

introducing international programs so as to offer the most suitable program possible to 

native students. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Need for the Study 

Constant improvements in global communications have made studying abroad a 

significant trend during the globalization and internationalization of education; this trend 

occurred even where well-established indigenous academic traditions already existed, as 

in China (Altbach, Reisberg, & Rumbley, 2019; Bashir, 2007; Bhandari & Blumenthal, 

2010; Gonzalez, O’Connor, & Miles, 2001; Mazzarol, Soutar, & Seng, 2003). According 

to Altbach (2003), globalization includes the broad, largely inevitable economic, 

technological, political, cultural, and scientific trends that directly affect higher 

education. Internationalization includes policies and programs adopted by governments, 

and by academic systems and subdivisions, to cope with or exploit globalization. 

Davis (2000) provides a comprehensive information resource on the more than 

514,000 international students in the United States. Asian students constitute more than 

half of the international enrollments. In particular, China and India account for 24.3% of 

the foreign scholars in the United States (Davis, 2000). Three years later, China and India 

became two of the largest countries to send students to the United States. A mutual 

relationship caused this situation. Besides the demand of the market, some universities, 

predominantly in the United States and in the United Kingdom, see themselves as 

operating in a global higher education market. They try to channel effective purchasing 

power to their institutions by advertising their products in demand-intensive societies, 
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mostly in East Asia (Odin & Manicas, 2004). From these data, it is clear that 

globalization influences higher education in developing countries, in which future 

expansion will occur (Altbach, 2003). Researchers suggest various rationales or 

motivations for internationalization, such as political rationale, economic rationale, 

academic rationale, and cultural and social rationale (Knight & de Wit, 1997). In 

addition, people generally regard the internationalization of higher education as one of 

the ways a country responds to the impact of globalization, yet at the same time respects 

the individuality of the nation (Zha, 2003). 

Besides traditional private and public higher education institutions, some of the 

‘new providers,’ such as corporate universities, professional associations, and 

international conglomerates, seek to establish a physical presence through teaching and 

testing centers, independent institutions, branch campuses, and acquisitions or mergers 

with local education institutions (Altbach & Knight, 2007). Many studies investigate the 

importance of international or cross-cultural education by conducting comparative 

studies. Such studies not only help us to understand the differences among institutions 

and countries but also give us more information when considering the future development 

of introducing foreign curricula in different countries. 

Although all countries regard education as one of their most important issues, 

China especially puts mathematics education in a crucial position in its education system. 

Bhandari and Blumenthal (2010) mentioned that studying abroad activities in China are 

strongly supported by Chinese government policy. Moreover, with the boosting pace of 

economic development, more higher education Chinese students have enough financial 

resources to afford the expense of studying abroad in foreign countries. Therefore, 

studying abroad is an inevitable trend in the Chinese education world, which, in turn, 

attracts more foreign educational institutions to collaborate with Chinese schools and 

enroll more Chinese students to go to school overseas. Recently, one of the most 

remarkable phenomena is the introduction of AP (Advanced Placement) and IB 
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(International Baccalaureate) programs in Chinese high school classrooms where schools 

employ well-organized foreign AP and IB teams to conduct instruction (Cheng & Deng 

2006; Gu, 2006a; Weng, 2008; Xu, 2001). 

The original intent of the Advanced Placement Program, administered by the 

College Board since 1955, was to offer rigorous, college-level courses and assessments at 

high schools across the United States and the world, and provide students the opportunity 

to take college-level coursework and earn college credit during high school (Geiser & 

Santelices, 2004; Liang, 2012; Mattern, Shaw, & Xiong, 2009; Song & Wang, 2015; 

Wang & Wang, 2016). In 1968, the International Baccalaureate Office (IBO) was legally 

established in Geneva (Fox, 1985). As an internationally accepted pre-university 

qualification, the AP Program is now offered in more than 70 countries worldwide. As a 

university entrance qualification accepted internationally, the IB Program aims not only 

to provide an appropriate academic curriculum, but also to support geographic and 

cultural mobility and to promote international understanding (Hayden & Wong, 1997). 

After the 1980s, admission personnel generally view the presence of AP or IB courses on 

a transcript as an indicator of the applicant’s willingness to confront academic challenges 

(National Research Council, 2002a). On AP’s official website, published by the College 

Board, the newest data show that 276 authorized AP schools are in China, compared to 

124 schools in 2013; the rate has been sharply doubled. And about 70% of AP schools in 

China offer AP calculus and statistics, which are the most popular AP courses in this 

country (AP Course Ledger, 2017). Meanwhile, until 2018, China already had 142 

authorized IB schools, and 102 of them are IBDP that could provide an IB diploma. And 

the number is still increasing. 

Many researchers and scholars devoted themselves to exploring the AP program 

and the IB course. Mattern et al. (2009) mentioned that given the purpose of the AP 

program, most of AP research has focused on the relationship between AP examination 

performance and course placement (Burnham & Hewitt, 1971; Dodd, Fitzpatrick, 
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De Ayala, & Jennings, 2002; Morgan & Crone, 1993; Morgan & Ramist, 1998). 

Researchers, for instance, note that advanced mathematics placement has a positive effect 

on students' grade level standardized test scores and the school's overall performance 

rating (Lawson, 2005; Morgan & Ramist, 1998; Soares, 2001); Geiser and Santelices 

(2004) found that performance on the AP examination is a valid indicator of a student’s 

likelihood of college success (Dougherty, Mellor, & Jian, 2006; Geiser & Santelices, 

2004; Hargrove, Godin, & Dodd, 2008; Mattern et al., 2009). 

Some researchers also notice the positive effect of taking the IB course. The IB can 

clearly facilitate mobility and can contribute to the development of international 

understanding, and it can support the preservation of individual cultures and national 

identities at the same time, provided contextual factors are appropriately arranged 

(Hayden & Wong, 1997; Xu & Gao, 2012). According to Taylor (2006), IB graduates 

reported positive experiences with the program; they felt the rich curriculum to which 

they were exposed, and the critical thinking and time management skills that they 

developed, were well worth the extra effort required to earn an IB diploma. In addition, 

“IB has been implemented in competition with local curricula, being offered to local 

students as well as to internationally mobile students” (Doherty, 2009, p. 77). In the 

USA, the introduction of the IB was used to draw middle-class students back to the 

school (Mathews & Hill, 2005). In the UK, the former Prime Minister Tony Blair 

announced that from 2008, the IB would be offered in UK government schools as an 

alternative to a renovated ‘A’ level curriculum (Phillips & Pound, 2003). 

Callahan (2003) states that the rapid growth of Advance Placement and 

International Baccalaureate programs in the United States is based on filling a gap in 

providing of high level, challenging courses at the high school level. Some researchers 

also mention that “today’s AP and IB courses and exams demonstrate that independent 

entities can and do make programs and assessments that are rigorous, fair, and 

intellectually richer than almost any state standard and exam for high school that we have 
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seen" (Byrd, 2007, p. 18). Chinese introduction of AP and IB is a good example of this 

phenomenon. However, the booming development of AP and IB programs in China is not 

the same as in the United States or anywhere else. Chinese students who are learning the 

AP program or the IB program are required to learn the general Chinese high school 

curriculum at the same time, which means they have to do two different curricula 

together. And those students who choose to learn the AP program or the IB program, 

automatically have to give up their right to take the national Chinese college entrance 

examination, so even if they change their minds and want to go to a Chinese college after 

high school graduation, it is not workable. Therefore, for the Chinese international 

students, their choice of the AP program or the IB program can have a profound influence 

on their academic lives. 

Overall, although China becomes one of the biggest countries to introduce more 

foreign programs to its secondary education in order to prepare more students to go 

overseas to pursue their higher education, not much research is focused on the 

comparison of introduced foreign academic programs in China. In general, scholars and 

researchers have conducted pairwise comparative studies of one foreign program and 

their native high school programs (Chai, 2006; B. Chen, 2006; J. Chen, 2013; Cheng & 

Deng, 2006; Gu, 2006a, 2006b; Gu & Yang, 2002; Jia, 2015; Jin, 2008; Kong & Ma, 

2007; Lai, 2013; J. Li & Yao, 1998; X. Li, 2009 ; Y. Li, 2006; Liang, 2016; Liu, 2008; 

Liu & Fan, 2014; Liu & Liu, 2008; F. Lu, 2013; H. Lu, 2000; Ma, 2009, 2010, 2012, 

2017; Ren, 2007, 2008; H. Song, 2008; J. Song, 2012; Tang, Wen, & Liu, 1999; Tao, 

2012; Y. Wang, 2016; Z. Wang, 2017; Wu, 2014; Xiwei, 2014; D. Xu, 2017; H. Xu, 

2001; Yang, 2013; Yang & Dai, 2012a, 2012b; Zhang, 2014; Zhao, 2010; Zhao & Zhang, 

2009a). Some of them compared two subjects horizontally to explore the similarities and 

differences of curricula and assessment, and some chose a vertical comparison to mainly 

analyze students’ performance (Li & Zhang, 2006; Liu, 2008; Ma, 2008; Weng, 2008; 

Xie & Shen, 2013). A very few of the former studies focused on a horizontal comparison 
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that includes AP programs, IB diploma programs, and the native high school programs 

while making a horizontal comparison and several vertical comparisons (Ma, 2011; Ma, 

Liu, & Liu, 2012; Liu & Zhang, 2016). 

Moreover, Chinese educators started late in exploring AP programs and IB 

programs. With the progress of the reform and opening-up policy in the 1990s, people 

began to notice these introduced programs (Song, 2012). In addition, the study of these 

programs in China is relatively superficial; most of them remain without comprehensive 

analysis. Based on a review of literature, much research was published between 2000 to 

2015, which means some results might be outdated given the rapid growth of AP and IB 

diploma programs (Song, 2012). Inevitably, AP programs keep changing as well. For 

example, in the 2016-2017 school year, AP Calculus AB changed its time format and 

added the concept of L’Hôpital’s rule to evaluate the indeterminate forms of limits; and 

AP Calculus BC added limit comparison tests, absolute and conditional convergence, and 

the alternating series (AP Calculus AB and BC Course and Exam Description, 2018). For 

another instance, the concept of “function and limit” has been changed to “limit” as the 

first big idea of four ideas in AP Calculus curriculum. In addition, besides the change of 

the AP program itself, starting from 2016, newly enrolled students who decide to study 

the AP program or the IB diploma program in Ningbo, China, are required to study the 

domestic high school curriculum and take the High School Academic Proficiency Test 

(the General Examination) due to the government policy that expects international school 

students to grow up with patriotism and global vision. Therefore, it could be meaningful 

to explore in depth the phenomenon of introducing the AP program, the IB diploma 

program, and the existing general Chinese high school program in mathematics, 

incorporating the latest data to generate an updated result so that more students and their 

parents can have a clearer picture of the unprecedented trend of learning the AP program 

or the IB diploma program in China, and can gain a better understanding of the 

globalization and internationalization of mathematics education. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this case study research is to compare and analyze the AP and the 

IB programs in Ningbo, China. Ningbo is a typical second-tier city that does not have the 

type of educational resources available in top-tier cities like Beijing and Shanghai. 

However, it has more resources available than those cities in West China, which lack 

educational resources. Thus, a Ningbo study would be representative of the general 

situation in China. In order to achieve the purpose of the research, the following specific 

questions were addressed: 

1. What are the significant differences and similarities between the AP 

(Advanced Placement) program and the IB (International Baccalaureate) 

program in their respective schools in Ningbo, China? 

2. What are the differences and similarities in curriculum and student 

performance between the AP (Advanced Placement) program and the 

intended Chinese high school program in mathematics education? 

3. What are the differences and similarities in curriculum and student 

performance between the IB (International Baccalaureate) program and the 

intended Chinese high school program in mathematics education? 

4. What are mathematics instructors’ perspectives on teaching imported AP 

(Advanced Placement) and IB (International Baccalaureate) programs in 

China; also, what are their expectations and suggestions for curriculum 

innovations in Chinese mathematics education? 

To answer these questions, this study investigated two sister high schools in 

Ningbo: Ningbo Xiaoshi high school, the top high school in Ningbo, provides an IB 

program, and Ningbo Foreign Language School, another top-tier high school in the city, 

offers the AP program. Getting authorization to run the AP program and the IB program 

is based on the quality of the school and the economic level of the city. Also, both high 
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schools belong to the same student recruiting system, which means students in both 

programs need to pass the same Entrance Examination. 

Procedure 

To address the first research question, I conducted comparative research on both 

the AP (Advanced Placement) and the IB (International Baccalaureate) programs. I 

retrieved related program information from their official websites. Then, I collected 

information sources such as recruitment handbooks with detailed program descriptions 

directly from the school administration. 

To address the second and third research questions, I first collected data from the 

general Chinese high school curriculum in mathematics education, including topics, 

contents, and course descriptions established by the Ningbo Education Bureau 

(Appendix G). Then I analyzed the curricular difference between the general Chinese 

high school program and the AP program, as well as the curricular difference between 

general Chinese high school programs and the IB program. Also, in order to understand 

students’ learning outcomes, I collected data from the mathematics scores on the General 

Examination, SAT examination, AP examination (both AB and BC), and IB examination 

(both Standard Level and Higher Level). The Chinese government has required that every 

student enrolling in these programs must also complete the General Examination that 

every high school student needs to pass to get a diploma. Thus, I used the AP students’ 

mathematics scores on the General Examination and compared those with their grades on 

SAT mathematics, AP Calculus AB, and AP Calculus BC. Doing so enabled me to 

understand the relationship between students’ learning outcomes on these two kinds of 

tests, which are based on two different curricula. It is to be noted that the IB school has 

followed the government policy of requiring students to take the General Examination 

since 2016. Since the year used to identify data in this study refers to students’ graduation 
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year, IB students’ mathematics scores on the General Examination will not be available 

until June, 2019. I also compared students’ SAT mathematics scores with their 

mathematics scores on the AP examination and the IB examination so that I could further 

determine if there is any correlation between these data. 

To address the fourth research question, I conducted interviews with mathematics 

instructors to view things from the educators’ perspective. Some questions focused on 

foreign mathematics instructors’ observation of the specialty of teaching mathematics in 

China and student learning outcome to learn mathematics in the bilingual environment. 

Other questions sought to uncover anything that can help innovation in Chinese 

education, especially in mathematics teaching and learning. Based on some policy 

changes in the Chinese education system, I also investigated the reasons and likelihood of 

any future development of foreign curricula from teachers’ perspective. 

Positionality 

As an international student who has been studying abroad for almost seven years in 

the United States, my position gives me a more profound understanding of international 

curricula. I finished my high school in mainland China, then I spent four years in Seattle 

for my undergraduate program; after that, I moved to New York to continue my learning 

of mathematics education. My perspective on mathematics education keeps changing. 

When I was in China for my high school study, I barely had any interest in mathematics, 

even if I was good at memorizing theorems and formulas and doing quick calculations. 

Later in Seattle, when I was learning standard mathematics, I received an entirely 

different mathematics education, not only because the studying environment in college is 

freer and more relaxing, but I also had more flexibility to choose what I want to learn 

based on my personal academic preferences. Of course, secondary education is different 

from higher education, and that is the reason I made up my mind to study mathematics 
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education at Teachers College, Columbia University. During years of studying, 

observing, and experiencing, I noticed the differences and similarities between various 

curricula; therefore, I wanted to go further, to focus on the adaption of different curricula, 

especially the development of introduced international curricula in China. 
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Chapter II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Currently, with the development of international education under the backdrop of 

globalization and internationalization, the popularity of international curricula has 

captured the interest of scholars and researchers from all around the world. In particular, 

the Advanced Placement Program (AP) and the International Baccalaureate Program (IB) 

have received much attention. During my review of the relevant literature, I noticed that 

much current work focused on vertical comparisons, on the development process of 

either the AP program or the IB program. Some horizontal comparisons offer overviews 

of the AP program and the IB program, their assessment, their curriculum, and so on. A 

few scholars conducted comparative studies of local curriculum standards and either the 

AP program or the IB program. These are horizontal comparisons with two subjects. 

However, few of them compared three or more of the AP program, the IB program, and 

other programs. 

I will separate this chapter into two parts: Advanced Placement and International 

Baccalaureate. First, I will give an introduction to the AP program and then the IB 

program by starting with their history, their modes of assessment and so on to provide 

some basic knowledge of what AP and IB are. Next, I will talk about the specific 

academic area I am interested in, mathematics. I will describe the mathematics course 

and mathematics assessment in each program to give a sense of their curricula. I will then 
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mention the benefits, the current situation and development (worldwide and in China), 

and each program’s influence on Chinese high school curriculum based on other 

scholars’ and researchers’ works. 

Since my research includes the general Chinese high school mathematics program 

as one of its comparison subjects, I spent much time searching related works that have 

been done by Chinese researchers. Within the literature I found, most of the Chinese 

researchers focused on a comparison of the general Chinese high school program and 

either the AP program or the IB program. However, there were a few studies conducted 

by Chinese scholars that focused on a comparison of the AP program and the IB program 

and some others that compared the AP program, the IB program, and the general Chinese 

high school program. I will discuss the findings of those studies. Last, I will talk about 

the suggestions offered by some Chinese scholars. 

Advanced Placement 

The Advanced Placement program, administered by the College Board since 1955, 

was designed for high school students and provides them the opportunity to take college-

level courses while in high school and receive college credit (Chai, 2006; Geiser & 

Santelices, 2004; Liang, 2012; Lu, 2013; Mattern et al., 2009; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; 

Song & Wang, 2015; Wang, 2017; Wang & Wang, 2016; Yang, 2013; Zhao & Zhang, 

2009a). The Advanced Placement (AP) program can be best understood by examining its 

history and its methods of assessment. 

History 

The College Board is an American non-profit organization based in New York City 

that was formed in 1899 as the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) to expand 

access to higher education (Jia, 2015; Mestre & Lochhead, 1990). 
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After the end of World War II, the Ford Foundation created the Fund for the 

Advancement of Education to explore the overlap of high school and college course 

contents. It sponsored the first study across three private high schools (Phillips Academy 

Andover, Phillips Exeter Academy, and the Lawrenceville School) and three universities 

(Harvard University, Princeton University, and Yale University) (Freedman & Krugman, 

2001; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Tian, 2004; Zhao, 2010). In 1952, members of those 

schools’ faculties issued the report General Education in School and College: A 

Committee Report, which mentioned the waste involved in the transition from secondary 

to higher education due to overlapping class contents (Blackmer et al., 1952; Harrington, 

2005; Katz, 2006; Zhao, 2010; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). In order to avoid repetitive 

coursework, high schools and colleges needed to work together to provide a concrete plan 

for allowing high school seniors to engage in independent study and take college-level 

courses (Blackmer et al., 1952; Chai, 2006; Liang, 2012; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Song 

& Wang, 2015; Tian, 2004; Wang, 2017; Wang & Wang, 2016; Yang, 2013; Zhao, 2010; 

Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). In the second study, the Committee on Admission with Advanced 

Standing developed a college-level curriculum that formed the basis for Advanced 

Placement courses. It aimed to create comparable introductory college courses in each 

subject and accompany them with standardized assessments that could be regarded as 

rigorous enough to merit college credit (AP at Glance, 2018; Liang, 2012; Nugent & 

Karnes, 2002; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Zhao & Zhang, 2009b). 

In 1952, a pilot program was conducted that involved eleven subjects including 

English (composition, literature), foreign languages (French, Latin, German, Spanish), 

history, science (biology, chemistry, physics) and mathematics (Nugent & Karnes, 2002; 

Tian, 2004; Xu, 2017; Zhao, 2010). The College Board has run the AP program since 

1955 (Freedman & Krugman, 2001; Jia, 2015; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Tian, 2004; 

Zhao, 2010; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 
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Assessment 

Generally, AP courses and examinations are developed by committees of college 

faculty members and experienced high school AP teachers. The collaboration of the high 

school and college faculties balances the transition from secondary education to higher 

education with regard to the expectations of the courses, the curriculum framework, the 

requirement of students’ knowledge and skills, and examination format and scoring 

criteria (Ren, 2008; Tian, 2004). 

AP examinations are given each May at testing locations all over the world (AP at 

a Glance, 2018; Kong & Ma, 2007; Lu, 2013; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Song & Wang, 

2015; Tao, 2012). AP examinations include three question types: multiple-choice 

questions, free-response questions, and through-course performance tasks. Most AP 

examinations are a mix of multiple-choice and free-response questions designed to 

measure skills and knowledge using the “evidence-centered approach” to assessment 

design. Several courses, such as AP Computer Science Principles, AP Research, AP 

Seminar, and AP Studio Art, require through-course performance tasks, either in place of 

or in addition to multiple-choice or free-response questions (Example Development, 

2018; Kong & Ma, 2007; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 

The scoring of AP examinations combines student scores on the multiple-choice 

and free-response sections. Table 1 displays the final scores and their corresponding 

meanings, with 5 being the highest numerical grade and 1 being the lowest. 
 

Table 1. AP Exam Scores and Corresponding College Course Grade Equivalents 

AP Examination Score Recommendation College Course Grade 
Equivalent 

5 Extremely well qualified A+ or A 
4 Very well qualified A-, B+, or B 
3 Qualified B-, C+, or C 
2 Possibly qualified  
1 No recommendation  
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AP examination outcomes indicate how qualified students are to meet college-level 

expectations and receive college credit or placement. A score higher than or equal to 3 

points fulfills the admission requirement in most higher education institutions. Some top 

colleges and universities set their standards at 4 or 5 points (Discover the Benefits of AP, 

2018; Kong & Ma, 2007; Score Setting and Scoring, 2018; Song & Wang, 2015; Tian, 

2004; Wang & Wang, 2016; Yang, 2013; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 

AP Mathematics 

The following two sections offer a view of the AP mathematics program by 

detailing its courses and its methods of assessment. 

Courses 

AP Mathematics includes AP Calculus and AP Statistics (AP Calculus AB the 

Course, 2018; AP Calculus BC the Course, 2018; AP Statistics the Course, 2018). AP 

Statistics is a non-calculus-based course in statistics that is equivalent to a one-semester 

introductory college course with four main topics including exploring data, sampling and 

experimentation, anticipating patterns, and statistical inference. Students are expected to 

understand the concepts and to use proper tools for data collection, analysis, and 

conclusion (AP Statistics the Course, 2018). 

AP Calculus is separated into two courses: AP Calculus AB and AP Calculus BC 

(AP Calculus AB the Course, 2018; AP Calculus BC the Course, 2018). Both the courses 

are college-level calculus courses (AP Calculus AB the Course, 2018; AP Calculus BC 

the Course, 2018; Kong & Ma, 2007; Lai, 2013; Lu, 2013; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang, 

2017; Wang & Wang, 2016). To be specific, AP Calculus AB is roughly equivalent to a 

first semester calculus course at most colleges and universities. It is devoted to topics in 

differential and integral calculus including concepts and skills of limits, derivatives, 
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definite integrals, and the fundamental theorem of calculus. AP Calculus BC is roughly 

equivalent to both first and second semester calculus courses at most colleges and 

universities. It extends the content learned in AB to include parametric, polar, and vector 

equations, and introduces the topic of series (AP Calculus AB the Course, 2018; AP 

Calculus BC the Course, 2018; Chai, 2006; Kong & Ma, 2007; Wang, 2017). In 

mathematical terms, AP Calculus AB is a subset of AP Calculus BC (Ma, 2011). Both 

AP Calculus AB and BC require the same level of understanding: that students can 

approach calculus concepts and problems when they are represented graphically, 

numerically, analytically, and verbally, and that they can make connections amongst 

these representations (AP Calculus AB the Course, 2018; Chai, 2006; Kong & Ma, 2007; 

Lai, 2013; Wang, 2017). Those four forms of representations are also called the “Rule of 

Four” to describe concepts and problems (Chai, 2006; Lai, 2013; Wang, 2017). It is 

obvious that AP Calculus aims to build students’ conceptual understanding of the 

content, and to offer them various methods to solve relative problems and to apply the 

knowledge into real practice. AP Calculus emphasizes the extensive usefulness of its 

methods and the breadth of its concepts, which means the key point of the course is not 

about calculation or memorization, but, rather, concerns application and making 

connections between each topic as an organic whole (Chai, 2006; Lai, 2013; Wang, 

2017). 

In addition, for all AP Mathematics courses, students must learn how to use 

technology to help with question investigation, problem solving, result interpretation and 

conclusion generation in order to build conceptual understanding (AP Calculus AB the 

Course, 2018; AP Calculus BC the Course, 2018; AP Statistics the Course, 2018; Chai, 

2006; Lai, 2013; Wang, 2017). Thus, using a graphing calculator becomes another 

important part of learning AP Mathematics (Chai, 2006; Lai, 2013; Kong & Ma, 2007; 

Wang, 2017). The College Board provides a list of approved graphing calculators online 

for students to bring with them to the examination (AP Students Calculator Policy, 2018; 
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Kong & Ma, 2007). Although different types of calculators have different capabilities, 

students should be able to use at least four built-in capabilities: plotting the graph of a 

function within an arbitrary viewing window, finding the zeros of functions, numerically 

calculating the derivative of a function, and numerically calculating the value of a 

definite integral (AP Students Calculator Policy, 2018; Lai, 2013). 

Assessment 

AP Calculus examinations include two question types: multiple-choice questions 

(Section I) and free-response questions (Section II). Table 2 shows the assessment details 

of AP Calculus examinations.  

Both AP Calculus AB and BC have the same examination format (AP Calculus AB 

the Exam, 2018; AP Calculus BC the Exam, 2018; Kong & Ma, 2007). 
 
 
Table 2. AP Calculus Assessment 
 

Type of Assessment Format of Assessment Weighting of 
Final Grade 

Section I: Multiple Choice 
(45 questions; 105 mins) 

Part A: 
30 questions; 60 minutes 
(calculator not permitted) 50% Part B: 
15 questions; 45 minutes 
(graphing calculator required) 

Section II: Free Response 
(6 questions; 90 mins) 

Part A: 
2 questions; 30 minutes 
(graphing calculator required) 50% Part B: 
4 questions; 60 minutes 
(calculator not permitted) 

 

Using technology certainly plays an important role in the examination. Both 

sections I and II have parts that require students to use graphing calculators. Also, in 

section II (free-response), students are expected to show enough work so that the 

reasoning and explaining process can be followed by AP readers (the high school 

teachers and college faculty who score the AP examination); they must not simply write 
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down the solutions obtained. For example, if students are asked to find a relative 

maximum value of a given function, it is necessary to show the mathematical process 

step by step to get to the answer (AP Students Calculator Policy, 2018; Kong & Ma, 

2007). 

AP Concept 

As a university entrance qualification accepted internationally, the Advanced 

Placement program was initially focused on providing opportunities for students to 

achieve excellence through independent study. The selection of AP courses greatly 

depends on individual personality and interest (Curry, MacDonald, & Morgan, 1999; Lu, 

2013; Zhao, 2010; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 

Moreover, especially from the end of 1960s, Advanced Placement also aimed 

equity in education, which means providing the support and resources for every student 

to help them achieve at consistently high levels of education. And “The College Board’s 

Equity and Access Policy Statement” exactly demonstrates that principle. Therefore, 

equity and excellence are the essential concept of the Advanced Placement program (AP 

Exam Instructions, 2018; Zhao, 2010). 

AP Benefits as Identified in Literature 

There are three major ways in which students may benefit from participating in the 

AP program: the gaining of heightened skills and confidence, better prospects for college 

admission and academic success, and savings of time and money. 

Student Skills and Confidence 

Studying in the AP program will allow students to develop essential time 

management and study habits necessary for tackling rigorous coursework. In addition, it 
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can broaden their intellectual horizons by encouraging them to explore the world from a 

variety of perspectives. Also, choosing the difficulty level allows students to exercise 

choice and can help them dig deeper into subjects that interest them, encouraging them to 

develop creativity and sharpen their problem-solving techniques to address course 

challenges (Discover the Benefits of AP, 2018; Tian, 2004). 

College Admission and Student Success 

Taking AP classes can also help students stand out in the competitive contest that is 

the college admissions process. It not only demonstrates maturity and readiness for 

college and career, but also emphasizes commitment to academic excellence (Discover 

the Benefits of AP, 2018; Lai, 2013; Xu, 2017; Yang, 2013; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 

Research shows that 90% of colleges and universities in the United States 

participate in the AP program (Tian, 2004); according to the record published by College 

Board, 4,287 colleges admit AP scores (Annual AP Program Participation 1956-2018, 

2018; Program Summary Report, 2018). Also, 85% of selective colleges and universities 

report that a student’s AP experience favorably impacts admission decisions because 

these institutions believe students who take AP courses send a signal that they are serious 

about their education and that they are willing to take the challenge of rigorous 

coursework (Discover the Benefits of AP, 2018; Lai, 2013; Xu, 2017; Yang, 2013; Zhao 

& Zhang, 2009a). 

Mattern et al. (2009) mentioned that given the purpose of the AP program, most 

AP research has focused on the relationship between AP examination performance and 

course placement (Burnham & Benjamin, 1971; Dodd et al., 2002; Morgan & Crone, 

1993; Morgan & Ramist, 1998). Researchers note, for instance, that Advanced Placement 

mathematics has a positive effect on students' grade level, standardized test scores, and 

the school's overall performance rating (Lawson, 2005; Morgan & Ramist, 1998; Soares, 

2001); researchers also found that performance on the AP examination is a valid indicator 
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of a student’s likelihood of college success (Dougherty et al., 2006; Geiser & Santelices, 

2004; Hargrove, Godin, & Dodd, 2008; Mattern et al., 2009).  

Research consistently demonstrates that students who receive scores of 3 or higher 

on AP examinations typically experience greater academic success in college than those 

who do not. They tend to earn higher GPAs in college, perform as well as or better in 

subsequent college courses in the examination discipline than their non-AP peers who 

took the corresponding introductory college courses, and take more challenging, rigorous 

coursework in college (AP Program Results Overview, 2018; Discover the Benefits of 

AP, 2018; Morgan & Crone, 1993; Morgan & Klaric, 2007; Ren, 2008; Tian, 2004). For 

instance, Simms (1982) concluded that students with 3 or better on AP examinations 

were prepared in high school to take upper-level college courses and did not experience 

any negative effects from doing so in college (Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Simms, 1982). 

Morgan and Crone (1993) determined that students receiving a 3 or higher on AP 

examinations received higher grades than did non-AP students who first took an 

introductory course, and the AP students continued to pursue knowledge more intensively 

in that subject than other students (Morgan & Crone, 1993; Morgan & Klaric, 2007; 

Nugent & Karnes, 2002). In another study, Morgan and Ramist (1998) scrutinized AP 

students who took upper-level college courses and noticed that the average grades were 

better than for those students who took the prerequisite courses. 

Savings of Time and Money 

Research consistently shows that academic preparation is positively correlated to 

rates of college completion; students who take AP courses and examinations, and 

especially those who score a 3 or higher on an AP examination, are much more likely 

than their matched peers to graduate in 4 years, and they have higher graduation rates as 

well (AP Program Results Overview, 2018; Discover the Benefits of AP, 2018). For 

example, a study performed in 2003 showed that the passing of an AP examination is a 
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strong indicator of the likelihood of bachelor's degree attainment. Sixty-one percent of 

students who took two or more AP examinations in high school obtained their degrees 

within 4 years; 45% of students who passed one AP examination in high school attained 

degrees within 4 years; and only 29% of students who never passed an AP course 

graduated with a degree within 4 years of college study (Camara, 2003; Xu, 2017). 

Therefore, most students who take AP classes in high school can avoid paying for a fifth 

year. Most college and universities accept qualifying AP examination scores for a college 

credit, Advanced Placement or both. In this way, students can skip introductory courses 

or required general-education courses allowing them to fulfill graduation requirements 

early and possibly graduate under 4 years (Discover the Benefits of AP, 2018; Lai, 2013; 

Morgan & Klaric, 2007; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). The fee for each AP Examination is $94, 

and for non-U.S. regions, it is $124 per examination. Usually, one AP course yields three 

to six college credits; at $1000 per credit, students can save $3000 to $6000 by taking 

only one AP Examination and getting a qualifying score. Such savings is very attractive 

for students, especially for international students, who face higher tuition costs (Camara, 

2003; Gallagher, 2009; Kong & Ma, 2007; Lai, 2013; Malkus, 2015; Tian, 2004; Yang, 

2013; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 

Current Situation and Development 

The current situation and development of AP programs in China can best be 

understood within the context of international AP programs. The literature concerning 

Chinese AP programs sheds light on five important aspects: localized features, challenges 

to Chinese students, benefits for Chinese students, differences between AP and general 

Chinese education, and differences between AP mathematics and general Chinese 

mathematics. 
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International AP Programs 

Worldwide university recognition of the AP program is steadily increasing with the 

development of globalization and internationalization in higher education. Nowadays, 

qualifying AP examination scores can earn credit, placement or both in over 90% of 

colleges and universities in the United States and Canada, as well as many institutions in 

over 100 other countries (AP International, 2018; Discover the Benefits of AP, 2018; 

Tian, 2004; Xu, 2017; Zhao, 2010; Zhao & Zhang, 2009b). 

The overall AP data, such as the number of schools that provide AP classes, 

colleges and universities that grant AP credit or placement, and students who attend AP 

examinations, demonstrate a rapid expansion of the AP program (Malkus, 2015; 

Overview, 2018; Zhao & Zhang, 2009b). The 38 AP courses in seven subject categories 

in total have more than tripled the original offerings founded in 1952 (AP at a Glance, 

2018; Kong & Ma, 2007; Liu & Fan, 2014; Ma, 2012; Wang, 2017; Zhao & Zhang, 

2009a). In the first year, 104 high schools and 130 colleges participated in the College 

Board’s AP program, with 1,229 students taking 2,199 examinations across the 11 

disciplines. By the 2017-18 school year, 22,612 high schools and 4,287 colleges 

participated in the AP program. The number of students ballooned to 2,808,990 taking a 

total of 5,090,324 tests across 38 subjects (Annual AP Program Participation 1956-2018, 

2018; AP Student and Exam Volume per School, 2018; Number of Schools Offering AP 

Exams, 2018; Program Summary Report, 2018). And the largest number of examinations 

taken by each school increased from 168.64 in 2009 to 225.12 in 2018 (AP Student and 

Exam Volume per School, 2018; Number of Schools Offering AP Exams, 2018). 

In 2000, approximately 60% of the 22,000 high schools in the U.S. provided AP 

course work to more than 750,000 students participating in the AP program (College 

Entrance Examination Board & Educational Testing Service, 2000; Nugent & Karnes, 

2002; Russo, 2000). The 2017 AP program results show that, with the class of 2017, 

more U.S. students than ever before took at least one AP examination in high school and 
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more earned a qualifying score of 3 or higher on an AP Examination. And according to 

Malkus, although AP participation increased by 35% between 2000 and 2009, the 

national data did not suggest a watering down of AP courses (AP Program Results 

Overview, 2018; Malkus, 2015). 

According to the AP Exam Volume by Region table (2018), non-U.S. regions rose 

from 39,568 examinations given in 2008 to 132,191 in 2018, which shows a more than 

quintuple increase in the past ten years (Table 3). 
 

Table 3. AP Examination Volume by Region 

AP Examination Volume by Region 
 2008 2018 

National Total 2,674,296 4,923,072 
Canada 20,273 30,662 

Non-U.S. 39,568 132,191 
U.S. Territories 2,308 4,399 

Grand Total 2,736,445 5,090,324 

Chinese AP Programs 

As part of the development of globalization and internationalization, the AP 

program has been widely welcomed in China (Lu, 2013; Yang, 2013). Chinese scholars 

and researchers have spent a lot of time in conducting comparative studies of the AP 

program and the general Chinese high school program. 

Some of them talked about the history of the AP program’s development in China. 

In 2006, the College Board set up an office in Shanghai, China; in May 2007, the Beijing 

21st Century International School became one of the first schools in China to offer AP 

courses (Xu, 2017; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). Since 2010, the College Board has officially 

begun cooperating with the Chinese National Education Examinations Authority (NEEA) 

to hold AP examinations; every school must be authorized by the NEEA before offering 

AP courses (Xu, 2017; Yang, 2013). A few private international schools in China 

introduced the AP program first, and then the public schools opened the AP Center, also 
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called the “Sino-US joint international high school AP program” (Yang, 2013). On AP’s 

official website, published by the College Board, the newest data shows that 276 

authorized AP schools are in China, compared to 124 schools in 2013; the number has 

doubled within five years (AP Course Ledger, 2018). The AP program in China is 

continuing to grow (Lu, 2013; Xu, 2017). At present, Chinese students tend to choose 

subjects such as mathematics and science based on their overall academic strength (Yang, 

2013). 225 schools offer AP Calculus AB, 199 schools offer AP Calculus BC and 192 

schools offer AP Statistics, which means that AP mathematics courses are the most 

popular AP courses in the country (AP Course Ledger, 2018). 

Localized features. Because the College Board encourages that AP courses be 

taught in such a way that students are allowed to explore knowledge, Chinese traditional 

educational methods, which favor infusing knowledge into students, cannot be used. 

Therefore, Sino-US cooperation became necessary for the successful incorporation of AP 

courses into Chinese schools (Yang, 2013). 

Students in the Chinese AP schools need to learn the Chinese high school 

curriculum and the AP curriculum at the same time. This is true not only because of the 

existence of overlapping contents between both curricula, each with its strength in terms 

of breadth and depth of knowledge, but also because of the government policy of 

adjusting the curriculum to suit the regional context. Therefore, AP schools in China 

cover both the general Chinese educational requirements and the AP curriculum and 

approach so that their students receive Chinese high school diplomas, because the AP 

program itself is not a diploma program (Yang, 2013; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 

On the other hand, mixing traditional Chinese instructor-centered teaching and the 

inspiring AP-style student-centered learning can balance knowledge and quality. Students 

will have a solid foundation of basic knowledge and improve their communication skills, 

collaboration spirit, research ability, independent thinking capacity and organizational 

leadership (Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 
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Challenges to Chinese students. Compared to general high school students, 

students in the AP Center face more pressures (Yang, 2013). Language is one of the 

toughest obstacles. Chinese students need to have enough English ability to handle the 

studying in a bilingual environment. This is especially true since the examination is in 

English. Although students have strong calculation and memorization skills, correctly 

understanding questions and accurately representing ideas in English still takes time and 

practice. As Chinese AP students work in both the Chinese secondary education system 

and the U.S. higher education system, mastering a foreign language becomes their most 

significant challenge. The intense schedule is also a challenge to every student. Learning 

two curricula at same time requires students to be prepared for the SAT test, the TOEFL, 

the Chinese General Examination, and AP examinations. Their workload is double that of 

general Chinese high school students (Liang, 2012; Yang, 2013). 

Benefits for Chinese students. Teaching methods in the AP program position the 

teacher as a guide and focus on student subjectivity. The design of the questions and 

problems tends to encourage students to think independently, and various in-class 

activities also make the instruction more attractive to students and, thus, help to motivate 

them, enhancing classroom engagement (Lu, 2013; Ma, 2012; Yang, 2013). 

The relationship between teachers and students in the Chinese AP classroom is 

different from that of Chinese general education. It becomes more harmonious, with 

mutual respect and equal communication (Yang, 2013). 

Difference between AP and general Chinese education. The AP program builds 

a positive connection between secondary education and higher education, whereas 

general Chinese secondary education is more distinct from higher education and there 

exists a significant gap (Liang, 2012; Lu, 2013; Tian, 2004; Xu, 2017). According to Xu 

(2017), pursuing entry-level college courses in high school is not only a sublimation of 

high school knowledge but also a preliminary experience of college knowledge. Also, 
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students can begin to understand majors so that they will not choose a major and a future 

career field blindly. 

The general Chinese high school approach is exam-oriented because of the 

competitiveness of the College Entrance Examination. Therefore, Chinese students have 

a purposeful and utilitarian attitude toward their secondary education. Most Chinese high 

schools plan to finish all the coursework in the first two years of study (Grade 10 and 11), 

and the last year (Grade 12) is used to review and practice repeatedly to prepare for the 

College Entrance Examination (Xu, 2017). 

In general, traditional Chinese education values knowledge accumulation and 

infusion, fosters students’ respect for knowledge and authority, and emphasizes 

construction of a knowledge system. Comparatively, the AP program emphasizes 

students’ ability to apply acquired knowledge, encourages students to question 

knowledge and authority, and highlights the importance of creation and expansion of 

knowledge (Tao, 2012). 

The autonomy of Chinese students is lacking. The course schedule is basically 

fixed, and they have no means of selecting either course variety or intensity. In contrast, 

the AP program is open to every student featuring independent choice in line with 

personal interest and academic advantage (Xu, 2017). 

Difference between AP mathematics and general Chinese mathematics. 

According to Tao (2012), who conducted research in an AP Center of a public high 

school in Anhui, China, AP mathematics emphasizes the application of knowledge 

compared to general Chinese mathematics. Also, Tao (2012) mentioned that AP 

mathematics not only focuses on building connections among different mathematic topics 

and relating mathematical ideas to real-life situations, but also regards the integration of 

mathematics and technology, which leads to the use of a calculator. In China, it is 

believed that a conceptual framework and basic operations constitute the foundation of 

mathematics. Therefore, although the textbook does have some explanation of how to use 
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a calculator, teachers worry that students might become excessively dependent on it. 

Therefore, using a calculator in the General Examination or the College Entrance 

Examination is not permitted. Research shows that most Chinese students are good at 

calculation; however, when doing real practice with various technologies, Chinese 

students lag far behind Western students. 

Jia (2015) also compared AP mathematics and general Chinese mathematics and 

found out that AP calculus puts emphasis on the integrity of the knowledge system, while 

general Chinese calculus is concerned with operations. It was further discovered that AP 

statistics focuses more on the understanding of statistical concepts and basic ideas while 

general Chinese statistics highlights the value of calculation (Lu, 2013). 

To be specific, Tao (2012) compared the “function” part of both curricula, and 

found out that AP mathematics involves an “inverse function” that is not part of the 

Chinese mathematics curriculum; likewise, Chinese mathematics refers to a “set” that is 

not in the AP mathematics curriculum. Jia (2015) listed major differences and similarities 

by comparing each of the four main topics of AP calculus. 

As a result, Tao (2012) and Jia (2015) both stated that AP mathematics follows the 

integrity of the knowledge system and expands its details while Chinese mathematics 

starts from a specific question as an entry point and expands around that point. 

Especially for calculus, Chai (2006) mentioned that the Chinese system has two 

different notions: for mathematics majors, it is called “mathematical analysis” which 

emphasizes the theoretical foundation and the mathematical reasoning of calculus; for 

non-mathematics majors such as science and engineering, it is called “advanced 

mathematics,” which underlines computing technique and the application of relative 

calculus knowledge in other subjects. He also noticed that there are two major issues in 

Chinese calculus teaching and learning. First, it is excessively exam-oriented. Second, it 

guarantees teaching quality through its mass approach to higher education. 
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Moreover, Tao (2012) suggested the necessity of using language consistently under 

a bilingual studying environment. For instance, the term “whole number” does not have a 

fixed corresponding meaning in Chinese; instead, it corresponds to three separate terms 

under different conditions: non-negative integer, positive integer, and integer. Many 

teachers translate “whole number” into “integer” in the Chinese language which is only 

partially correct, and it is possible to cause misunderstanding. 

Influence of the AP Program on the Chinese High School Program 

The introduction of the AP program in China has had an influence on the regular 

Chinese high school program, causing certain innovations to occur. I will examine 

Chinese high school program innovations as well as Chinese high school mathematics 

innovations in detail. 

Chinese High School Program Innovation 

The Chinese high school program innovations that have been driven by the 

presence of the AP program can be placed into 6 categories: bridging the gap between 

secondary and higher education, college admission criteria, curriculum design, depth and 

breadth, flexible schooling and the credit system, and teacher training. 

Bridging the gap between secondary and higher education. As Chai (2006) said 

in his research, although Chinese high schools provide optional courses for students to 

select, the credits for those courses are not admitted as official college credits or for 

Advanced Placement, which means that there exists a disconnection between secondary 

and higher education. However, scholars have demonstrated that the AP program gives 

students an opportunity to learn college-level courses in advance, and it is recognized by 

almost every college and university in the United States. Also, Kong and Ma (2007) add 

that the program avoids the repetition of the teaching of same knowledge in both high 
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school and college, which adds to the efficiency of teaching and learning. Thus, the 

expansion of the AP program makes for a continuous and integrated curriculum structure 

from secondary to higher education, which is definitely worth adopting by Chinese 

higher education (Chai, 2006; Kong & Ma, 2007; Lu, 2013; Wang, 2017). 

College admission criteria. Zhao and Zhang (2009b) mention that the only way to 

get into higher education in China is to take the College Entrance Examination, which 

recruits a lot of talented students for this country but also it limits students’ diversified 

development. Therefore, scholars also recommend introducing more elective programs 

such as the Advanced Placement program to provide an alternative reference index for 

college admission criteria that may also help fully develop all students’ potential abilities 

(Wang, 2017; Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 

Curriculum design. Zhao and Zhang (2009b) also noticed that in the Advanced 

Placement program, students have the opportunity to select preferred courses, which 

greatly helps to increase their diversification. However, in China, the entire curriculum 

only lists a few kinds of electives, and the quantity of these optional courses is far behind 

the total 38 subjects provided by the AP program. The Chinese curriculum could give 

students more options to cultivate their autonomous learning so that they might take more 

interest and responsibility toward the classes they choose on their own. Eventually it will 

help them to become more independent learners instead of learning passively (Lu, 2013; 

Zhao & Zhang, 2009a). 

Depth and breadth. Chinese secondary education tends to be more focused on 

skills training and, does not foster creativity and learning confidence. However, the AP 

program seeks to increase understanding and facilitate application of knowledge; also, its 

students illustrate excellence, confidence, and creative thought (Kong & Ma, 2007; Lu, 

2013). In addition, Chinese optional courses have extensive content but do not encourage 

deep thought, which causes a “mile-wide inch-deep” phenomenon. Teachers sometimes 

roughly handle the optional content because of the limited time available to them, so 
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students do not develop a complete understanding of the basic concept. Because students 

choose an elective based on their desire to explore the subject, it is critical to increase 

their depth of knowledge in that subject; therefore, it is important to find a balance 

between the depth and breadth of optional classes (Zhao & Zhang, 2009b). 

Flexible schooling and the credit system. Kong and Ma (2007) point out that 

most Chinese high schools use competition as a method of encouraging advanced 

students to take challenges. Although there are various patterns in Western secondary 

education, most schools’ aim is to offer different education for students with different 

learning abilities. Western schools utilize a flexible credit system which allows some 

advanced students to choose programs such as the AP program and earn college credit 

while in high school, and to even graduate early (Zhao & Zhang, 2009b). Thus, 

introducing the Advanced Placement program in Chinese high schools is an alternative 

way to give advanced students more opportunities. Chinese schools could even borrow 

AP ideas to build flexible schooling as well as the credit system to allow students to study 

according to their abilities and be more successful in their future studies and careers 

(Kong & Ma, 2007; Wang & Wang, 2016; Zhao & Zhang, 2009b). 

Teacher training. Tian (2004) mentions the importance of teacher training as it 

relates to the success of the AP program. The College Board created the AP Teacher 

Community to support teachers with an extensive resource library, and the Board 

provides sponsored workshops and online professional development opportunities 

(Professional Development, 2018). In this way, teachers have sufficient instructional 

supports. 

Chinese High School Mathematics Innovation 

The innovations in Chinese high school mathematics that have resulted from the 

presence of the AP program in China can be grouped into three sorts: mathematics 

teaching mode, understanding and application, and language and technology. 
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Mathematics teaching mode. Chai (2006) and Wang (2017) both suggest using 

the “Rule of Four,” that approaches calculus concepts and problems when they are 

represented graphically, numerically, analytically, and verbally, and can reveal 

connections amongst these representations to open instructors’ minds to new ideas in the 

teaching of mathematics. In Chinese mathematics teaching, the description of 

mathematical questions usually lays particular stress on formula and reasoning. But 

graphical, numerical or verbal representations can give students a direct impression, 

which helps with the understanding of mathematical thoughts and linking mathematical 

knowledge to real-life situations. Thus, the “Rule of Four” is an effective method to help 

innovate Chinese mathematics teaching.  

Understanding and application. AP mathematics values students’ full 

understanding of mathematical concepts and problems not only in its curriculum goals 

but also in its the examinations (Chai, 2006; Lu, 2013). Some scholars also recognize that 

many of the examination questions, especially the free-response questions in AP calculus, 

are aimed at testing students’ ability to apply acquired mathematical knowledge. Those 

questions closely integrate with real-life practice and are heavily related to other subjects 

such as physics and economics. Students should not only be able to solve these problems 

but also be able to provide logical reasoning. However, Chinese students are trained in 

calculating and memorizing for a long time, which makes them better at doing math but 

not applying math. Furthermore, their exam-oriented education makes this situation 

worse, which causes a poverty of conception that is fostered by overly rigid thoughts and 

which may limit students’ imagination and learning efficiency. For example, students 

lack the creative ability to explore mathematical problems. Thus, it is necessary to 

emphasize the understanding and application of mathematics in real practice in both 

teaching and learning (Chai, 2006; Lai, 2013; Lu, 2013; Zhang, 2012). 

Language and technology. Liang (2012) and Lai (2013) mention that since the 

entire AP program, including both AP courses and AP examinations, requires all students 
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to read and respond in English, it is inevitable that students will face language-related 

challenges. Students need to be able to have an accurate understanding of mathematical 

problems, and particularly of mathematical terms represented in English. Li, Chu, Lai, 

and Chen (2018) encourage the use of modern educational technology; Kong and Ma 

(2007) agree, saying that Chinese students should have the opportunity to use graphing 

calculators because AP calculus examinations allow their use in some questions. 

International Baccalaureate 

The International Baccalaureate (IB), formerly known as the International 

Baccalaureate Office (IBO), was founded in Geneva, Switzerland in 1968 and was 

developed to create a rigorous and universal curriculum standard to meet the educational 

needs of “Global Citizens”: geographically mobile students who required academic 

credentials that were accepted worldwide, such as children of diplomats, students living 

abroad, native students returning from abroad, and children likely to travel extensively 

abroad. The IBO was a chartered, private, nongovernmental international educational 

foundation (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Fox, 1985; Gu, 2006a; Li, 2006; Li & Yao, 1998; Liu, 

2008; Ma, 2009; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Poelzer & Feldhusen, 1997; Song, 2012; Xu, 

2001; Zhang, 2014). 

IB holds consultative status as a non-governmental organization (NGO) at the 

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and is 

recognized by the Council of Europe and the Organization Internationale de la 

Francophonie (OIF) (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Hong, 1994; Gu & Yang, 2002; Li & Yao, 

1998; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Song, 2012). 

IB offers an education for students aged 3 to 19, and is comprised of four 

educational programs: the IB Primary Years Programme (PYP) for students aged 3 to 12, 

the IB Middle Years Programme (MYP) for students aged 11 to 16, the IB Diploma 
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Programme (IBDP) and the IB Career-Related Programme (CRP) for students aged 16 to 

19 (Clayton, 1998; Gu & Yang, 2002; IB Programmes, 2018; Li & Yao, 1998; Liang, 

2016; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Xu, Xia, & Chen, 2015; Xu & Xiang, 2015; Zhang, 

2014). The International Baccalaureate (IB) program can be best understood by 

examining its history, the IB Diploma Programme (IBDP) curriculum outline, and its 

methods of assessment. 

History 

In 1951, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) founded the International Schools' Association (ISA) and gave it three 

successive contracts to study practical ways of harmonizing curricula and methods for the 

development of international understanding. In August 1964, the Twentieth Century Fund 

offered ISA a grant of $75,000 for an investigation into a common curriculum and 

examination program for international schools, which would facilitate admission to any 

college or university (Jonietz & Harris, 2012; Liu, 2008; Peterson, 2003; Poelzer & 

Feldhusen, 1997; Renaud, 1974). In 1965, the International Schools’ Examination 

Syndicate (ISES) was founded; it changed its name to the International Baccalaureate 

Office (IBO) in 1968 (Jonietz & Harris, 2012; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Poelzer & 

Feldhusen, 1997; Renaud, 1974). 

With IBO’s inception in 1965, IB Diploma Program became the first offered 

program that has been offered in 1968. It aims to develop students who have excellent 

breadth and depth of knowledge, students who flourish physically, intellectually, 

emotionally, and ethically (Gu, 2006b; IB Programmes, 2018; Key Facts about the DP, 

2018; Liu & Liu, 2008; Song, 2012). The first conference in 1965 decided on the 

framework of the system and discussed the five subjects considered to have priority: 

Language A, Language B, History, Geography, and Biology (Renaud, 1974). The years 

1964-1970 were devoted to experimenting with the new system of teaching and 
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assessment, and the 1970 session saw the program’s first graduates receiving their 

diplomas or certificates (Hong, 1994). Also in that year, the first 29 students sat for the 

official IB Examinations for college entrance (Fox, 1985; Peterson, 2003; Renaud, 1974; 

Song, 2012; Xu, 2001). Later, the original IBDP expanded to offer MYP, which started in 

1994; PYP, which was piloted in 1997; and CRP, which began in 2012 (Clayton, 1998; 

IB Programmes, 2018; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Song, 2012). To teach all these 

programs, schools are required to obtain authorization from the International 

Baccalaureate Organization (IBO) (How to Become an IB School, 2018; Song, 2012). 

According to Peterson (2003), International Baccalaureate North America (IBNA) 

was established in 1975; International Baccalaureate Africa, Europe and Middle-East 

(IBAEM) was founded in 1986; and International Baccalaureate Asia Pacific (IBAP) was 

also set up during the same period. 

IBDP Curriculum Outline 

The International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Programme (DP) was established to 

provide students with a balanced education, to facilitate geographic and cultural mobility, 

and to promote international understanding; it was the first program offered by the IB and 

is available for students aged 16-19 (Gu, 2006b; IB Programmes, 2018; Key Facts about 

the DP, 2018; Liu & Liu, 2008; Liu, Liu, & Jiang, 2015). The IBDP curriculum is made 

up of three DP cores and six subject groups (Gu, 2006b; Cheng & Deng, 2006; IB 

Curriculum, 2018; Jonietz & Harris, 2012; Li, 2006; D. Li, 2009; Liu & Liu, 2008; Song, 

2008; Song, 2012; Yang & Dai, 2012a, 2012b; Zhang, 2014). 

Figure 1 shows the curriculum outline of the International Baccalaureate Diploma 

Program (IBDP). 
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Figure 1. IB Diploma Program Curriculum (Retrieved from https://www.ibo.org/ 
programmes/) 
 

The DP core includes three required components designed to broaden students’ 

educational experience and challenge them to apply their knowledge and skills (see 

Table 4.) The three core elements are: Theory of Knowledge (TOK); Extended Essay 

(EE); and Creativity, Action, Service (CAS) (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Gu, 2006b; Hong, 

1994; IB Curriculum, 2018; Li, 2006; Li & Yao, 1998; Liu & Liu, 2008; Liu et al., 2015; 

Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Song, 2012; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Yang 

& Dai, 2012a; Zhang, 2014). 
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Table 4. Three IBDP Cores 
 

Three IBDP Cores 
Theory of Knowledge 

(TOK) 
A reflection on the nature of knowledge and on how we 
know what we claim to know, finishing with an oral 
presentation and a 1,600-word essay 

The Extended Essay 
(EE) 

An independent, self-directed piece of research, finishing 
with a 4,000-word paper 

Creativity, Activity, Service 
(CAS) 

A project related to those three concepts 

 

The TOK course is mandatory; it encourages critical thinking about knowledge and 

helps students to understand the content. It involves various activities and discussions 

that encourage students to express their thoughts and emphasize their logical thinking. It 

can prevent students from making subjective assumptions and engaging in perspective 

bias while sharing ideas and listening to others (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Cox & Daniel, 

1983; Hong, 1994; Li, 2006; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Peterson, 2003; Poelzer & 

Feldhusen, 1997; What is TOK, 2018; Yang & Dai, 2012a; Zhang, 2014). The EE course 

comes from one of the student’s six chosen subjects from the IB Diploma Program, and 

students are required to make an in-depth study of the chosen topic. It aims to increase 

students’ research and writing skills and is very important in their future studies. In 

higher education, each student is expected to possess the ability to do research 

independently. Therefore, the EE course requires them to select topics of their own 

interest; to conduct research under the guidance of a supervisor; and to assemble a 

formally presented, reasonably structured, and coherently expressed 4000-word paper 

(Cheng & Deng, 2006; Cox & Daniel, 1983; Hong, 1994; Li, 2006; What is EE, 2018; 

Yang & Dai, 2012a; Zhang, 2014). The CAS course is intended to enhance students’ 

personal and interpersonal development through experiential learning. “Creativity” 

includes arts and other activities that can help enhancing creative thinking. For example, 

a group of students in New York produced and performed a play to raise awareness of a 

real-world issue. “Activity” means physical exertion contributing to a healthy lifestyle 

that complements academic work. For example, a student in Australia achieved his dream 
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of becoming a youth soccer coach through CAS. “Service” is a voluntary exchange that 

can improve students’ personal and interpersonal development. For example, students in 

Indiana organized a large-scale recycling drive to help an IB School in Michigan (Cheng 

& Deng, 2006; Li, 2006; Liu & Liu, 2008; What is CAS Project, 2018; Yang & Dai, 

2012a; Zhang, 2014). Moreover, the CAS project can address any single strand of CAS, 

or it can combine two or three of them (What is CAS Project, 2018). Researchers such as 

Yang & Dai (2012a) believe that the DP Core shows the comprehensiveness and 

uniqueness of the IBDP. 

The six subject groups are: studies in language and literature, language acquisition, 

individuals and societies, sciences, mathematics, and the arts (see Table 5.) There are 

different courses within each subject group, and students have a choice within the six 

(Cheng & Deng, 2006; Gu, 2006b; IB Curriculum, 2018; Li, 2006; Li & Yao, 1998; Liu 

& Liu, 2008; Liu et al., 2015; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Xu, 2001; Yang & Dai, 2012b; 

Zhang, 2014). In addition, students may choose to study an additional science, individual 

and society, or language courses, instead of taking a course in the arts (IB Curriculum, 

2018; Xu, 2001). 
 

Table 5. Six IBDP Subject Groups 
 

Six IBDP Subject Groups 
Studies in Language and Literature 
Language Acquisition 
Individuals and Societies 
Sciences 
Mathematics 
The Arts 
 

The courses are available in two levels: standard level (SL) and higher level (HL). 

SL subjects require 150 teaching hours whereas HL comprises 240 teaching hours (IB 

Curriculum, 2018; Nugent & Karnes, 2002). The difference between SL and HL course is 

a matter of scope; students are measured by the same grade descriptors, with HL students 
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expected to demonstrate a greater body of knowledge, understanding, and skills (IB 

Curriculum, 2018; Koetzsch, 1997; Nugent & Karnes, 2002). Each student is required to 

select one subject from each of the six subject groups (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Li, 2006; 

Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Xu, 2001; Yang & Dai, 2012b). At least three (but not more 

than four) must be subjects at the HL level, and the remaining at the SL level (Cheng & 

Deng, 2006; IB Curriculum, 2018; Li, 2006; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; 

Xu, 2001; Zhang, 2014). Researchers such as Gu and Yang (2002), Cheng and Deng 

(2006), and Yang and Dai (2012b) thought the many choices in terms of disciplines and 

course levels reveal a curriculum design that effectively balances breadth, depth, and 

student interest in academic subjects. 

IBDP Assessment 

Generally, each program has a program committee, which is responsible for 

supervising quality and development, and so does the IBDP (What You Need to Know 

about IB, 2018). For the IBDP, there are two examination sessions, one in May and the 

other in November (Getting Results of IBDP, 2018; Ma, 2009; Song, 2012). DP 

assessment mainly measures students’ academic skills, but it also encourages an 

international outlook and intercultural skills (Liu et al., 2015). The assessment measures 

academic skills including basic skills such as retaining knowledge, understanding key 

concepts, and applying standard methods as well as advanced skills like analyzing and 

presenting information, evaluating and constructing arguments, and solving problems 

creatively (Assessment and Exams of IBDP, 2018). 

The IBDP uses both external and internal assessments to measure student 

performance (Assessment and Exams of IBDP, 2018; Cheng & Deng, 2006; Hong, 1994; 

Jonietz & Harris, 2012; Li, 2009; Liu & Liu, 2008; Liu et al., 2015; Song, 2008, 2012; 

Understanding DP Assessment, 2018). Written examinations form the basis of the 

external assessment for most courses because of their high levels of objectivity and 
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reliability (Assessment and Exams of IBDP, 2018; Understanding DP Assessment, 2018; 

What You Need to Know about IB, 2018). They include structured problems, short-

response questions, data-response questions, text-response questions, case-study 

questions, multiple-choice questions, and essays (Assessment and Exams of IBDP, 2018). 

Essays on the theory of knowledge (TOK) and the extended essay (EE) are parts of the 

externally-assessed coursework that are completed by students over an extended period 

under authenticated teacher supervision (Understanding DP Assessment, 2018). In most 

subjects, internal assessment is also used, and it is marked by teachers according to IB 

criteria and then moderated by the IB (Assessment and Exams of IBDP, 2018; 

Understanding DP Assessment, 2018). This kind of assessment by teachers includes oral 

work in languages, fieldwork in geography, laboratory work in the sciences, 

investigations in mathematics, and artistic performance (Assessment and Exams of IBDP, 

2018). 

Every subject is scored on a 1 to 7 scale, with 7 being the highest numerical grade 

(Cheng & Deng, 2006; Li & Yao, 1998; Liu et al., 2015; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Song, 

2012; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Understanding DP Assessment, 2018; 

Xu, 2001). Scores in the higher level (HL) and standard level (SL) courses have the same 

number of points, reflecting the IB’s belief in the importance of achievement across a 

broad range of academic disciplines. Therefore, as Table 6 shows, scores from a student’s 

six chosen subjects total 42 points. The TOK essay and the EE essay contribute up to 3 

additional points in total. And the remaining element in the DP core, CAS, does not count 

for points but is regarded as participation, which is part of the requirement for getting the 

diploma (Understanding DP Assessment, 2018). So, the overall possible score in this 

program is 45 points (Li & Yao, 1998; Liu et al., 2015; Song, 2012; Song & Wang, 

2015). A student’s final diploma score is a combination of scores for each subject, and 

student who gains at least 24 points and meets certain minimum levels of performance 

including completion of the 3 DP cores will be awarded the diploma (Cheng & Deng, 
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2006; Liu et al., 2015; Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Song, 2012; Song & Wang, 2015; 

Understanding DP Assessment, 2018; Xu, 2001). Results will be issued on July 6 for the 

May session and January 3 for the November session. In each examination session, about 

80% of DP students are awarded the diploma (Getting Results of IBDP, 2018). 
 
 
Table 6. IBDP Score Combinations and Their Corresponding Maximum Scores 
 

IBDP Score Combination Maximum Score 
Six Subject Groups Six Chosen Subjects  6 subjects * 7 points 

= 42 points 
Three DP Cores Theory of Knowledge 

(TOK)+ The Extended Essay 
(EE) 

3 points 

Creativity, Activity, Service 
(CAS) 

0 points  
(participation) 

Total IBDP Maximum Score 45 points 

IB Mathematics 

The following two sections offer a view of the IB mathematics program by 

detailing its courses and its methods of assessment. 

Courses 

As one of the 6 subject groups, group 5, it is a requirement that students choose at 

least one course in mathematics (IB Mathematics, 2018a; Liu, 2008; Yang & Dai, 

2012b). The four courses in mathematics are designed to develop students’ mathematical 

knowledge, concepts, and principles; to develop their logical, critical, and creative 

thinking; and to employ and refine their powers of abstraction and generalization. The 

courses also endeavor to encourage students’ appreciation of the international dimensions 

of mathematics and the multiplicity of its cultural and historical perspectives (IB 

Mathematics, 2018a; Liu & Liu, 2008; Ma, 2009; Xu et al., 2015; Xu & Xiang, 2015; 

Yang & Dai, 2012b). To be specific, mathematical studies standard level (SL), 
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mathematics standard level (SL), mathematics higher level (HL), and a further 

mathematics higher level comprise the mathematics domain, and each course is designed 

to accommodate individual students’ different needs, interests and abilities as well as to 

fulfill the requirements of various university and career aspirations (Hong, 1994; IB 

Mathematics, 2018a, 2018b; Liu, 2008; Lu, 2000; Ma, 2009; Song, 2012; Wang & Wang, 

2016; Xu & Xiang, 2015; Yang & Dai, 2012b). Moreover, these four courses are set up in 

order of increasing difficulty (Liu, 2008; Liu & Liu, 2008; Lu, 2000; Song, 2012; Xu & 

Xiang, 2015). 

Mathematical studies SL is designed for students whose main interests lie outside 

the field of mathematics, and for many of them this course will be their final experience 

of being taught formal mathematics. It focuses on important interconnected mathematical 

topics by placing emphasis on student understanding of fundamental concepts and 

helping students to develop their mathematical reasoning and to relate acquired 

mathematical knowledge to real-life situation (IB Mathematics, 2018b; Song, 2012; Yang 

& Dai, 2012b). Moreover, a feature unique to this course is the project that is based on 

students’ own research and is guided and supervised by their teachers. This specific 

project provides an opportunity for students to carry out a mathematical study of their 

choice using their own experience as well as knowledge and skills acquired during the 

course (IB Mathematics, 2018b). 

Mathematics SL is a course for students with a good background in mathematics 

and strong analytical and technical skills. It aims at introducing students to important 

mathematical concepts in a comprehensible and coherent way through the development 

of mathematical techniques (IB Mathematics, 2018b; Song, 2012; Yang & Dai, 2012b). 

Some students will be expecting to include mathematic courses in their university studies 

or will be taking courses such as chemistry, economics, and business management that 

contain elements of mathematics (Song, 2012; Yang & Dai, 2012b). SL emphasizes the 

application of the acquired mathematical knowledge to solve realistic problems set in an 
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appropriate context (IB Mathematics, 2018b). The core topics of this course are algebra, 

functions and equations, circular functions and trigonometry, vectors, statistics and 

probability, and calculus (see Table 7). 
 

Table 7. IB Mathematics Standard Level (SL) Components 
 

Component Recommended Teaching Hours 
Topic 1: Algebra 9 
Topic 2: Functions and equations 24 
Topic 3: Circular functions and trigonometry 16 
Topic 4: Vectors 16 
Topic 5: Statistics and probability 35 
Topic 6: Calculus 40 
Mathematical exploration: 
A piece of individual written work that involves 
investigating an area of mathematics. 

10 

 

Mathematics SL does not have the depth found in the HL course. So those who 

want to pursue subjects with a high degree of mathematical content should opt for a 

mathematics HL course that focuses on developing important mathematical concepts in a 

comprehensible, coherent, and rigorous way (IB Mathematics, 2018b; Yang & Dai, 

2012b). 

Some students will be expecting to include mathematics courses in their university 

studies, or courses that contain mathematics content and application such as physics, 

engineering and technology (Song, 2012; Yang & Dai, 2012b). It requires students to 

study a broad range of mathematical topics through many approaches and to varying 

degrees of depth. Besides the emphasis on applying mathematical knowledge to solve 

problems in a variety of meaningful contexts, this course devotes more time to the 

justification and proof of results, the insight into mathematical form and structure, the 

connection between concepts in different topic areas, and the skills needed to help build 

mathematical growth in other learning environments (IB Mathematics, 2018b). 
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From Table 8, it is clear that the core topics of the Mathematics HL course 

including algebra, functions and equations, circular functions and trigonometry, vectors, 

statistics and probability, and calculus. Also, students must choose one optional topic out 

of four alternatives (IB Mathematics, 2018b; Ma, 2009; Wu, 2014). 

Further mathematics HL is intended for students with strong interests in 

mathematics who want to take an even more rigorous and demanding course; it focuses 

on several branches of mathematics to encourage students to appreciate the diversity of 

the subject and to reach an equivalent level of understanding across all topics (IB 

Mathematics, 2018b; Yang & Dai, 2012b). According to the official statement, students 

may register for mathematics HL only or for further mathematics HL only or for both. 

However, students who take this course will be presumed to already know the topics in 

the core syllabus of mathematics HL and to have studied one of the optional topics in the 

mathematics HL course. The difficulty of examination questions is comparable with 

those set on the four optional topics in the mathematics HL course. Unlike the others, this 

course has no internal assessment component (IB Mathematics, 2018b). 
 

Table 8. IB Mathematics Higher Level (HL) Components 
 

Component Recommended Teaching Hours 
Topic 1: Algebra 30 
Topic 2: Functions and equations 22 
Topic 3: Circular functions and trigonometry 22 
Topic 4: Vectors 24 
Topic 5: Statistics and probability 36 
Topic 6: Calculus 48 
Optional syllabus content (one of the following) 
Topic 7: Statistics and probability 
Topic 8: Sets, relations and groups 
Topic 9: Calculus 
Topic 10: Discrete mathematics 

48 

Mathematical exploration: 
A piece of individual written work that involves 
investigating an area of mathematics. 

10 
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Assessment 

Tables 9 and 10 demonstrate that in IB mathematics students’ work is assessed 

externally and internally (Assessment and Exams of IBDP, 2018). Both mathematics SL 

and mathematics HL courses have external examinations weighted for 80% of the final  
 
 
Table 9. Assessment of IB Mathematics (SL) 
 

Type of Assessment Format of Assessment Weighting of 
Final Grade 

External (3 hours)  80% 
Paper 1 (non-
calculator) 
1.5 hours 

Section A: Compulsory short-response questions 
based on the whole syllabus. 
Section B: Compulsory extended-response questions 
based on the whole syllabus. 

40% 

Paper 2 (graphing 
calculator required) 
1.5 hours 

Section A: Compulsory short-response questions 
based on the whole syllabus. 
Section B: Compulsory extended-response questions 
based on the whole syllabus. 

40% 

Internal  20% 
Mathematical 
exploration 

Internal assessment in mathematics SL involves 
individual exploration. This is a piece of written 
work that requires investigating an area of 
mathematics. 

 

 
 
 
Table 10. Assessment of IB Mathematics (HL) 
 

Type of Assessment Format of Assessment Weighting of 
Final Grade 

External (5 hours)  80% 
Paper 1 (non-
calculator) 
2 hours 

Section A: Compulsory short-response questions 
based on the core syllabus. 
Section B: Compulsory extended-response questions 
based on the core syllabus. 

30% 

Paper 2 (graphing 
calculator required) 
2 hours 

Section A: Compulsory short-response questions 
based on the core syllabus. 
Section B: Compulsory extended-response questions 
based on the core syllabus. 

30% 

Paper 3 (graphing 
calculator required) 
1 hour 

Compulsory extended-response questions based 
mainly on the syllabus options. 

20% 

Internal  20% 
Mathematical 
exploration 

Internal assessment in mathematics HL involves 
individual exploration. This is a piece of written 
work that requires investigating an area of 
mathematics. 
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grade and internal assessment weighted for 20%. The external examinations include two 

types of questions: short-response questions (Section A) and extended-response questions 

(Section B). 

Assessment in mathematics SL involves two papers that need to be finished in 3 

hours in its external assessment, whereas assessment of mathematics HL has three papers 

that take 5 hours. Graphing calculators cannot be used in paper 1, but they are required in 

papers 2 and 3. 

From 2006 to 2014, the internal assessment component, portfolio, consisted of two 

parts including mathematical investigation (Type I) and mathematical modeling (Type II) 

(Ma, 2010, 2017; Wu, 2014; Xie & Shen, 2013). Starting in May 2014, it changed to only 

one form, the mathematical exploration; the change was intended to give students the 

opportunity to develop their independent mathematical learning through various 

mathematical activities and ideas (Ma, 2017; Wu, 2014). It also allows them to work 

without the time constraints and to enhance their skill in communication of mathematical 

ideas (IB Mathematics, 2018b; Ma, 2017; Wu, 2014). 

According to the IB assessment criteria (2018), each exploration should be 

assessed against the following five criteria (see Table 11). 
 

Table 11. IB Assessment Criteria 
 
Criterion A (max mark 4) Communication 
Criterion B (max mark 3) Mathematical presentation 
Criterion C (max mark 4) Personal engagement 
Criterion D (max mark 3) Reflection 
Criterion E (max mark 6) Use of mathematics 
 

The descriptions of the achievement levels for each of five criteria follow; each 

achievement level represents the minimum requirement for that level to be awarded (see 

Table 12). 
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Table 12. IB Achievement Level Description (Criterion A to D) 
 
Achievement 

Level 
Descriptor of 
Criterion A 

Descriptor of 
Criterion B 

Descriptor of 
Criterion C 

Descriptor of 
Criterion D 

0 The exploration 
does not reach 
the standard 
described by the 
descriptors 
below. 

The exploration 
does not reach 
the standard 
described by the 
descriptors 
below. 

The exploration 
does not reach 
the standard 
described by the 
descriptors 
below. 

The exploration 
does not reach 
the standard 
described by 
the descriptors 
below. 

1 The exploration 
has some 
coherence. 

There is some 
appropriate 
mathematical 
presentation. 

There is 
evidence of 
limited or 
superficial 
personal 
engagement. 

There is 
evidence of 
limited or 
superficial 
reflection. 

2 The exploration 
has some 
coherence and 
shows some 
organization. 

The 
mathematical 
presentation is 
mostly 
appropriate. 

There is 
evidence of 
some personal 
engagement. 

There is 
evidence of 
meaningful 
reflection. 

3 The exploration 
is coherent and 
well organized 

The 
mathematical 
presentation is 
appropriate 
throughout. 

There is 
evidence of 
significant 
personal 
engagement. 

There is 
substantial 
evidence of 
critical 
reflection. 

4 The exploration 
is coherent, well 
organized, 
concise and 
complete. 

 There is 
abundant 
evidence of 
outstanding 
personal 
engagement. 

 

 

The final mark for each exploration is the sum of the achievement levels awarded 

for each criterion A to E. The maximum possible mark is 20 (IB assessment criteria, 

2018). 

The descriptors for criterion E are noticeably different for mathematics SL and 

mathematics HL (see Table 13). 
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Table 13. IB Achievement Level Description (Criterion E) 
 

Achievement 
Level 

Descriptor of Criterion E 
(SL only) 

Descriptor of Criterion E 
(HL only) 

0 The exploration does not reach the 
standard described by the 
descriptors below. 

The exploration does not reach the 
standard described by the 
descriptors below. 

1 Some relevant mathematics is 
used. 

Some relevant mathematics is 
used. Limited understanding is 
demonstrated. 

2 Some relevant mathematics is 
used. Limited understanding is 
demonstrated. 

Some relevant mathematics is 
used. The mathematics explored is 
partially correct. Some knowledge 
and understanding are 
demonstrated. 

3 Relevant mathematics 
commensurate with the level of the 
course is used. Limited 
understanding is demonstrated. 

Relevant mathematics 
commensurate with the level of the 
course is used. The mathematics 
explored is correct. Good 
knowledge and understanding are 
demonstrated. 

4 Relevant mathematics 
commensurate with the level of the 
course is used. The mathematics 
explored is partially correct. Some 
knowledge and understanding are 
demonstrated. 

Relevant mathematics 
commensurate with the level of the 
course is used. The mathematics 
explored is correct and reflects the 
sophistication expected. Good 
knowledge and understanding are 
demonstrated. 

5 Relevant mathematics 
commensurate with the level of the 
course is used. The mathematics 
explored is mostly correct. Good 
knowledge and understanding are 
demonstrated. 

Relevant mathematics 
commensurate with the level of the 
course is used. The mathematics 
explored is correct and reflects the 
sophistication and rigor expected. 
Thorough knowledge and 
understanding are demonstrated. 

6 Relevant mathematics 
commensurate with the level of the 
course is used. The mathematics 
explored is correct. Thorough 
knowledge and understanding are 
demonstrated. 

Relevant mathematics 
commensurate with the level of the 
course is used. The mathematics 
explored is precise and reflects the 
sophistication and rigor expected. 
Thorough knowledge and 
understanding are demonstrated. 

IB Concept 

In short, the IB is motivated by its mission to create a better world through 

education (IB Mission, 2018; What You Need to Know about IB, 2018). 
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The goal of the IB was to create an advanced and rigorous pre-university 

curriculum that emphasizes critical thinking and international awareness in order to foster 

inquiring, knowledgeable, and caring young people from varying cultural, economic, and 

societal backgrounds (Chen & Hou, 2011; Cheng & Deng, 2006; Clayton, 1998; IB 

Mission, 2018; Koetzsch, 1997; Lateer, 1999; Li, 2006; Liang, 2016; Liu et al., 2015; 

Nugent & Karnes, 2002; Song, 2012; Tookey, 1999; What You Need to Know About IB, 

2018; Xu & Gao, 2012). Those young people are active, compassionate, and lifelong 

learners across the world who can help to create a better and more peaceful world 

through intercultural understanding and respect (Chen & Hou, 2011; Gu & Yang, 2002; 

IB Mission, 2018; Li, 2006; Liu et al., 2015; Song, 2012; What You Need to Know 

About IB, 2018; Xu & Gao, 2012; Xu et al., 2015), Renaud (1974) named people with 

these qualities as “whole men.” In detail, IB learners strive to be inquirers, reflective 

thinkers, communicators as well as principled, open-minded, caring, risk-taking, 

balanced, and reflective (Li, 2006; Liu et al., 2015; What You Need to Know About IB, 

2018; Yamamoto et al., 2016). 

To this end, the IB also focuses on working with schools, governments, and 

international organizations to develop challenging international programs featuring 

rigorous assessment (IB Mission, 2018). 

IB Benefits as Identified in Literature 

There are three major ways in which students may benefit from participating in the 

IB program. They are the gaining of heightened skills and college readiness, better 

prospects for college admission and academic success, and savings of time and money. 
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Student Skills and College Readiness 

According to Dr. David Conley (2007), college readiness is understood as the level 

of preparation a student needs to be able to enroll and succeed in college. Researchers 

suggested that students who participate in the IB program during high school have a more 

successful adjustment to college with its rigor and expectations (Beckwitt, Van Camp, & 

Carter, 2015; Chen, 2013; Cheng & Deng, 2006; Conley, McGaughy, Davis-Molin, 

Farkas, & Fukuda, 2014; IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018; Li & Yao, 1998; 

What is the DP, 2018). More specifically, after experiencing the pressure of IB program’s 

rich curriculum, students reported that they felt better prepared for college’s exam-based 

grading structure and its coursework. It also helped them practice efficient time 

management helped them to cope with the demanding workloads, while non-IB students 

indicated that they felt less adept at managing their time or studying for culminating 

examinations (Conley et al., 2014; IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018; Taylor 

& Porath, 2006; What is the DP, 2018; What You Need to Know About IB, 2018). Also, 

for non-academic preparation, findings suggest that IB students tend to use risk and 

experimentation strategies to overcome challenges and to show more independent 

learning while non-IB students may rely more on family or others for academic support 

(Beckwitt et al., 2015; Conley et al., 2014; What You Need to Know About IB, 2018). 

Furthermore, findings illustrated many aspects in which the IBDP provides a more 

comprehensive and effective approach to readying students for college than other types of 

curricula (Conley et al., 2014; IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018). Conley 

(2013) stated that the IBDP perhaps becomes the single most important factor in 

students’ success, namely the degree to which they take ownership of their learning and 

are allowed to do so. Some DP students reported that they could have benefited from 

stronger content knowledge before entering the college, particularly in mathematics or 

other STEM-related fields (Lee et al., 2017). To be specific, the three IBDP cores 

provides an important grounding in developing student skills (Aulls, Lemay, & Peláez, 
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2013; Billig & Good, 2013; Conley et al., 2014; IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 

2018; Inkelas et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015; Saavedra, 2016; What is the 

DP, 2018; Wray, 2013). For example, researchers suggested that IBDP students carried 

strong critical thinking skills and adopted multiple perspectives to solve the same 

problems. They also demonstrated a deeper understanding of the structure of knowledge, 

large concepts, and the content connections across disciplines than their non-IB peers. 

That understanding helped a lot with their cognitive development and fostered an ability 

to make connections across academic disciplines, to present in front of a class, and to 

critically evaluate knowledge, after learning the Theory of Knowledge (TOK) core 

(Beckwitt et al., 2015; Bergeron & Rogers, 2015; Cole et al., 2014; Conley et al., 2014; 

IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018; Lee et al., 2014). Analysis of IBDP 

students in Canada, the UK, and the USA revealed that the IBDP’s Extended Essay (EE) 

core makes students better able to write their college theses due to the experience of 

working with mentors, conducting in-depth research, determining the credibility of 

relevant sources, and producing coherent extended essays with cited references (Aulls 

et al., 2013; Conley et al., 2014; IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018; Inkelas 

et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014; What is the DP, 2018; What You Need to Know About IB, 

2018; Wray, 2013). The study done at the University of Virginia even compared IB 

students with former Advanced Placement (AP) students and noticed that IB students 

were significantly more likely to show preparedness for college-level coursework 

involving research; it also found their research skills to be important to future success (IB 

Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018; Inkelas et al., 2013). Moreover, research 

conducted in 2016 made a complementary statement that IB students graduate with a 

sense of civic responsibility and engage in service activities to help the community 

(Billig & Good, 2013; IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018). Conley et al. (2014) 

and Hayden et al. (2017) agreed that the Creativity, Activity, Service (CAS) core 

contributed mostly to this aspect. Besides the civic responsibility, Saavedra (2016) found 
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that IBDP students also demonstrate academic civic mindedness due to their sufficient 

knowledge of government, public policy, and effective advocacy techniques (IB 

Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018). 

Besides fostering life-time learners, the IB also helps students study topics from an 

international perspective, which becomes its most unique feature (Doherty, 2009; What 

You Need to Know about IB, 2018). Exploring their own cultures and learning how to 

respect other cultures can help students better communicate with people from around the 

world; the organization is more dedicated than ever to developing international education 

that will help to create a better world (About the IB, 2018). 

College Admission and Student Success 

The IB program fosters international perspectives and intercultural understanding 

while supporting the maintenance and development of its students’ cultural identities. A 

growing number of colleges and universities worldwide recognize the IB credential, and 

it provides IB students with more chances to attend top colleges and universities (Gu, 

2006b; Gu & Yang, 2002; D. Li, 2009; Li & Yao, 1998; Liu et al., 2015; Lu, 2000; Song, 

2012; Xu, 2001; Xu & Gao, 2012; Zhang, 2014). For example, according to a 2013 study 

conducted by researchers from the University of Hong Kong, about 72% of students who 

graduated from IB programs in China between 2002 and 2012 were later enrolled in the 

world’s top 500 universities (Lee et al., 2014; What is the DP, 2018). In 2008, the former 

Prime Minister Blair in the UK announced that the IB would be offered in UK 

government schools as an alternative to the renovated A-Level curriculum (Philips & 

Pound, 2003). And it turns out that more than twice the number of IB students attended a 

top 20 university than did the average A-Level students (IB Diploma Compared with 

Other Qualifications, 2018). The breadth of its subjects allows students to be much better 

for life beyond school (Jenkins, 2003; What You Need to Know about IB, 2018). Overall 

findings from research studies have been very favorable for the IB Diploma Programme 
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(IB Diploma Compared with Other Qualifications, 2018). In the US, four IBDP standard 

level (SL) courses including mathematics were compared with similar Advanced 

Placement (AP) courses and the assessors assigned the DP SL courses equal or higher 

grades than the AP courses (Byrd, 2007; IB Diploma Compared with Other 

Qualifications, 2018). In the UK, a report compared about 20 curricula/examinations 

including the IB Diploma Programme, and the result shows that the DP materials were 

highly regarded in many areas (IB Diploma Compared with Other Qualifications, 2018). 

The DP courses allow for careful differentiation between students’ achievements by 

grade, which helps to identify the highest levels of achievement for competitive higher 

education admission purposes (Bergeron & Alcantara, 2015). 

The IB works hard to focus on personal, professional, and academic development. 

It is globally recognized by colleges and universities for the holistic and rigorous 

education it offers, with its students gaining competitive offers for further studies (Cheng 

& Deng, 2006; Gu, 2006b; Gu & Yang, 2002; Li, 2006; Li & Yao, 1998; Liu & Liu, 

2008; Recognition of the IB, 2018; Xu, 2001; Zhang, 2014). Based on the newest record, 

there are IB World Schools in nearly 150 countries worldwide, and students send their 

examination results to higher education institutions in about 90 countries annually 

(Recognition of the IB, 2018). An analysis of the recognition policies of the top 

universities in the US reveals that most of these top institutions value IBDP students’ 

outstanding academic performance and their abilities to handle the challenges of 

independent work (IB Diploma Compared with Other Qualifications, 2018). 

Also, surveys of college and university admission officers in the US, the European 

Union, and Australia showed that these professionals are familiar with the program’s 

reputation and regard the IB credential with high esteem and a symbol of greater 

accomplishment at the high school level compared to other qualifications (IB Diploma 

Compared with Other Qualifications, 2018; Kyburg, Hertberg-Davis, & Callahan, 2007). 
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In addition, the introduction of the IB in the US was used to draw middle-class 

students back to school (Matthews & Hill, 2005), and minority and low income IB 

students were shown to go on to university at significantly higher rates than a matched 

control group of their non-IB peers of similar academic ability (Coca et al., 2012; IB 

Diploma Compared with Other Qualifications, 2018). 

Research demonstrates a positive relationship between indicators of high school IB 

participation and performance and college performance (Shah, Dean, & Chen, 2010b). 

Several studies commissioned by the IB have concluded that IB students tend to go to 

university at higher rates, go to more selective universities, and perform better once there 

(IB Diploma Compared with Other Qualifications, 2018). Conley and a team of 

researchers (2014) conducted a study and found out that IB students scored higher on 

university mathematics placement tests than their non-IB peers, and students who had 

completed four or more IB courses in high school were more likely to show persistence 

through college in comparison with non-IB students (IB Students’ Preparedness for 

Success, 2018). 

Research also indicated the IB program was key in preparing students for success 

in college (Conley et al., 2014). Recent studies indicate that the results of the DP 

examination are not just a predictor of gaining college admission, but also of continued 

success. Teachers and administrators also report that students who do well in the DP 

often “coast” through the first year of college (Lee et al., 2014). IB itself has also 

increased research efforts to better understand the impact of its programs, inform the 

global conversation on student success, and continually contribute to the improvement of 

education (IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018). In 2014, the IB released a series 

of research studies primarily exploring the impact of the Diploma Programme (DP), 

which is designed to prepare high school students for success at higher education and life 

beyond and also elicit high levels of intellectual, behavioral, and emotional engagement 
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than non-IB students (IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018; Shah, Dean & Chen, 

2010a). 

Savings of Time and Money 

One of the oft-cited benefits of completing the IB program is the opportunity to 

finish the bachelor’s degree in a shorter time, which helps students save money on tuition 

because they may be awarded college credit from colleges and universities in the United 

States and other countries (Bragg, Kim, & Barnett, 2006; Chmelynski, 2005; Fowler & 

Luna, 2009; Hertberg-Davis, Callahan, & Kyburg, 2006; Hoffman, 2003; Kyburg et al., 

2007; Plucker, Chien, & Zaman, 2006). For instance, some colleges and universities 

allow students who have outstanding IB Examination results to skip most or all of the 

freshman-year courses (Li & Yao, 1998; Zhang, 2014). Some colleges and universities 

such as San Sebastian University in Chile even have a standard tuition discount for 

students with higher IB results (Li & Yao, 1998). 

Research studies show that IB students have higher graduation rates than their non-

IB peers. For example, Caspary (2011) mentioned that of students who enrolled full-time 

at a 4-year college, 69% graduated within 4 years, and 84% within 6 years. Furthermore, 

DP students have notably higher graduation rates (83%) than the 2009 national average 

of 56% (Bergeron, 2015). 

Current Situation and Development 

The current situation and development of IB programs in China can best be 

understood in relation to international IB programs. The literature concerning Chinese IB 

programs yields 5 important aspects: localized features, challenges to Chinese students, 

benefits for Chinese students, differences between IB and general Chinese education, and 

differences between IB mathematics and general Chinese mathematics. 
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International IB Programs 

As a universally recognized qualification, the IB program’s participation has 

increased dramatically since its inception (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Gu, 2006b; Gu & Yang, 

2002; Kyburg et al., 2007; Li & Yao, 1998; Lu, 2000; Renaud, 1974; Xu, 2001; Zhang, 

2014). IB was first available in 1971 in only 7 schools from 10 countries with an 

estimated 749 students, and it was only offered in private schools (IB Presentation of 

History, 2018; Kyburg et al., 2007). Between 2012 and 2017, the number of IB programs 

offered worldwide has increased by 39.3% (IB Annual Review 2016-17, 2018; IB Facts 

and Figures, 2018). Its flexibility and reputation have made it suitable for use in a various 

regional and national education systems; the IB program continues to grow each year 

(About the IB, 2018; Cheng & Deng, 2006; Gu, 2006b; Gu & Yang, 2002; Li & Yao, 

1998; Lu, 2000; Xu, 2001; Zhang, 2014). Based on the latest data, on November 6, 2018, 

more than one million IB students attended nearly 4,954 schools in 153 countries and 

6,425 programs were being offered worldwide (About the IB, 2018; IB Facts and Figures, 

2018; IB Students’ Preparedness for Success, 2018; IB Presentation of History, 2018). In 

addition, a May 2018 statistical report shows that about 49.39% of IB schools are state 

schools, whereas the other 50.61% are private schools (IB Statistical Bulletin, 2018). To 

be specific, there are 2,931 (59.1%) IB world schools with 3,470 (54%) programs in the 

Americas; 1,149 (23.2%) schools with 1,656 (25.8%) programs in Africa, Europe, and 

the Middle East; and 880 (17.7%) schools with 1,299 (20.2%) programs in the Asia-

Pacific region (IB Facts and Figures, 2018). 

Furthermore, as a very popular program, the IBDP is already widely accepted as a 

qualification for access to higher education in all continents of the world (Gu, 2006b; Gu 

& Yang, 2002; D. Li, 2009; Li & Yao, 1998; Lu, 2000; Xu, 2001; Zhang, 2014). As of 

February 2018, there are 3,182 schools offering the DP in 153 different countries 

worldwide (Key Facts about the DP). In 1971, there were only 681 DP examination 

candidates (IB Presentation of History, 2018); however, in May 2018, the number of DP 
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candidates had increased to 163,173 and 615,074 examinations were taken (IB Statistical 

Bulletin, 2018). Also, according to the newest IB Annual Review (2018), the number of 

diploma candidates increased from 55,743 in 2010 to 92,746 in 2017, with an 

approximate 66.38% growth, and the number of diploma examinations taken increased 

by about 63.02%, from 412,139 to 671,874, during the same time period (IB Annual 

Review 2016-17, 2018). 

Chinese IB Programs 

The IB program is flourishing in Chinese society with the globalization and 

internationalization of Chinese education (Gu, 2006b; Li & Yao, 1998; Zhang, 2014). A 

lot of Chinese scholars and researchers have devoted themselves to exploring the effects 

of introducing the IB program in China, especially since the 1990s. The International 

School of Beijing became the very first IB school in this country 1991 (IB China, 2018; 

Zhang, 2014). Interestingly, at the beginning, the growth of IB schools in China was very 

slow: during the five-year period from 2001 to 2005, only 12 more schools joined the 

community; from 2006 to 2010, 29 more schools entered the market. However, since 

2012, the growth has accelerated, with 65 more schools by 2017, and the average 

increase in the number of schools is about 13 per year (IB China, 2018). Therefore, after 

less than 30 years, there are 142 IB schools in China right now: the PYP is offered by 74 

schools, the MYP is offered by 39 schools, the CRP is only offered by 2 schools, and the 

DP is the most popular program, being present in 102 schools (IB China, 2018). IB fits 

well in China mainly because traditional Chinese high school runs from grade 10 to 12, 

and the IB Diploma Programme is implemented during grades 11 and 12. Therefore, IB 

schools in China usually teach Pre-IBDP content in grade 10 to prepare students for the 

2-year IBDP learning which follows (Liang, 2016). 

Localized features. The IB’s primary priority is to provide internationalized 

education (Liu et al., 2015; Zhang, 2014). However, the IB regards each region’s national 
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culture as its core, which means that IB seeks to use cultural fusion to promote 

educational integration. Doherty (2009) mentions that IB has been implemented in 

collaboration with local curricula, and that it is not only offered to local students but also 

to internationally mobile students. Zhang (2014) believes it is also the crucial reason that 

so many countries have become very supportive of its popularization and have actively 

introduced the IB program into their education system. The IB program is meant to be 

localized. For instance, students in the Chinese IB schools are required to take the 

General Examination, which means they need to learn Chinese high school curriculum 

and the IB curriculum at the same time (Yang, 2013). It is a government adjustment to 

accommodate regional situations. Therefore, Sino-US cooperation in instruction is a 

common paradigm in the IB schools in China. Students who take the IBDP program in 

China can earn two diplomas: one from the IBO and another from the local high school 

that they attended. 

Challenges to Chinese students. As Xu (2001) and Song (2012) mention in the 

articles, the IB program requires students to learn at least two languages, which is listed 

in its six objects. Since their native language is not English, Chinese students have to deal 

with significant challenges from the bilingual learning environment. In addition, Ma 

(2009) notices that the time commitment of the IBDP’s higher level courses is greater 

than the overall studying time required by the Chinese courses, which means that students 

are facing an intense schedule and heavy workload. These pressures sometimes frustrate 

Chinese students. 

Benefits for Chinese students. Some researchers also notice the positive effect of 

IB courses for Chinese students. The IB can clearly facilitate mobility and can contribute 

to the development of international understanding; it can also support the preservation of 

individual cultures and national identities at the same time, provided contextual factors 

are appropriately arranged (Gu, 2006b; Hayden & Wong, 1997; Liu et al., 2015; Song, 

2012; Xu & Gao, 2012). Finally, the IB program provides a solid foundation for students 
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who want to continue learning languages, social sciences, natural sciences, and 

mathematics (Xu, 2001). Gu (2006b) and Song (2012) also mention that the IB 

curriculum, which covers both depth and breadth, can specifically improve Chinese 

students’ critical thinking skills. Some scholars believe that the mixed assessment, 

especially the internal assessment, helps Chinese students achieve more comprehensive 

development (Gu, 2006b; Jin, 2008; Song, 2008). 

Difference between IB and general Chinese education. According to Li and Yao 

(1998) and Song (2012), the standard level of the IB program is similar in difficulty level 

to the Chinese high school curriculum but focuses more on students’ creative abilities, 

experimental abilities, and application abilities. The higher and further levels of the IB 

program is similar to first-year college level difficulty. Therefore, in general, the IB 

program is a pre-college level curriculum that helps students transition from secondary 

education to higher education (Chen, 2013; Li & Yao, 1998; Song, 2012; Song & Wang, 

2015; Wang & Wang, 2016). Cheng and Deng (2006) also mention that the IB program 

helps international students to prepare themselves for their following studies in colleges 

or universities overseas and bridge the gap between secondary education and higher 

education. Furthermore, scholars believe that high school should assist students with 

higher education and their future careers: that is achieved by the design of IB program 

but is not reflection in general Chinese high school education (Cheng & Deng, 2006; 

Wang & Wang, 2016). For example, Chinese high school does not offer many elective 

courses, minor courses, or interdisciplinary courses, not to mention pre-college level 

courses; and it causes students to have a narrow scope of knowledge. Furthermore, Song 

(2012) mentions the IBO’s emphasis on the regular update of the IB curriculum in every 

five-year. 

Besides the curriculum, there also exists significant difference in concept (Cheng & 

Deng, 2006; Li & Yao, 1998). Scholars and researchers specifically emphasize that the 

IB program devotes itself to fostering responsible global citizens that consider global 
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issues based on a deep understanding of diverse values and global vision as well as a 

genuine interest in and ability to solve real-world problems that affect human and 

environmental sustainability, eventually making the world a better and more peaceful 

place (Chen & Hou, 2011; Cheng & Deng, 2006; Fullan, 2001; Li & Yao, 1998; Song, 

2012). These goals require students to experience comprehensive development both 

mentally and physically to acquire sufficient knowledge as well as the skills and traits of 

critical thinking, smooth communication, persistence, dedicated exploration, timely 

reflection, and positive willingness to attempt and innovate (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Liang, 

2016). 

In addition, under the current examination-oriented education system, Chinese high 

schools expend a lot of effort in homework and remediation (Zhang, 2014). Chen (2013) 

also points out that Chinese high school teaching is still over-focused on passive learning, 

rote memorization, and stuffing exercises. However, Chinese curriculum does offer 

detailed and defined standards for each of its teaching requirements, so teachers have a 

specific and explicit plan with which to conduct instruction (Ma, 2009). However, the IB 

program does not provide adequate guidance for teaching, which offers teacher freedom 

to some extent but sometimes leads to superficial explanation of certain topics (Chen, 

2013; Ma, 2009). 

Chinese high school education overvalues general principles but overlooks the 

individual applications so as to conduct a highly unified teaching module; it causes 

restraint of the students’ personalized development (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Song, 2012). 

In contrast, the IB program recognizes the diversity of students and provides flexible and 

diverse course contents for students to choose depending on their personal academic 

interests (Chen, 2013; Ma, 2017; Zhang, 2014). Moreover, instead of using a single 

standard to measure student performance as Chinese high schools do, the IB uses both 

internal and external assessment, which includes various reference standards such as 

assignments, experiments, portfolios, group work, and presentations; teachers also 
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evaluate through a consultative process (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Liu & Liu, 2008; Ma, 

2017; Song, 2012; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Zhang, 2014). 

Difference between IB mathematics and general Chinese mathematics. In 

1999, scholars noticed that the difference between Chinese mathematics and Western 

mathematics is in the different ways of managing materials. Chinese mathematics usually 

starts from a real problem and then introduces the corresponding mathematical idea later 

on, along with the introduction of another new mathematics idea. But Western 

mathematics often begins with a real problem and introduces the relative mathematics 

idea; then it applies the idea to another real problem. Thus, the former has as its teaching 

purpose the deepening of content, but the latter’s purpose is in the practical application of 

the mathematical concept (Song, 2012; Tang et al., 1999; Xu & Xiang, 2015). 

Liang (2016) finds that general Chinese mathematics focuses more on the basis of 

knowledge, requires that students build up their foundation of mathematics, and 

encourages them to have excellent mathematical thinking habits. Under the pressure of an 

examination-orientation education system, students face great stress in attempting to 

enter higher education. General Chinese mathematics appears to have some 

representative traits like teacher-centered classrooms, a cramming-style approach to 

education, excessive assignments, and mass memorization of formulas. 

IB mathematics regards application of mathematics as the crucial part, and it also 

stresses the importance of international communication, interdisciplinary connection, and 

relationship to real-life. And explorative spirit and critical thinking skills are greatly 

encouraged (Song, 2012; Xu et al., 2015; Xu & Xiang, 2015). On the other hand, this 

difference can also mean that IB students do not have solid fundamentals, which can lead 

to relatively weak calculation skills, for example (Liang, 2016). Ma (2009) makes a 

complementary statement that the exams in IB mathematics and general Chinese 

mathematics demonstrate their different priorities. Usually, IB mathematics exams elicits 

student understanding of conceptual framework by using word problems, while general 
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Chinese mathematics sets up a high standard for investigating students’ operational 

capability and proving skills (Ma, 2009; Wang, 2016). 

In addition, there is a large difference between assessment in the two types of 

mathematics courses. IB mathematics assessment uses a combination of both external and 

internal assessments, which provides a full measuring of students’ mastery of 

mathematics knowledge and relative skills, abilities and attitudes, results and processes 

(Liang, 2016; Liu, 2008; Song, 2012; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Xu & 

Xiang, 2015). In other words, test scores are not the only method used to determine 

student performance (Liang, 2016; Liu & Liu, 2008; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & 

Wang, 2016; Xu & Xiang, 2015). IB assessment focuses more on the evaluation of 

process. The internal assessment, which is used differently by IB than it is by other 

programs, measures the entire learning process and can better evaluate acquired 

mathematical abilities than the external assessment can (Liang, 2016; Liu, 2008; Liu & 

Liu, 2008; Song & Wang, 2015). In addition, in order to guarantee the objectivity of the 

internal assessment, IBO conducts a sampling survey in each IB school to make sure of 

the fairness of the results given by teachers (Liu & Liu, 2008; Song, 2012). 

Correspondingly, Liu (2008) also mentions that the assessment described in the Chinese 

high school mathematics curriculum standard (published in 2003) does not reveal 

sufficient objectivity. The IB mathematics internal assessment wants students to find a 

problem, ask questions, think about it like a mathematician, and then choose ideal 

strategy to solve the problem; general Chinese mathematics has less emphasis on these 

elements (Ma, 2017). 

IB mathematics posits the idea of mathematical culture to emphasize mathematics’ 

internationalization and its links to other subjects as a common academic language in the 

world. It can be shown via the change of the IB mathematics curriculum description; in 

the 2006 version, it added mathematical internationalization and the diversity of 

mathematical culture and history as its first aim which marked a change from the 2001 
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version (Liu & Liu, 2008; Song, 2012; Xu & Xiang, 2015). Mathematics plays an 

important role in basic education worldwide, but students often ask questions about why 

the purpose of mathematical study. By creating an atmosphere of mathematical culture 

and with the guidance of teachers to illustrate the scientific value, application value, and 

humanistic value of mathematics, students can better understand the meaning and value 

of learning mathematics, and they are more likely to be motivated and interested in 

mathematics (Liu & Liu, 2008; Xu & Xiang, 2015). 

Scholars mention that the continuous development of modern technology have had 

a profound influence mathematics (Li et al., 2018; Liu & Liu, 2008). One example is the 

“four color theorem,” or the “four color map theorem,” which is a theorem that states that 

given any separation of a plane into contiguous regions, producing a figure called a map, 

no more than four colors are required to color the regions of the map such that no two 

adjacent regions have the same color. It was proven in 1976 by Kenneth Appel and 

Wolfgang Haken and was the first major theorem to be proved using a computer. IB 

mathematics certainly places great importance on the application of technology in its 

curriculum, and it believes that understanding and judging the rationality of the results 

generated from technology represents a significant mathematical ability (Liu & Liu, 

2008). According to the IBO official support materials, one of the objectives for all group 

5 (mathematics) subjects is to “use technology accurately, appropriately and efficiently 

both to explore new ideas and to solve problems.” Although for external assessment the 

use of technology is limited to the graphing calculator, for internal assessment, students 

are expected to utilize technology in one or more ways while producing their 

explorations. For example, they can use any kind of calculator, the internet, data-logging 

devices, word processing packages, spreadsheets, graphics packages, statistics packages, 

or computer algebra packages (IB Use of Technology, 2018). Many Chinese scholars 

notice that as a major component of human civilization, the development of technology 

can be positively applied to help mathematical learning as a life-long subject that is 
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bound up with everyone’s daily life (Li et al., 2018; Liang, 2016; Liu, 2008; Liu & Liu, 

2008; Wang, 2016). General Chinese mathematics seems set up to work against excessive 

dependence of using a on calculators and to provide training in manual computation 

skills; the IB is also concerned about this hidden trouble, so the IB set a standard in 2008 

that 30% of each IB mathematics exam must require students to calculate manually, 

without any electronic aid (Liu & Liu, 2008; Xu & Xiang, 2015). 

In 2008, Liu and Liu analyzed the curriculum of IB higher level mathematics and 

noticed the breadth of IB mathematics; not only did IB HL math include many college-

level topics such as calculus, but it also embodied many optional topics. One year later, 

Ma (2009) made a comparison between the IB mathematics and general Chinese 

mathematics, specifically on the topic of vector. He found out that IB mathematics has a 

wider range of content but a shallower depth than general Chinese mathematics. Wang 

(2016) conducted research on the probability content of IB mathematics and also 

observed the extensive content of the IB mathematics. For example, in the probability 

content, the IB mathematics involve some ideas about “Poisson distribution” and “Bayes 

theorem”; neither of them are contained in the probability content of general Chinese 

mathematics. 

Besides, Ma (2009) noticed that IB mathematics tends to deemphasize definitions. 

For example, IB higher level mathematics does not include the definition of vector in the 

2D plane and its coordinate representation, whereas general Chinese mathematics regards 

this content indispensable. For another example, the IB does not mention vector 

projection in its curriculum. So this kind of difference requires IB teachers to explain 

these uncovered terms so that students will not have a knowledge deficit. Moreover, there 

are other differences in design in the two curricula: IB mathematics does not talk about 

3D geometry while the general Chinese mathematics lists it as an individual chapter in its 

curriculum (Ma, 2009). 
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Furthermore, IB mathematics provides autonomy by letting students choose the 

difficulty of the subject from four available courses, select their ideal elective classes, and 

determine their personal topics for the mathematical exploration part (Liu & Liu, 2008; 

Ma, 2017; Song, 2012). Ma (2017) believes that during this process, students cultivate 

abilities to finish a project independently and obtain risk awareness and evaluation skills, 

which are beneficial to their future development. 

Influence of the IB Program on the Chinese High School Program 

The introduction of the IB program in China has had an influence on the regular 

Chinese high school program, causing certain innovations to occur. I will examine 

Chinese high school program innovations as well as Chinese high school mathematics 

innovations in detail. 

Chinese High School Program Innovation 

The Chinese high school program innovations that have been spurred by the 

introduction of the IB program in China fall into six categories: bridging the gap between 

secondary and higher education, changes to the assessment system, curriculum design, 

global vision and international understanding, comprehensive development and quality 

education, and teacher training. 

Bridging the gap between secondary and higher education. As Cheng and Deng 

(2006) mention in their research, it is very important to provide opportunities for students 

to undertake more challenges, especially for talented students. Because excellent learners 

always look for broader learning content and a faster teaching processes to prove their 

capabilities and motivation, they might need to learn higher level courses during 

secondary education so that they can become familiar with more advanced course 

materials. Also, Li (2006) states that taking college-level courses in advance helps to 
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build a more solid foundation for future studies in colleges and universities. And if during 

that process students could also acquire college credit before officially starting their 

college lives, it would greatly help them efficiently transition from secondary education 

to higher education (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Li, 2006; Xu & Xiang, 2015). In addition, 

learning the three cores of the IB program plays a significant role in students’ studies in 

higher education, and the abilities they learned from doing these cores activities have 

great influence on their careers (Xu & Xiang, 2015; Zhang, 2014). 

Assessment system. As Jin (2008) states, the assessment of student performance is 

one of the most basic areas of education and is also very important. With the combination 

of external and internal assessment, the IB program attaches great importance to 

formative evaluation. Cheng and Deng (2006) believe that all factors of education should 

be fully considered when conducting innovation in high school education: educational 

objectives, curriculum installation, student background, learning environment, teaching 

modes, teaching methods, teaching conditions, faculty structure, assessment approach, 

and evaluation tools. Therefore, scholars and researchers believe that the assessment 

system of the IB program reveals a mature approach to dealing with student performance, 

and it is necessary for Chinese high schools to both learn from it and pay more attention 

to pursuing formative evaluation (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Jin, 2008; Li, 2006; Song, 2008). 

Therefore, objectively, systematically, deeply, and fully understanding this assessment 

method would be beneficial in promoting the innovation of Chinese students’ assessment 

and further guaranteeing the quality of Chinese high school education (Jin, 2008; Song, 

2012; Xu & Gao, 2012; Xu & Xiang, 2015). 

Curriculum design. According to Song (2012)’s thesis, the curriculum design 

follows a basic principle to encourage students to have fundamental knowledge that is 

necessary in their future career lives despite the major of choice. In addition, some 

researchers also notice that the IB program designs its curriculum to achieve 

individualized learning by respecting each student as an individual learner (Gu & Yang, 
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2002; Hong, 1994; Song, 2012; Wang & Wang, 2016; Xu & Xiang, 2015). Therefore, IB 

courses adapt to the differences of students and leave them with elective space in the 

development of their studies and personalities. For example, in its designed curriculum, 

each IB course offers two levels: standard level (SL) and higher level (HL) to satisfy the 

needs of average students and advanced students. Also, Cheng and Deng (2006) think 

high schools should be able to offer various elective courses with rich contents, and those 

courses can help better prepare students for future development in content, structure, and 

learning experience. Moreover, Zhang (2014) makes a complementary statement that the 

IB program’s curriculum is based on students’ different interests and, especially, 

students’ future career preferences. However, the general Chinese high school curriculum 

does not offer students with difficulty-based choices for classes, but insists on a unified 

standard. So, it is worth using these features for reference to inform Chinese curriculum 

reform (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Gu & Yang, 2002; Wang & Wang, 2016; Xu & Xiang, 

2015; Zhang, 2014). 

Global vision and international understanding. The IB program aims at creating 

global citizens who have international vision and understanding (Chen & Hou, 2011; Gu 

& Yang, 2002; Hong, 1994; D. Li, 2009; Liu et al., 2015; Song, 2012; Weng, 2008; Xu & 

Gao, 2012; Zhang, 2014). With the phenomenon of global economic integration, having 

international talents with awareness of multiple cultures and global vision to face the era 

of the knowledge economy is part of every country’s future educational goal (Song, 

2012; Weng, 2008; Xu & Gao, 2012; Zhang, 2014). Also, modern technology makes 

international exchange and cooperation more frequent than ever. Thus, increasing high 

school students’ concentration on the world, enhancing their understanding of 

intercultural blending, and helping them to see the importance of international 

cooperation are appropriate educational aims (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Hong, 1994; Xu & 

Gao, 2012). Therefore, preparing Chinese students in both attitude and spirit to get ready 
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for the internationalization and globalization should become a crucial part of the 

innovation (Song, 2008). 

Comprehensive development and quality education. As Gu and Yang (2002) 

found in their study, Chinese traditional high school classes focus more on the knowledge 

objective and seek to foster future professionals, which makes mediocre students tend to 

feel that the courses are impractical and abstruse. However, society needs the new 

generation to become global citizens who have diverse knowledge about resources, 

environment, technology, art and so on (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Chen & Hou, 2011; Gu & 

Yang, 2002; Jin, 2008; Xu et al., 2015). These kinds of knowledge do not have 

substantive status in the Chinese high school education, which will have a profound 

impact on students’ social adaptability in the future. However, the IB program effectively 

brings diverse learning into its courses and does not decrease their value as electives; it 

emphasizes the function and meaning of learning instead of focusing on learning itself 

(Gu & Yang, 2002; Xu et al., 2015). The IB program also uses an integrated curriculum 

instead of only paying attention to mastering a single course (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Gu & 

Yang, 2002). With rich and varied out-of-classroom activities such as the Creativity, 

Action, Service (CAS) core, each student is able to experience quality education that 

promotes moral traits, academic accomplishment, and also the development of potential 

(Cheng & Deng, 2006; Xu et al., 2015; Xu & Xiang, 2015). 

The IB program also emphasizes the cultivation of humanity, morality, personality, 

emotion, and attitude (Gu & Yang, 2002; Weng, 2008; Zhang, 2014). It values the 

relationship between man and nature, and it demands a knowledge of the natural world, 

realizing the connection between man and nature and respecting life; its overall effect is 

to contribute to the consciousness of environmental protection and the love of life and 

nature (Gu & Yang, 2002; Xu et al., 2015). 

Teacher training. According to Zhang (2014), Chinese high schools should learn 

from the IB program in order to establish efficient teacher training as well as to set up a 
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thorough training and evaluation system to stimulate faculty’s enthusiasm for 

professional improvement. The IB program not only has a high standard for teacher 

qualification that requires all IB teachers to attend a regular training and take an 

examination to be certified for teaching with the IB, but it also encourages its teachers to 

join various seminars to engage in interdisciplinary discussions so as to better integrate 

teaching knowledge from different domains and to complement each other’s teaching. 

Thus, these training activities positively promote teachers’ mutual respect, sharing of 

experiences, and opportunities to grow together. Faculty eventually pass their acquired 

expertise to IB students (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Li, 2006; Yang, 2018; Zhang, 2014). 

Chinese High School Mathematics Innovation 

The innovations in Chinese high school mathematics resulting from the influence 

of IB programs in China can be grouped into three sorts: mathematics teaching mode, 

understanding and application, and language and technology. 

Developmental aim and mathematical literacy. It cannot be overlooked that 

Chinese students are still overburdened with intense course loads, extra work, and 

remedial lessons. Students in Chinese high schools are taught through exercises and tests, 

whereas the IB program chooses a developmental aim to highlight creative thinking. IB’s 

developmental aim is its program objective rather than just a suggestion to students (Gu 

& Yang, 2002). 

Liu and Liu (2008) mention that Chinese high schools are trying to strengthen 

students’ mathematical literacy, which involves mathematical knowledge, mathematical 

ability, mathematical language, scientific spirit, and calculator usage. This pursuit also 

fits the definition of mathematical literacy in Western mathematics education. 

Therefore, it is important to enhance students’ understanding of mathematics 

content and to improve their thinking habits so that they can not only have excellent 

theoretical knowledge and critical thinking skills, but can also expand knowledge, obtain 
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research skill, and apply that knowledge and skill in practice (Cheng & Deng, 2006; 

D. Li, 2009; Liang, 2016; Song, 2008, 2012; Xu & Xiang, 2015). Song (2012) believes 

that being critical is a prerequisite of being creative and puts a particular emphasis on 

IB’s cultivation of critical ability that involves the critical thinking skills and the critical 

thinking spirit, which is embodied in its entire curriculum design, instruction and 

assessment; specifically, one of the core course, TOK, mainly trains student to have 

critical attitude to think. 

Teaching content and evaluation method. Researchers and scholars think the 

achievement of quality education needs the support of concrete teaching content and 

evaluation methods (Liang, 2016; Liu & Liu, 2008). Liang (2016) illustrates that the IB 

program emphasizes the connection between different subjects. For instance, when 

teaching statistics, teachers might ask students to collect their running data from their 

physical education class and then statistically analyze the data and formulate a 

conclusion. In this process, students not only experience the procedure of doing research, 

but they also understand the application of mathematics in real-life (Liang, 2016; Song, 

2012; Xu & Xiang, 2015). Liang (2016) believes such an activity can better cultivate 

students’ mathematical literacy than just doing couple of word problems. 

The evaluation method of the IB program follows the program’s objectives and 

provides a reasonable and effective review mechanism to ensure the equity of its result. 

At the same time, it benefits students’ understanding of mathematical knowledge and 

increases their interests in learning mathematics (Chen, 2006; Cheng & Deng, 2006; Xu 

& Xiang, 2015). Ma (2017) states that in educational innovation, the kernel is curriculum 

reform, and evaluation methods directly affect the outcome of the curriculum reform. 

Today, the Chinese mathematics education community is finding good ways to avoid 

students becoming learning machines and is attempting to change the means of 

assessment to change classroom atmosphere. Ma points out that assessment is a process, 
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but it is not the final goal of teaching. Assessment’s goal should be educating people 

(Ma, 2017).  

Chen (2006) recommends establishing formative evaluation that uses inquiry-based 

learning as its main part. Liang (2016) suggests formulating an all-round evaluation 

system with various standards. Chen (2006) and Liang (2016) agree with using formative 

evaluation and summative evaluation together to assess Chinese students’ mathematics 

performance, based on local conditions. They also state that it is important to pay 

attention to students’ learning results and also to recognize and understand their learning 

process. 

Language and technology. With the booming development of international 

education, great importance has been attached to language learning (Xu, 2001). The IB 

program includes both studies in language and literature as well as language acquisition 

in its six subjects, which demonstrates its special stress on language. 

Liu and Liu (2008) mention that in addition to its emphasis on using modern 

technology in basic education in developed countries, the IB program also regards using 

graphing calculators as an indispensable tool when teaching. Liu (2008) also notices that 

IB mathematics specifically emphasizes the use of modern technology, which is stated in 

its teaching purposes. Therefore, having a technology-friendly environment in which 

Chinese students can learn is meaningful. But the changing of IB policy from full usage 

of graphing calculators before 2008 to 70% usage after that is also though-provoking 

when considering the IB’s approach and philosophy (Liu, 2008; Liu & Liu, 2008; Xu & 

Xiang, 2015). 
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Chinese Views 

There are very few Chinese studies that compare the AP and IB programs and a 

similarly small number which deal with the AP, IB, and general Chinese high school 

programs. 

Similarities between the AP Program and the IB Program 

Both the AP and IB programs provide college-level classes which fill the gap 

between secondary education and higher education (Li & Zhang, 2006; Liu & Zhang, 

2016; Ma, 2011; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Weng, 2008; Xie & Shen, 

2013; Xu & Xiang, 2015). Weng (2008) writes that one of the most important goals of 

high school education is preparing students for continuous study in colleges and 

universities. Results of Ma’s (2011) questionnaire (among 20 graduates of the imported 

programs) suggested that learning calculus systematically in high school and having a 

solid foundation for college calculus are positively correlated. These imported programs 

appear to achieve a connection between secondary and higher education. (Song & Wang, 

2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Weng, 2008; Xie & Shen, 2013; Xu & Xiang, 2015).  

Some Chinese scholars note that both AP and IB programs use stratification to 

provide the same subject at different difficulty levels for students, a diversified feature 

offering individualized development (Liu, & Liu, 2012; Liu & Zhang, 2016; Ma, 2008; 

Ma, Wang, & Wang, 2016; Weng, 2008; Xiao, 2014; Xie & Shen, 2013; Xu et al., 2015; 

Xu & Xiang, 2015). To be specific, AP mathematics contains Calculus AB, Calculus BC, 

and Statistics, in which Calculus AB can be regarded as a proper subset of Calculus BC 

because the latter covers broader topics, such as “series,” which is not included in 

Calculus AB (Ma, 2008, 2011; Xie & Shen, 2013). IB mathematics is divided into four 

levels: mathematical studies standard level, mathematics standard level, mathematics 

higher level, and a further mathematics higher level with progressive difficulty (Liu, 

2008; Ma, 2008; Ma et al., 2012; Weng, 2008; Xie & Shen, 2013; Xu & Xiang, 2015). 
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Moreover, according to Ma (2011), IB mathematics standard level is a proper subset of 

IB mathematics higher level not only because the latter covers one optional topic that is 

absent from the former but also because the higher level offers more depth than the 

standard level. With different options, students can choose the course that fits their 

academic abilities and future career plans, which will eventually help to achieve 

personalized development (Liu, 2008; Ma, 2011; Wang & Wang, 2016; Weng, 2008; Xu 

et al., 2015; Xu & Xiang, 2015). 

The calculus part of both the AP program and the IB program are much the same 

(Ma, 2008, 2011; Xie & Shen, 2013). Both programs choose the idea of limits and 

continuity as the introduction to calculus, followed by differentiation, integrals, series, 

and so on. The sequence not only fits the structure of knowledge and cognitive pattern of 

high school students but also accords with high school classes’ time arrangement (Ma, 

2008; Xie & Shen, 2013; Zhang, 2012; Zhuang, 2017). 

Furthermore, studies suggest that both the AP program and the IB program attach 

great importance to the integration of mathematics knowledge and technology, which is 

embodied in the explicitly stipulated requirement of using graphing calculators in 

examinations (Liu & Zhang, 2016; Ma, 2008; Ma et al., 2012; Xie & Shen, 2013). 

Beyond that, the programs encourage students to embrace various kinds of modern 

technology such as smart boards, MATLAB, and SPSS (Ma et al., 2012; Xie & Shen, 

2013). 

The AP program and the IB program both adopt the system of converting raw 

scores to scaled scores (a 1 to 5 scale for AP and 1 to 7 scale for IB) (Liu & Zhang, 2016; 

Ma, 2008; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Xie & Shen, 2013). 

Xie and Shen (2013) observe that both the AP program and the IB program 

encourage student exploration and application. Students are required in the IB 

mathematics curriculum to finish a piece of individual written work that involves 

investigating an area of mathematics. This project facilitates mathematical exploration. 
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AP mathematics also has a free response section in its examination which tests students’ 

abilities to apply specific mathematics knowledge to solve real problems (X. Li, 2009; 

Xie & Shen, 2013). Zhuang (2017) finds that both AP Calculus BC and IB mathematics 

Higher Level (HL) contain examination questions related to real-life problems. 

Moreover, the AP and IB examinations do not require students to memorize formulas but 

provide them during the examination instead (Liang, 2016; Liu & Zhang, 2016; Xie & 

Shen, 2013; Zhang, 2012). 

Differences between the AP Program and the IB Program 

Xiao (2014) mentions that the AP program aims at educating students who want to 

challenge themselves and become specialists of specific subjects of interest while the IB 

program reflects the educational goal of cultivating well-rounded lifelong learners with 

multi-cultural understanding. In terms of curriculum, some Chinese scholars mentioned 

that the AP program tends to be more practical, emphasizing the application of 

mathematical knowledge in real-life situations, while the IB program pays more attention 

to deduction and the understanding of specific mathematical ideas (Liu & Zhang, 2016). 

According to Ma (2008), the most apparent difference is that IB mathematics tests high-

school level mathematics knowledge. For instance, some IB content includes pre-calculus 

material, whereas AP mathematics investigates college-level calculus contents directly. 

As another example, some ideas in AP calculus, such as polynomial approximation, 

series, and differential equations, are present only in the contents of the IB mathematics 

higher-level option topic (Ma, 2011). 

There also exists a difference between rules for sitting for the two examinations. 

Students can choose either to take the AP courses at school or to self-study the AP 

courses at home and then attend the AP examination, whereas the IB students have to 

complete a two-year IB program of courses at school to be eligible to take the IB 

examination (Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016). 
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Questions on the AP examination are mostly multiple choice while the IB 

examination has more open-ended questions. The AP examination is more standardized 

with fewer opportunities for grading errors, but it cannot shed light on students’ thinking 

processes. There also exists a certain probability of students just guessing a correct 

answer (Liu & Zhang, 2016; Ma, 2008; Xie & Shen, 2013). 

For assessment, the AP program uses test scores along with students’ performance; 

however, the IB program combines both external and internal assessments, offering a 

more rounded picture of student learning outcome (Liu & Zhang, 2016; Ma, 2008; Song 

& Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016; Xiao, 2014). At the same time, the subjectivity of 

the internal assessment causes some controversies (Liu & Zhang, 2016). 

Comparison among the AP, the IB, and the General Chinese Programs 

A few Chinese scholars have compared the AP program, the IB program and the 

general Chinese program in order to use the advantages of the foreign programs for 

reference while considering Chinese high school curriculum reform (Liu & Zhang, 2016; 

Ma, 2011; Ma et al., 2012; Xu & Gao, 2012). 

First, scholars noticed that unlike the AP program and the IB program, which 

involve college-level contents to help bridge secondary and higher education, the general 

Chinese high school education curriculum has only a small proportion of college-level 

contents and usually assigns them to optional topics; many schools decided not to teach 

these contents in real practice, which makes adapting to college more difficult for 

Chinese students (Liu & Zhang, 2016; Ma, 2011; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 

2016; Xu & Xiang, 2015).  

Second, although the AP program and the IB program offer courses at different 

levels, the general Chinese program separates students only into arts or science, which 

makes the classification too broad to satisfy different students’ needs (Liu & Zhang, 

2016). Weng (2008) noticed that general Chinese high school education is a mass 
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education which values the group higher than the individual, which causes a blindness to 

students’ personalized development. The AP program and the IB program offer various 

optional courses for students to choose from (Liu & Zhang, 2016; Wang & Wang, 2016; 

Xu & Gao, 2012). Currently, the Chinese high school program’s optional course accounts 

for only 10% of a student’s total coursework, even after many curricular reforms. In 

reality, it is sharply limited by teaching resources and teaching methods; elective courses 

are chosen by the school instead of by the students, making the term “optional” 

meaningless (Liu & Zhang, 2016). 

There exists a considerable gap in breadth between the general Chinese high school 

mathematics and the two imported programs (Liu & Zhang, 2016; Ma, 2011). For 

example, the Chinese high school mathematics curriculum covers only the idea of 

derivatives while the two imported programs contain most of the topics in calculus (Ma, 

2011). 

Regarding calculators, scholars noted that a few advanced cities like Shanghai 

allow students to use ordinary calculators during examinations, but graphing calculators 

are still universally prohibited (Ma et al., 2012; Xu & Xiang, 2015). 

Unlike the AP program and the IB programs’ use of scaling grades, the general 

Chinese grading system uses absolute standards to score tests. AP and IB students’ final 

grades are unlikely to be affected by a slight difference in raw scores, but for Chinese 

students sometimes a one-point difference might cause a widely different ranking (Liu & 

Zhang, 2016; Song & Wang, 2015; Wang & Wang, 2016). 

Finally, research shows that general Chinese high school mathematics focuses 

more on theoretical knowledge, neglecting its application, which is different from the AP 

program and the IB program where applications play a vital role in teaching and learning 

(Liu & Zhang, 2016; Ma et al., 2012). Some scholars also mentioned that the general 

Chinese mathematics program places emphasis on students’ ability to accurately 
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memorize formulas while both the AP and IB programs hold a contrary view concerning 

the value of such memorization (Liang, 2016; Liu & Zhang, 2016; Zhang, 2012). 

Suggestions 

Some Chinese researchers make suggestions towards the future development of the 

AP program in China. For example, directed at the language issue, Zhao and Zhang 

(2009a) advise an effective way to transit from bilingual to full-English teaching. 

According to them, it is better to implement bilingual teaching in the first year of high 

school and then gradually change to full-English teaching. Doing so will ensure that 

students can have enough time to learn the language while maintaining their learning 

initiative and learning quality (Liang, 2012). 

Actively introducing advanced foreign programs, fostering more international 

education cooperation, and sending more students to study abroad are necessary if China 

is to be involved in a process of educational globalization and internationalization. This 

process also reveals that Chinese education, especially higher education, has certain gaps 

between itself and Western education which require long-term efforts to bridge (Song & 

Wang, 2015; Xu, 2017). However, instituting the imported programs will eventually 

convey a lot of qualified talents to Western higher education. Although some students 

will come back to China after studying abroad, there still a risk of a brain drain. 

Therefore, developing a better higher education system and trying to build a smoother 

transition between Chinese secondary education and higher education are necessary for a 

sustainable improvement (Song & Wang, 2015; Xu, 2017). 

It is also important to localize the imported programs because both the AP program 

and the IB diploma program fit Western countries’ education systems. However, when 

conducting them in real practice in China, the difference between those programs’ ideals 

and Chinese cultural reality generates a distinction between effect and result; the origin of 
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that distinction involves internal and external systems. The internal system in this case is 

the educational system, and external system is the social system, which includes physical, 

economic, and cultural elements. This essential differences in the two systems mean that 

the imported programs cannot be copied but must be adjusted in accordance with Chinese 

national conditions (Xu, 2017). 
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Chapter III 

METHODOLOGY 

Case study research is an investigative approach used to describe specific 

phenomena, such as recent events, important issues, or programs, and to reveal deeper 

understandings of these phenomena (Mertens, 2014). Specifically, case study focuses on 

examples from a group of events, issues, or programs, and peoples’ interaction about 

them (Mertens, 2014; Moore, Lapan, & Quartaroli, 2012). According to Cherryholmes 

(1992), it provides individual researchers the freedom to use multiple methods, different 

assumptions, and different forms of data collection and analysis to best fit their needs and 

purposes (Creswell & Creswell, 2017; Rossman & Wilson, 1985). To better address my 

research questions, I chose the mixed method, which includes both quantitative and 

qualitative approaches as my primary methodology. My purpose for using the mixed 

method is to collect and analyze information of mathematics curriculum and data of 

students’ performance from two Chinese high schools (one that has adopted the 

Advanced Placement program and one that has adopted the International Baccalaureate 

program) and also to gather and conceptualize teacher’s perspectives from the interviews 

about teaching students who are studying the two different curricula at the same time in 

preparation for future overseas studies. 

I will discuss the methodology used to ascertain the differences and similarities 

between the imported AP and IB programs in China, to assess students’ mathematical 

performance in two different international curricula, and to relate in detail teachers’ 
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views of teaching mathematics with different curricula. My hope is that the discussion 

here will evoke more interest in research in international curricula and mathematics in the 

future. 

Settings 

“Chinese heart, Global vision, National spirit and World model.” The director of 

Ningbo Education Bureau mentioned that with the globalization and internationalization, 

nowadays, parents and students are expecting a diversified education and a superior 

educational resource. “Today’s education should possess the foreseeability and 

sustainability. It is a responsibility of schools to prepare our students better to enter the 

international community, to have a global view and acknowledgment and to participate in 

international events actively.” The city of Ningbo always devote itself to providing 

students multiple choices for their education, and the education internationalization 

exactly meets that demand. Therefore, Ningbo city introduced the Advanced Placement 

program and the International Baccalaureate program to give students more options under 

this trending background. As a typical second-tier city that does not have the type of 

educational resources available in top-tier cities such as Beijing and Shanghai, but with 

more resources than those cities in West China, which lack educational resources, Ningbo 

became my ideal choice to reveal a general situation of these two imported programs in 

China. 

AP Center in Ningbo 

Ningbo Foreign Language School started the Sino-US joint international high 

school AP program called “Ningbo Foreign Language School Advanced Placement (AP) 

Center” from September 2011. It aims to combine the advantages of the senior secondary 

education from both the United States and China. Based on finishing the general Chinese 
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high school curriculum, students who want to pursue their further education overseas in 

Western countries such as the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and so on 

could have an opportunity to learn a rigorous and academically challenging curriculum 

that will prepare them to enroll and graduate from accredited western universities. Except 

the preparedness to be successful in a college-level AP course with unexplored 

knowledge in a traditional high school curriculum, students are also affirming that they 

possess the mental and emotional maturity expected of a student at the college level. 

Also, by passing AP examinations, students can earn credit or advanced standing at most 

colleges and universities in Western countries. 

The program in this AP school in Ningbo, China is localized with the general 

Chinese curriculum (see Figure 2). It is a three-year program, and AP students here are 

required to learn the general Chinese high school courses along with the pre-AP courses 

at the same time in the first year. The AP school specifically sets up the pre-AP course in 

order to equip Chinese students with better academic abilities to pursue the further 

courses in the following two years. The pre-AP courses end at the end of the first year; 

the AP courses themselves start in the beginning of the second year. More details of the 

curriculum are included in the results section of this dissertation. On the other hand, 

students usually finish the general Chinese courses after the first 1.5 years, and all the 

required subjects of the General Examination are tested continuously before the middle of 

the second year. Therefore, after that time, AP students only need to learn the material 

taught in their AP courses. 
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Figure 2. Guiding Figure of Program Outline in the AP School in Ningbo, China 
 

The program has about 240 students from grades 10 to 12. The first graduating 

class, in 2013, had about a 68% acceptance rate of getting enrolled in the Top 50 colleges 

and universities in the United States. In 2014, the rate was increased to 82%, and it 

reached 85% in 2015. In 2016, about 70% of graduates were accepted into the Top 50 

schools in the United States. Almost 100% of students achieved offers from the Top 100 

colleges and universities in the States. Notably, together, the 53 students got over ten 

million Chinese Yuan in scholarships; the highest individual award was around ninety 

thousand dollars. 

IB Center in Ningbo 

In September, 2012, the International Baccalaureate Program (IBDP) officially 

launched at Ningbo Xiaoshi High School, also called the Ningbo Xiaoshi IB Center. It is 

a three-year full-time educational program. With full credits and a pass from IB global 

examinations, students will be awarded with IB diploma. The mission of the Ningbo 

Xiaoshi High School IB Center is to empower students to become lifelong learners and 

“Become creative, curious, responsible and resilient global citizens who can maximize 

their potential in their lives and their future careers, equipping them with an attitude that 

enables them to excel beyond the university level” (Appendix B). Also, the school aims 

to cultivate students with a global perspective and respect other cultures with peace and 
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understanding, while retaining a deep patriotism of Chinese culture. To better localize the 

international education, the IB Center is managed by Ningbo Xiaoshi High School, but a 

non-Chinese center principal (vice-president) will take charge of its academic and daily 

management. 

The IB program combines the best of both Chinese and introduced foreign 

education with high-quality educational resources, including small-size classes, certified 

foreign teachers with rich international teaching experience, and well-trained and 

professional college counselors with remarkable overseas educational backgrounds. 

Like the program of the AP center in Ningbo, China, the program in this IB school 

in the same city is also adjusted to fit with the general Chinese curriculum (see Figure 3). 

The three-year program includes learning two curricula (both the general Chinese high 

school curriculum and the pre-IB curriculum) in the first year. The preliminary courses 

share the same purpose as those at the AP school, to better prepare their students for 

future studies, especially for learning a program that requires English language 

proficiency to deal with various types of writing. In the second year of study, students 

begin to learn the IB courses. After completing 1.5 years of learning the general Chinese 

courses and passing required general examinations in all subjects, IB students can focus 

their learning primarily on the IB courses beginning in the middle of the second year. 
 

 

Figure 3. Guiding Figure of Program Outline in the IB School in Ningbo, China 
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The IB Center currently has 190 students enrolled. In 2015, 51 students, as the first 

graduate of the Ningbo Xiaoshi High School IB Center reaches an extremely high 

(96.1%) acceptance rate of getting enrolled in the Top 50 colleges and universities in the 

United States. The following graduates also showed an outstanding academic 

performance and overall ability, up to 80% of students from class of 2015 to 2017 went 

to the Top 50 American universities (same ratio in other countries), received accumulated 

scholarship more than $3 million. 

Mixed (Quantitative and Qualitative) Research Design 

In this study, my goal is to study the comparability of the introduction of Advanced 

Placement and International Baccalaureate courses in Chinese mathematics education. I 

focused on the differences and similarities between the imported Advanced Placement 

program, the International Baccalaureate program, and the intended Chinese high school 

program in mathematics education. 

After deciding the specific subject of my case study, I started to plan my research 

design. Based on my research questions, I started to find relative resources such as books, 

articles, and online resources to see what other scholars and researcher chose to use as 

their targeted approaches. 

Many research questions and combinations of questions are best and most fully 

answered through mixed methods (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). In 2003, Teddlie and 

Tashakkori provided a comprehensive overview of the mixed method approach. It has 

been called the “third methodological movement” following the developments of first 

quantitative and then qualitative research (Creswell & Clark, 2017; Teddlie & 

Tashakkori, 2003), and the “third research paradigm” as a new third chair with qualitative 

research sitting on the left and quantitative research sitting on the right, and can also 

obtain the complementary strength of drawing on both quantitative and qualitative 
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research and the non-overlapping weaknesses of minimizing the limitations of both 

approaches (Brewer & Hunter, 1989; Creswell & Clark, 2017; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 

2004; Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2004). 

In addition, mixed methods also demand that the researchers use both qualitative 

and quantitative approaches or methods in the design, data collection, finding integration, 

inference drawing, and data analysis (Mertens, 2014; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). 

Using quantitative and qualitative techniques together, mixed methods research will be 

able to incorporate the advantages of both methodologies (Sechrest & Sidana, 1995). It is 

formally defined as the class of research that includes both qualitative (open-ended) and 

quantitative (close-ended) features such as mixed research techniques, approaches, 

concepts or language into a single study, as well as those studies that are part of a larger 

research program and are designed as complementary to provide information related to 

several research questions, each answered with a different methodological approach 

(Creswell & Clark, 2017; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Mertens, 2014; Teddlie & 

Tashakkori, 2009). 

Those features and advantages best fit my research needs. Therefore, mixed 

research methods became my choice to provide the best way to pursue my research 

questions. 

Data Sources and Data Collection Method 

Mixed methods researchers face the challenges that come with quantitative and 

qualitative studies plus the complexity of mixed methods. Under these circumstance, 

several sampling strategies that are unique to mixed methods research have been 

identified (Onwuegbuzie, Leech, & Collins, 2010; Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007). In 

mixed methods research, data collection strategy decisions should be guided by the 

purpose of the research (Greene, 2007; Mertens, 2014). My purpose of doing this 
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research study is to compare and analyze the AP and the IB programs in Ningbo, China. 

After addressing my research questions, the design of data collection and data sources 

became the next part. I started with a quantitative phase in which I had a subsample of 

various types of test scores, including students’ General Examination scores, SAT 

mathematics scores, AP calculus scores, and IB mathematics scores of two contiguous 

years of graduates from the two high schools in Ningbo. The results were clarified by 

examining statistical correlations between the measures. Also, from the curricula, I 

collected localized program settings of the AP program and the IB program in order to 

identify the similarities and differences between each program in Ningbo, China. 

Moreover, by comparing the corresponding detailed requirements and contents, I was 

able to see the similarities and differences between each program and the general Chinese 

program as well, specifically in the area of mathematics. And for the qualitative phase I 

decided to see things from teachers’ perspectives. To get their insights, I planned to visit 

all the mathematics instructors of both programs and conduct interviews. During the 

meetings, open-ended data were gathered through this approach since the question 

protocol that I made involves multiple perspectives. I believe this process provided a 

more productive explanation of the teachers’ experiences with their students. 

According to the fundamental principle of mixed research referred by Johnson and 

Turner (2003), researchers should collect multiple data using different types of questions, 

approaches, data collection strategies, research methods and analysis procedures 

(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Johnson & Turner, 2003; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). 

It is an expansive and creative form of research that can legitimate the use of multiple 

approaches in answering research questions, and not limiting researchers’ choices 

(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). For answering the first three of my research questions, 

I wanted different types of scores, curricula, and other data and information from various 

sources. And for addressing the last research question, I thought that conducting in-depth 

interviews would be an efficient way to understand teachers’ perspectives. One type of 
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data gives greater breath and the other gives greater depth, together as a mixed method, it 

is hoped that they yield a more thorough result (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). 

After deciding on a quantitative approach to answer my research question one to 

three, and using a qualitative approach to answer my last research question, I reached out 

to the two top-tier sister schools in Ningbo, China: Ningbo Xiaoshi high school that 

provides an IB program and Ningbo Foreign Language School that offers the AP 

program. Luckily, I am an alumnus of Ningbo Xiaoshi high school of class 2011. Based 

on some personal connections, I asked my high school teachers to refer me to the 

school’s vice president who runs that IB center. I successfully scheduled our first meeting 

in the summer of 2016. 

At the same time, I also got a referral from the Chinese vice president of Ningbo 

Xiaoshi high school to the Chinese vice president of Ningbo Foreign Language School. 

They are sister schools so it did not take much time for me to build connections. 

As a reminder, each school has two vice presidents in charge of the administration, 

one is from the Chinese administration system and another is from the corresponding 

cooperative non-Chinese administration system. In general, the Chinese vice president 

mainly deals with all the Chinese instructors in the program and with all the academic 

requirements that every student needs to fill during the first 1.5 years of high school 

learning to pass the General Examination stipulated by the Chinese Education Bureau. 

The non-Chinese vice president is sent by the cooperative AP or IB program 

representative organizations. He or she manages all the non-Chinese instructors in the 

program and all the academic requirements that each student has to meet to pass the AP 

tests or get the IB diploma. The Chinese vice presidents have more authority in 

supervising the entire program since they need to communicate with the school’s 

president and update that person about the progress of those imported programs. 

At that time, I talked to the Chinese vice presidents who run those international 

programs at these two sister schools. They briefly introduced basic information about the 
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programs explained the recruitment procedures to me so that I could have a clear 

overview of the programs and their features. After these meetings, I received the 

introductory brochures that the schools use to recruit their incoming students and to show 

parents (Appendices A and B). 

Before officially conducting my interview and gathering my data, to ensure that the 

research complies with institutional and government-mandated guidelines for the study 

that involves human subjects (Blee & Currier, 2011), I applied for approval to the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Teachers College, Columbia University. And I 

prepared informed consent forms for my interviewees to protect their rights and 

privacies. In addition, I submitted my interval protocols for two kinds of interviews (AP 

and IB) to the board as well. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Teachers College 

approved my proposal and my interval protocol in July 2017. Then, I formally started 

conducting my research and collecting my data during the beginning of the Chinese high 

school year in September 2017. 

I first went to visit the Chinese vice presidents of these two high schools. I set up a 

meeting with the Chinese vice president of Ningbo Xiaoshi high school that provides the 

IB program. Because I had already talked with that Chinese vice president the previous 

summer, it became easier for me to get more information. She told me a lot about the 

detailed enrollment procedures when recruiting students. Because the two sister schools 

share the same recruiting system, every May they organize a co-sponsored enrollment 

test called the Entrance Examination, which is harder than the senior high school entrance 

examination that each Chinese student should pass before choosing high schools. The 

two schools have a joint recruitment committee to design the test questions. The Entrance 

Examination is composed of two parts, the written examination that tests students’ 

academic abilities and the interview that evaluates students’ English speaking and 

communication skills. The written examination has been divided into Art and Science; 

each takes two hours. The Art part includes Chinese and English; the Science part covers 
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mathematics and basic science. The Entrance Examination covers 70% of the final 

assessment and the senior high school entrance examination accounts for the other 30%. 

Eventually, based on those assessments, the recruitment committee will extend offers to 

approximately the top 80 students. I received the updated program brochure for the year 

2017 and then scheduled another meeting with the administrative director of the IB 

program for further data information. 

Since the old Chinese vice president of the AP school had been transferred to 

another high school, so I met with the successor, who tried to help me find out students’ 

scores on the Entrance Examination. Unfortunately, it turned out that the former vice 

president who takes care of these records kept them in her laptop, and because of her 

leaving, the technology specialist mistakenly deleted those files when preparing the new 

Chinese vice president’s administrator system updates. My contact also searched for the 

paper file, but sadly they kept only the electronic file. Perhaps they did not regard those 

past data as an important part of program’s development because the same situation 

happened at the other high school. Initially, I wanted to collect data from the mathematics 

scores of students’ entrance examinations from both high schools who use the same 

version of the entrance examination. I also wanted to analyze the test rankings among all 

new students and collect data from students’ SAT scores, especially the mathematics 

subject part, and then look at the test rankings for that exam. I wished to compare the two 

rank tables because the first rank reflects performance of students who have not been 

exposed to the curricula of either AP or IB, and the second is after learning AP or IB. 

However, with the missing data, I had to make some changes to my approach to analysis 

of student learning outcomes. Luckily, the Chinese vice president at the AP school 

referred me to his administrative director so that I could get the other scores that I needed 

from the system. I went to see the individual and, thanks to her help, I successfully got 

students’ scores on the General Examination, AP examination, and SAT test since 2016. 

Then I reorganized those data and made an integrated analysis. 
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While waiting for all these data, I started conducting interviews to answer my last 

research question. I did some relevant research, and I found out that mixed methods can 

also involve multilevel design, where quantitative data are collected at one level of an 

organization (e.g., student level) and qualitative data are collected at another level (e.g., 

administrator level, or, in my research, teacher level) (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009; 

Mertens, 2014; Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). In short, I 

planned my entire data section in two different levels: students and teachers. According 

to Mertens (2014), a variety of types of persons must be sought and information about the 

backgrounds of the participants should be provided by researcher, so I included all 

available student performance data, and I interviewed both non-Chinese mathematics 

teachers and Chinese mathematics teachers in both AP and IB programs in my targeted 

schools. At first, I went to see all the mathematics instructors who teach mathematics in 

Ningbo Xiaoshi high school. It should be noted that within the AP program, since it does 

not offer a diploma, students should learn both the general Chinese high school program 

and the introduced AP international program to get a general Chinese high school 

diploma. In other words, for mathematics specifically, students have both Chinese 

instructors who teach them general Chinese high school mathematics and non-Chinese 

instructors who give them AP mathematics-related instructions such as AP calculus. I 

visited two Chinese mathematics instructors first, showed them my IRB approval letter 

and the participant’s consent forms. After carefully explaining to all my interviewees the 

purpose of my research, the potential risks, benefits, the anticipated scope of time for 

participation, and emphasizing that all interviews will be audio recorded to ensure 

accuracy, and asking about their willingness for further follow-ups, they agreed to sign 

the consent form and participated in my interviews, one after another. Therefore, all the 

information was gathered in accordance with IRB guidelines and involved informed 

permission from each participant. I designed my interval protocols for Chinese instructors 
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and non-Chinese instructors. Most of those questions are the same, but some specific 

questions are different. 

As stated in Appendix C, there are 22 interview questions in total, and I separated 

them into two versions for non-Chinese instructors and Chinese mathematics instructors 

because the differences in their education and teaching backgrounds might cause an 

apparent difference in the result, especially in the teachers’ perspectives on teaching 

imported AP or IB programs in China. Each version has 19 questions, and among those 

19 questions, non-Chinese instructors and Chinese instructors have 16 questions in 

common as well as 3 questions that are made for each group of instructors individually. 

Since in the IB Center, non-Chinese instructors take the entire responsibility of teaching 

both IB mathematics curriculum and the general Chinese high-school mathematics 

curriculum to pass the General Examination. Therefore, unlike the AP’s interview that 

has both versions of interview questions for non-Chinese instructors and Chinese 

instructors, for the IB’s interview, we only have one version for the non-Chinese 

instructors. 

I asked the appropriate questions of Chinese instructors of the AP program during 

the interviews. The interviews were audio recorded. Then I scheduled appointments with 

four non-Chinese mathematics instructors the following days and repeated the steps just 

outlined. Later I did the same procedure with two non-Chinese mathematics instructors 

belonging to the IB program in Ningbo Xiaoshi high school. Because the IB program 

intends to train students under a complete English language environment to get the 

diploma, all the mathematics instructors are non-Chinese with an international 

background. There is one more mathematics instructor of the IB program who is also the 

new non-Chinese vice president of this program. I went to see her but she had just arrived 

to assume her new responsibilities, and although she is a very experienced educator with 

outstanding international education backgrounds, she said that she might not have a 

thorough understanding of the teaching in a Chinese international school. She did suggest 
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that I could conduct my interview with her after a semester, and she believed that at that 

time she would have a more precise perspective to offer me. 

In October 2017, the administrative director of the IB program finally sent me a 

message that saying that she had found all the data that she could and requesting me to 

pick up the material. Hence, we set up a convenient time for each other, and I went to her 

office to get those data. As noted previously, the data for the Entrance Examination were 

missing, but I received students’ SAT total scores and SAT mathematics scores for 2016 

and 2017 and students’ IB mathematics scores for 2016 and 2017. Moreover, at the same 

time, one Chinese mathematics instructor of the AP program in Ningbo Xiaoshi high 

school got in touch with me to lend me the Chinese high school mathematics text content 

book as I had requested months ago after our interview. I made a copy of that text and 

returned it to him. 

After another semester, I went back to China during the winter break. After the 

Christmas and New Year holiday, I paid a visit to meet the non-Chinese vice president of 

the IB program as we had agreed during the previous summer and interviewed her 

following my interview procedure. I added this previous interview part to my interview 

analysis Excel file. The responses of each participant are too detailed to explicitly 

organize in a couple of Excel tables, but eventually they became a complete file from 

which I could extract specific information. I received the newest brochure of the year 

2017, and the administrative director of the IB program also helped me obtain the 

Chinese high school mathematics text content in the English version, translated and 

slightly adjusted by IB programs’ administration department. Because the IB program 

offers students an IB diploma, but the Chinese government requires each student to at 

least pass the General Examination, the non-Chinese IB mathematics instructors are also 

responsible for covering the general Chinese high school mathematics curricula. 

Therefore, this English version of the general Chinese high school mathematics content is 

specifically prepared for letting the IB mathematics instructors know what knowledge of 
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general Chinese high school mathematics they ought to cover when teaching the 

fundamental IB mathematics. 

Data Analysis 

Analytic and interpretive issues in mixed methods research are influenced by the 

researchers’ paradigm and the design of the study (Mertens, 2014). As I noted earlier, 

mixed methods research includes rigorous methods such as data collection, data analysis 

and interpretation of both quantitative and qualitative data. And the two kinds of data will 

be integrated by merging the data, explaining the data, building from one database to 

another, or embedding the data within a larger framework (Creswell & Clark, 2017). It is 

possible that researchers might want to use the data from both types of data collection to 

inform their conclusions, and this would be especially true in mixed methods designs 

(Mertens, 2014). 

Based upon data collected, I first integrated my data to compare both the AP 

program and the IB program by drawing on the information from recruitment handbooks 

containing detailed program descriptions (Appendices A and B). I also retrieved the most 

current information concerning both programs’ curricula from their official website, and 

this part is also mentioned in my literature review in Chapter II. I described both 

programs and made a few comparative tables to illustrate significant differences and 

similarities. 

I especially focused on the curriculum part, which will also be used while 

answering research question two and three. To address parts of these two questions, I also 

interpreted the general Chinese high school curriculum based on the bilingual version of 

the Chinese high school mathematics text content book. Then, by looking at the 

mathematics requirements and curriculum contents, I compared the intended Chinese 

high school curriculum with that of AP program and IB program. The Chinese 
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government has required that every student enrolling in these programs must complete 

the General Examination that every high school student needs to pass to get a diploma. 

Thus, to analyze students’ performance data, I started comparing AP students’ 

mathematics scores on the General Examination with their grades on SAT mathematics, 

AP Calculus AB, and AP Calculus BC. This enabled me to look for any correlation with 

students’ learning outcomes in these two kinds of tests based on two different curricula. It 

should be noted that the IB school has implemented the government policy of requiring 

students to take the General Examination since 2016. The year used to label the data in 

this study refers to students’ graduation year, so IB students’ mathematics scores on the 

General Examination will not be available until June, 2019. I also compared students’ 

SAT mathematics with their AP mathematics grades or IB mathematics grades so that I 

could look for correlation between these data. 

To be specific, for the AP data, I first converted the General Examination math 

grades from letter grades to numeric grades (A=4, B=3, C=2, D=1) to simplify the 

comparison. Then I chose the most recent grade of students who took the SAT test 

multiple times to clarify the data. Also, students who take the AP Calculus BC test will 

have an AP Calculus AB sub-score since about 60% of the AP Calculus BC content has 

the same topics as AP Calculus AB. And according to the College Board, although each 

college and university sets its own policy for awarding credit and/or placement for AP 

examination scores, it is recommended that institutions apply the same policy to the 

Calculus AB sub-score that they apply to the Calculus AB score. Use of sub-scores in this 

manner is consistent with the philosophy of the courses, since common topics are tested 

at the same conceptual level in both Calculus AB and Calculus BC. Therefore, I added 

one more comparison between AP Calculus BC and AP Calculus AB for each year to see 

if there was any further information that I could obtain. 

Before using the statistical software to analyze my data, I set my confidence 

interval at 95%. Because I only obtained the 2 years of corresponding data from 2016 to 
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2017. Also, with the small class sizes, the data base is not big enough to handle a higher 

confidence interval. Thus, the commonly used 95% confidence interval was the ideal 

choice. First, I made tables to record the simplified data. With ordinal data, I chose 

Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma to measure the rank correlation, which measures the 

similarity of the orderings of the data when ranked by each of the quantities. It enabled 

me to measure the strength of association between each pair. Values range from -1 (100% 

negative association, or perfect inversion) to +1 (100% positive association, or perfect 

agreement). A value of zero indicates the absence of association. The estimate of gamma, 

G, depends on two quantities:  and , where  represents the number of pairs of 

cases ranked in the same order on both variables (number of concordant pairs) and  

stands for the number of pairs of cases ranked in reversed order on both variables 

(number of reversed pairs). And “ties” (cases where either of the two variables in the pair 

are equal) are dropped. Then the gamma coefficient can be calculated manually by the 

following formula: . Critical values for the gamma statistic are sometimes 

found by using an approximation, whereby a transformed value, t, of the statistic refers 

to the Student t distribution, where . Then I used the t table to see the 

statistical correlation between each possible pairing of AP and IB data points. 

I did the analysis separately for the AP and IB programs, and after the individual 

analysis I also made a table to simplify and summarize the results and to compare them 

by year (same kind of variables but in different years). I acquired a deeper understanding 

based upon the filtered results. 

Subsequently, after successively conducting qualitative interviews with the 

mathematics teachers from both high schools, I reorganized and summarized my data by 

considering my research question, filled that information into tables, and attempted to 

draw conclusions that I found interesting and meaningful. 
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After translating the audio recording of two of the Chinese mathematics instructors 

from the AP program, I broken-down all transcriptions into short phrases or keywords 

and filled them into my tables. After reviewing and reorganizing all transcripts, making 

notes about the keywords, and labeling relevant words, I extracted frequently repeated 

answers or same comments and highlighted the same opinion of each question. 

Meanwhile, I also noted contradictions or different opinions, so I marked the different 

ideas towards that corresponding question as well. As such, I categorized my interview 

data by diverse variables such as gender, nationality, targeted program and perceived 

mathematics teaching experiences. 

I made comparisons between the Chinese instructors and non-Chinese instructors 

from the AP program to find hidden connections between their answers. I also constantly 

compared data from the non-Chinese AP instructors with data from non-Chinese IB 

instructors to demonstrate any correlations between responses. To ensure consistency, I 

always checked against transcription tables. 

While managing the teachers’ interview data, I was also able to identify some 

possible factors that might provide explanation for the students’ scores. So I went back to 

add this relevant information to the analysis of students’ performance data. 

Summary 

Chapter III first described the method that I chose to approach my data collection 

and answer my research questions. I justified the reason that I decided to use a mixed 

method approach and multiple sources for data collection to validate my research based 

on the research purpose of my study. Then the chapter explains, in detail, the processes 

and procedures that I used to collect my data. 

On the one hand, the curriculum analysis is designed to show the similarities and 

differences among the AP program, the IB program and the intended Chinese high school 
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programs in mathematics education. Students’ performance data is aimed to reveal the 

situation of students who were receiving the imported AP program, or the IB program, or 

neither of them, in China.  

On the other hand, I elected to use focus groups’ interviews to comprehend what 

teachers, specifically, mathematics instructors of AP program and IB program, observed 

and perceived about these two international courses in Chinese mathematics education. 

Moreover, this chapter also clarified how I interpret and analyze the data collected. I 

explained the analysis method of processing both quantitative and qualitative data 

(students’ performance data and teachers’ interview information) I captured. 
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Chapter IV 

RESULTS 

This chapter contains the results of the mixed methodology studies conducted to 

answer the research questions. Additionally, included in the chapter are tables and 

graphics used to present complementary details in curriculum analysis, data comparison, 

and interview results. 

Research Question 1 

What are the significant differences and similarities between the AP 
(Advanced Placement) program and the IB (International Baccalaureate) 
program in their respective schools in Ningbo, China? 

AP in Ningbo, China 

The AP Center in Ningbo devotes itself to combining the advantages of both US 

and Chinese secondary education. It provides an opportunity for Chinese students who 

want to continue their higher education overseas in Western countries, especially in the 

United States. They follow a rigorous curriculum that will prepare them for and connect 

them to enroll and succeed in an accredited western college or university. Besides the 

preparedness for college success, it also equips students with mental and emotional 

readiness. 

There are four parts to the entire Sino-US joint international high school AP 

program in Ningbo Foreign Language School. First is the Basic Course designed upon 
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the general Chinese high school curriculum requirements needed for passing the General 

Examination, and Chinese instructors will be responsible for the teaching. Second, it is 

the introduced AP program that is taught by non-Chinese instructors. Third, it is 

Academic English and SAT courses that target students’ language and culture needs for 

studying abroad. Last, it is extracurricular practice involving community service, speech 

debate, various competitions and so on. In general, the second part (the AP program) and 

the third part (Academic English and SAT courses) take over half of the class hour in the 

three-year high school studies. 

In short, there are two curricula for AP students to learn in Ningbo Foreign 

Language School: Chinese curriculum for a corresponding Chinese high school diploma 

and the AP curriculum. 

Chinese curriculum. For the Basic Course, here are the table of the general 

Chinese high school curriculum arrangement and the table of the agenda of the General 

Examination (see Tables 14 and 15). 

 

Table 14. Chinese Curriculum Provision and Class Distribution 
 

Subject Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 
Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 1 Semester 2 

Chinese 3 3 4 - - - 
Mathematics 4 4 4 - - - 
English 2 2 2 - - - 
Physics 3 3 - - - - 
Chemistry 3 3 - - - - 
Biology - - 3 3 - - 
Politics 2 2 3 - - - 
History 2 2 - - - - 
Geography 2 2 - - - - 
Computer 2 2 - - - - 
Technology - - 2 2 - - 
Music & Arts 1 1 1 1 - - 
Class Meeting 1 1 1 1 1 1 
P.E. 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Club Activity 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Electives 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TOTAL 29 29 24 11 5 5 
 
Note: The number here indicates the amount of teaching hours per week. 
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Notably, since 2015, except for the subject of English, all the General 

Examinations will be held on every October and April. Also, all classes of the Basic 

Course will follow the formative evaluation that including students’ performance on 

participation, homework, test and project, and will be shown as grades (A, B, C, D, F) in 

the transcript. 
 

Table 15. Sino-US Joint International High School Agenda for the General Examination 
 

Grade Time Subject Note 
Grade 11 June English The General 

Examination mostly 
ends in Grade 11. 

April Chinese, Mathematics, Politics 
October Physics, Chemistry, History, Geography 

Grade 12 October Biology, Technology 
 

AP curriculum. The Ningbo Foreign Language School AP Curriculum currently 

offering twenty-five AP courses, and it is the most comprehensive AP Curriculum 

offered in a public school in China (Appendix A). The structure of the curriculum intends 

to give students more options and select courses that allow them to explore their interests. 

To ensure that all students are seriously considering their major and/or desired field of 

study with maximized potential in the long-term academic future, the administration team 

of the AP Center will provide individual consultation with students and parents while 

selecting courses, especially since eleventh grade. 

First, it is the Year 1 Pre-AP as a foundation year designed to help students adapt 

to the new bilingual learning environment in a joint international program. It emphasizes 

on fostering student’s Academic English abilities, study skills, and studying habits. And 

the effort spent on the improvement of their overall English proficiency will be necessary 

when entering Year 2 with a full load of AP courses (see Table 16). 
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Table 16. Grade 10: Pre-AP Program 
 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
English for Academic 

Purpose I [8] 
English for Academic 

Purpose I [6] 
English for Academic 

Purpose I [4] 
Global Perspectives [4] Global Perspectives [4] AP Human Geography [5] 
Pre-AP Calculus [4] Pre-AP Calculus [4] Pre-AP Calculus [4] 

SAT Science [4] AP Physics I [6] AP Physics I [5] 
Pre-AP 

Art 
Pre-AP 
Comp 

Sc. 

Critical 
Thinking 

Pre-AP 
Art 

Pre-AP 
Comp 

Sc. 

Critical 
Thinking 

German I [4] 

*Rotation taught on 4 periods per week Pre-
AP Art 

Pre-AP 
Comp 

Sc. 

Critical 
Thinking 

 
Note: The number here indicates the amount of teaching hours per week. 

 

To be noted, an English baseline vocabulary test will be conducted at the beginning 

of the academic year, which tests students’ written receptive vocabulary knowledge and 

becomes a primary measurement when determining the belongingness of Grade 10 

students to three different groups listed in Table 16. The admission office then combines 

the result of this vocabulary test with other reading, writing and speaking tests as the 

student’s linguistic ability, and makes the final decision of assigning students to the 

Grade 10 groups. In addition, as you can see, English for Academic Purpose I and Pre-AP 

Calculus are mandatory. In mathematics part, Pre-AP Calculus is highlighted in Table 16 

as well. 

In Year 2, students have opportunities to select different AP courses for 

themselves. They may choose any course available based on their own levels. But they 

are required to choose an English course from AP English Language & Composition A or 

English for Academic Purpose II. It is said that “they must meet certain requirements to 

continue through the AP English course but students are given assistance in meeting 

these requirements should they decide to take this challenging course” (Appendix A). 

Moreover, as highlighted in the table, students are required to choose AP Calculus AB or 

AP Calculus ABC for mathematics. To be specific, AP Calculus ABC lasts from Grade 
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11 to 12. Students who take AP Calculus ABC do not need to take the Calculus AB 

examination. They will receive both a Calculus BC score and a Calculus AB sub-score. 

Taking an AP Science course is also recommended but not mandatory. Then they must 

take either 3 or 4 courses from the available options shown in the table (see Table 17). 

 
Table 17. Grade 11 
 

ENGLISH MATH Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 
AP English 
Language A 

AP 
Calculus 

AB 

Option Blocks will be made up of the following subjects: 
•   Sciences: AP Physics I and II; AP Chemistry 
•   Humanities: AP Economics; AP World History; AP 

US History; AP Human Geography 
•   Language: German II 
•   Fine Arts: Studio Art 2D; Studio Art Drawing; 

Computer Science A and Applied Computer 
Science 

English for 
Academic 
Purpose II 

AP Calculus 
ABC 

(AB & BC) 

 

In Year 3, while academically rigorous, students should spend more time on 

preparing for the admission application process of getting in to top-notch universities. 

Students are required to take an English course and can choose either AP English 

Language & Composition B or AP English Literature. Also, they need to choose one 

from AP Statistics, AP Calculus BC and AP Computer Science A as shown in the table 

(see Table 18). Therefore, unlike those students who take AP Calculus ABC will have 

two scores in the end (Calculus BC score and Calculus AB sub-score), students who take 

AP Calculus AB in Grade 11 and then take AP Calculus BC in Grade 12 will receive 

three scores in total that includes Calculus AB score, Calculus BC score and Calculus AB 

sub-score. Then just like Year 2, they must take either three or four courses from the 

available options shown in the table (see Table 18). 

Notably, Art/Humanities classes in Grade 11 and Grade 12 may be combined if 

numbers in classes are too low or schedule requires it. Also, AP courses are taught on 5 

periods a week unless otherwise stated. 
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To receive full credit for an AP course, students must register and take the AP 

examination. If students fail to register or do not take the AP examination in the course 

they are studying, the credit points will default to that of an honor course. 
 

Table 18. Grade 12 
 

ENGLISH MATH Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 
AP English 
Language B 

AP Statistics Option Blocks will be made up of the following subjects: 
•   Sciences: AP Physics C; AP Chemistry; AP 

Biology; AP Environmental Science 
•   Humanities: AP Economics; AP World History; AP 

US History; AP Psychology 
•   Language: German III 
•   Fine Arts: Studio Art 2D; Studio Art Drawing; AP 

Art History and Applied Computer Science 

AP English 
Literature 

AP Calculus 
BC 

 AP Computer 
Science A 

 

Assessment. The AP center is using a standard continuous and formative 

assessment in line with a typical American secondary school. The grade on a summative 

examination will not take the full weight while assessing students’ performance. Instead, 

various types of assessments such as participation, homework, unit tests, quizzes, 

classwork and projects are included. Each course will have a detailed explanation of the 

weighting of each component on its syllabus. Credits are based on the number of 

semesters a course is studied over. 

Besides, there are two types of examinations in the AP curriculum: Trimester 

examinations and AP examination offered by the College Board. Trimester examinations 

are administered at the end of each trimester (end of October; early January; and mid-

April). And they count for between 25% and 45% of the grade for a course (in 

accordance with weighting outlined in the syllabus). While AP Examinations are taken in 

May of each year and the examinations will be graded in the United States. As mentioned 

before, students must register and take the AP examination in order to get full credit for 

an AP course, and these courses are scored on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the highest 
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mark as shown in the table as well (see Table 19). Students who receive a qualified AP 

Examination score are recognized by most universities and colleges in the United States. 
 

Table 19. Course Credit 
 

Grade 
Awarded 

Course 
Average 

Grade Points Awarded Zhejiang 
Province 
Grades 

Breakdown 
Non-AP 
Course 

Honors 
Course* 

AP or 
Language 

Course 
90-100 A 4 4 5 85-100 
80-89 B 3 3 4 70-94 
70-79 C 2 2 3 55-69 
60-69 D 1 1 2 40-54 
0-59 F 0 0 0 0-39 

IB in Ningbo, China 

The IB Center in Ningbo commits itself to combining the best of both Chinese and 

introduced foreign programs with high quality educational resources such as small-sized 

classes and experienced foreign instructors. The mission of the IB Center in Ningbo is to 

empower students to become lifelong learners and to become comprehensive global 

citizens. It also aims to produce students with an international perspective and 

intercultural respect, while retaining a patriotism with regard to their Chinese cultural 

identity. 

The program in the IB Center in Ningbo has two major parts: Pre-IB and the IB 

Diploma Program. The Year 1 Pre-IB provides preparation courses such as English, 

Additional Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Geography, Business, Economics, 

Arts, Music, PE and IB Skills for students’ next stage of study in Year 2 and 3. After that, 

students officially start the IB Diploma Program learning in grade 11 and 12. They need 

to choose 6 courses, 3 of them are higher level (HL), and the other 3 are standard level 

(SL) courses, which means they can explore some subjects in depth and some more 

broadly within the two-year period. But students are highly encouraged to select subjects 

they interested and based on their academic advantages, especially for HL courses. After 
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finishing three-year studying and passing the IB examinations, students can get an IB 

diploma. It should be noted that, starting from 2016, due to the government policy that 

expects international school students with patriotism and global vision, newly enrolled IB 

Center students are required to study domestic high school curriculum just like students 

in the AP Center, and take the Zhejiang provincial High School Academic Proficiency 

Test (the General Examination). Therefore, since 2016, students in the IB Center can 

have both Chinese high school diploma and the IB diploma instead of receiving only the 

IB diploma after they reached graduate standards. Besides, the IB Center also began 

offerings advanced extension courses, such as Critical Reading and Writing, Academic 

Debate, and 3D Printing in 2016. 

Three cores. The IB Diploma Program has three cores as follows: Theory of 

Knowledge (TOK), Extended Essay (EE) and Creativity, Action, Service (CAS). The 

TOK aims to make students aware of the interpretative nature of knowledge, including 

personal ideological biases, and it offers students and their teachers the opportunity to 

reflect critically on diverse ways of knowing and on areas of knowledge; and to consider 

the role and nature of knowledge in their own culture, in the cultures of others, and in the 

wider world. Moreover, TOK prompts students to be aware of themselves as thinkers, 

encouraging them to become more acquainted with the complexity of knowledge; and to 

recognize the need to act responsibly in an increasingly interconnected but uncertain 

world. TOK also provides coherence for the student, by linking academic subject areas as 

well as transcending them (What is TOK, 2018). 

The EE course comes from one of the students’ six chosen subjects from the IB 

Diploma Program, and students are required to make an in-depth study of that chosen 

topic. It provides practical preparation for undergraduate research and it is an opportunity 

for students to investigate a topic of their individual interest. Because in higher education, 

each student is supposed to be equipped with an efficient ability to do research 

independently. And through the research process for the EE, students can prepare 
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themselves in formulating an appropriate research question, engaging in a personal 

exploration of the topic, communicating ideas and developing an argument. Participation 

in this process also help students developing the capacity to analyze, synthesize, and 

evaluate knowledge (What is EE, 2018). 

CAS involves students in a range of activities alongside their academic studies and 

has no prescribed specific projects or activities but requires students to engage with real-

life experiences and at least one project that initiated by themselves including purposeful 

activities with significant outcomes; personal challenge; thoughtful consideration like 

planning, reviewing progress, reporting; and reflection on outcomes and personal 

learning through the experiences. A creativity project should involve arts, and other 

activities that can help enhancing creative thinking; an activity project could help a 

student overcome a personal fear, such as rock climbing but it does not have to be sports-

related or competitive; a service project must be beneficial for the community as well as 

providing a learning opportunity for students. The CAS project can address any single 

strand of CAS, or combine two or all three of them (What is CAS Project, 2018). 

Six subjects. For the six subjects, Table 20 shows the schedule of the IB Center in 

Ningbo. 
 

Table 20. Subjects (2015-2016) 
 

Subjects Contents 
Language A1 Chinese & Literature, HL/SL 

Second Language English B, HL/SL 

Individuals &Societies 
Business & Management, HL/SL 

Economics, HL/SL 
History, HL/SL 

Experimental Science 
Biology, HL/SL 

Chemistry, HL/SL 
Physics, HL/SL 

Mathematics and Computer Science Mathematics, HL/SL 
Further Mathematics, HL 

The Arts Music, HL/SL 
Visual Arts, HL/SL 
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However, since 2017, the school made a slight change to the subjects. “History” 

has been replaced by “Geography,” and “Further Mathematics” has been deleted (see 

Table 21). 

Assessment. The assessment system of the IB Diploma Program is composed of 

two parts: internal and external assessment. The internal assessment is issued by subject 

teachers referring to assessment standards and the result is examined by the IBO, which 

makes up 20%-50% of the final grade. After finishing two years of the IB diploma 

courses, for most subjects, students need to take written examinations held and examined 

by the IBO as well. External assessment includes the theory of knowledge (TOK) essay 

and the extended essay (EE) of the three IBDP cores that mentioned before. The IB 

examination is held twice a year in every May and November. Also, every subject is 

graded on a scale of 1 to 7 points, with 7 being the highest. Then it makes up 42 points 

from six subjects. The TOK essay and the EE essay counts for 3 additional points in total. 

So, the overall score is 45 points. 
 

Table 21. Subjects (2017) 
 

Subjects Contents 
Language A1 Chinese & Literature, HL/SL 

Second Language English B, HL/SL 

Individuals &Societies 
Business & Management, HL/SL 

Economics, HL/SL 
Geography, HL/SL 

Experimental Science 
Biology, HL/SL 

Chemistry, HL/SL 
Physics, HL/SL 

Mathematics Mathematics, HL/SL 

The Arts Music, HL/SL 
Visual Arts, HL/SL 

 

There are certain requirements to successfully get the IB diploma (see Table 22). 

Students need to gain at least 24 points, meet all CAS requirements, have grades in all six 

subjects and the TOK and EE essays, get at least got a grade D in TOK or EE; and there 
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is no grade of 1 in any subject, no more than two grades of 2 and no more than three 

subjects grade 3 or below. Recipients with a qualified IB diploma are accepted by higher 

education institutions in many English speaking countries worldwide. 
 

Table 22. IBDP Requirements 
 

If 24-27 Points If 28+ Points 
An average of 4 points in each HL subject Same 
An average of 3 points in each SL subject Same 
No grade 2 in any HL subject No more than one grade 2 in any HL subject 
No more than one grade 2 in any SL 
subject 

No more than two grade 2s in any SL 
subject 

Similarities Between Imported AP Program and IB Program in Ningbo, China 

Overall, both programs are articulated with the general Chinese curriculum, 

especially since 2016. Therefore, students from both centers are required to learn two 

curricula (the general Chinese curriculum and the introduced AP/IB curriculum) at the 

same time, which means every student in both AP center and IB center must take the 

Chinese general examination. In their first year, students in both schools are required to 

take the pre-program courses to prepare themselves for their following studies. For each 

year, both schools have two mandatory subjects: English and mathematics. To be 

specific, for the AP center, students are required to study English and AP mathematics 

every year (or choose another mathematics related course: Computer Science in the third 

year), and for the IB center, students have to study English and IB mathematics every 

year as well. Therefore, two possible factors might be generated from this finding: 

language challenge and localized feature. Since both programs require a certain facility 

with the English language, Chinese students are required to learn English to better 

prepare themselves for further AP and IB studies. And research also shows that 

mathematics became the most selected subject of the AP and IB program in China based 

on Chinese students’ overall academic strength. For example, the most recent AP data 

show that currently about 81.5% (225 out of 276) authorized Chinese AP schools offer 
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AP Calculus AB, 72.1% (199 out of 276) schools offer AP Calculus BC and 69.6% (192 

out of 276) schools offer AP Statistics (AP Course Ledger, 2018). Some mathematics 

instructors’ responses in the interview also suggested that Chinese students have more 

advanced calculation skills than students from other countries. Thus, a mandatory 

mathematics course is required, probably to let student academic advantages lead to 

higher achievement while also lessening their burden of learning two curricula at the 

same time. To balance the difference, academically and culturally, between the general 

Chinese education and the imported foreign programs, each school has a non-Chinese 

vice principal in charge of the introduced program and a Chinese vice principal to 

cooperate with the communication of any imported programs’ affairs with the school’s 

administration office. Both schools also established college counseling teams, which 

helps with personalized academic plans, SAT and TOEFL test preparation and out-of-

class activities recommendations. 

For the positive sides, both programs are highly competitive with rigorous contents 

and high performance standards to achieve educational excellence and build a strong 

academic foundation before entering the higher education. And they both value critical 

and independent thinking skills, and regard international understanding as an important 

part of fostering their students. For college admission, both programs have great 

reputation and are widely acknowledged around the world, which can help students 

saving expenses and time in colleges or universities. 

For the negative sides, both programs have intense course loads for Chinese 

student with English as a second language.  

Differences Between Imported AP Program and IB Program in Ningbo, China 

So, to answer research question 1 we see the similarities, and according to the 

information of imported AP and IB program in Ningbo, Table 23 shows the differences. 
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Table 23. Differences Between the AP Program and IB Program in Ningbo 
 
 Advanced Placement IB Diploma 
Number of 
schools in 
Ningbo 

6 3 

Targeted 
colleges or 
universities 

Mostly in the US English speaking countries worldwide 

Goal To prepare and connect students to 
college success and opportunity, 
with mental and emotional 
readiness 

To develop students as lifelong 
learners and global citizens with 
international perspective and 
intercultural respect, while retaining 
the patriotism 

Content All college-level; 
Cafeteria style with individual 
work 

Mostly high school level, some with 
college-level; 
Comprehensive and systematic 
program 

Emphasis of 
subject 

Enhance students’ abilities in 
a/some specific academic area(s) 

Foster students’ comprehensive 
abilities 

Curriculum More Content-Centered More Student-Centered 
Limitation of 
choosing course 
difficulty 

No limit, can choose whatever you 
want 

3 HL (Higher Level) and 3 SL 
(Standard Level) 

Assessment External External and internal 
Examination 
Time 

Once a year (May) Twice a year (November and May) 

Score Scale 1 to 5 1 to 7 
Grading Place Graded in the United States Graded world-wide 
Requirement of 
student’s 
English level 

High Extremely High 

Certificate Only 1 diploma: 
Chinese high-school diploma 
 

2 diplomas (since 2016): 
Chinese high-school diploma; 
IB diploma 

 

To be specific, the number of AP schools in Ningbo is triple the number of IB 

schools. Because of the differences as to which higher education institutions accept and 

recognize the AP and IB examinations, the AP center targets mainly colleges and 

universities in the United States for its graduates while the IB center sends students to 

many English-speaking higher education institutions worldwide. 

The goal of the AP program is to prepare and connect students for college success 

and opportunity, with mental and emotional readiness. The IB program’s goal is to 
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develop students as knowledgeable lifelong learners and caring global citizens with 

intercultural understanding and respect, while retaining their patriotism toward China and 

its culture. 

The AP center provides college-level courses with a cafeteria style so that students 

can choose their preferred courses, and most courses in the IB center are taught at a high-

school level, with some at the college level. The IB center offers a more comprehensive 

and systematic diploma program not only covering various subjects but also containing 

three cores to specifically broaden students’ thinking skills, research abilities and real-life 

experiences so that they can apply what they learned from school. 

With different contents, the programs have different emphases when it comes to 

subject. The AP program tends to enhance students’ abilities in one or some specific 

academic subject(s) while the IB program is apt to foster students’ comprehensive 

abilities. Therefore, the curriculum of the AP center is more content-centered with more 

lectures and in-depth learning, while the IB center provides inquiry-based learning and 

more activities alongside their academic studies, which makes its curriculum more 

student-centered. 

Also, unlike the AP center which gives students free choice when it comes to the 

difficulty of their courses, the IB center requires students to choose three higher level 

(HL) courses and three standard level (SL) courses. 

A difference in the programs also appears in their methods of assessment. The IB 

uses both external and internal assessment to evaluate students’ learning outcome while 

the AP only use external assessment. The examination times of the IB are twice per year 

in every May and November with score scale from 1 to 7, and the grading is done by 

members of the IBO from around the world. The AP holds its examinations once per year 

in each May with a score scale from 1 to 5, and exams are graded only in the United 

States. 
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In addition, given the three cores and the internal assessments that include a lot of 

written work, IB students are expected to be very advanced in their English language 

abilities to better express their thoughts. In contrast, AP students do not have much 

writing to do if they select courses like mathematics or science. 

After graduation, AP students receive only the Chinese high school diploma 

because the AP program is not a diploma program, whereas IB students have earned two 

diplomas, from both IBO and Chinese high school, since 2016. 

Research Question 2 

What are the differences and similarities in curriculum and student 
performance between AP (Advanced Placement) program and the intended 
general Chinese high school program in mathematics education? 

Curriculum Comparison in the AP Center 

In the AP Center, almost every AP student takes AP Calculus and a very few take 

AP Statistics. Because the sample size of students taking AP Statistics was so small, I did 

not use either student performance or the class’s curriculum for comparison in this study. 

I conducted the comparison based on the following materials downloaded from College 

Board: the “concept outline” of the AP Calculus AB/BC courses as well as the exam 

description (Appendix D). At the same time, I collected the following textbooks that are 

used by the AP Center: Precalculus: Graphical, Numerical, Algebraic, 9th Edition 

published by Pearson Higher Education (for Pre-AP Calculus) (Appendix I) and 

Calculus: Graphical, Numerical, Algebraic, 5th Edition published by Pearson Higher 

Education (for AP Calculus AB & BC) (Appendix J). I spoke with instructors in the AP 

Center to find out what elements of the written curriculum are not covered in the active 

curriculum, and I only retained the contents used in real teaching practice to narrow down 

the variables and to create a more accurate analysis in my research. In total, there are 3 
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content materials for AP Mathematics, and I compared them with the General Chinese 

high school mathematics test contents (Appendix G). 

Difference 1: Topics only in AP Calculus (AB & BC). From the concept outline 

and the exam description of the AP Calculus AB/BC course (Appendix D), there are four 

main ideas: limits, derivatives, integrals, the fundamental theorem of calculus, and series. 

Among these four major topics, the first three are included in the entire AP calculus 

curriculum with some subject matter that is included only in the BC course; the last topic 

(series) is only for AP Calculus BC students. 

Based on the concept outline and the general Chinese high school mathematics test 

contents, there are four major differences (see Table 24). 
 

Table 24. Four Major Differences between AP and General Chinese Mathematics 
 

Topics AP Calculus 
(AB & BC) 

General Chinese 
Mathematics 

Limits Yes - 
Derivatives Yes - (Optional 2-2) 
Integrals and the Fundamental Theorem 
of Calculus 

Yes - 

Series Yes (BC only) - 
 

From this table, it is clear that students in the AP Center they have four extra 

mathematical topics to learn to prepare for their AP calculus test. In other words, the 

major ideas from the AP calculus curriculum are excluded from the intended Chinese 

mathematics curriculum for AP students. One of them, derivatives, is listed as an optional 

topic for general Chinese students, which means this topic is included in the College 

Entrance Examination. But AP students only need to meet the requirements of the 

General Examination, which excludes the relative content of derivatives, so they just 

cover the content from “required 1 to option 2-1.” 

While making the comparison between the AP calculus curriculum and the general 

Chinese high school mathematics curriculum, I used the general Chinese high school 
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mathematics test contents as a reference. Overlapped contents are marked with colors 

(Appendix H). 

Differences 2: Topics only in General Chinese Mathematics. From Appendix H, 

there are some topics that are only covered in the Chinese curriculum and not in the AP 

calculus curriculum (see Table 25). 

 
Table 25. Topics Covered Only in the Chinese High School Curriculum 
 

Topics 
Sets 
Monotonicity and Monotone Interval 
Structure of 3D Geometry 
Three-View Drawing and Trimetric Drawing of 3D Geometry 
Surface Area and Volume of 3D Geometry 
Position Relations between Point, Line and Plane in 3D Plane 
Test and Properties of Parallel 
Test for Orthogonal Lines and Planes 
General Form of a Function of a Circle 
Position Relations between Lines and Circles 
Coordinates in 3D Space 
Relations between Sin, Cos, and Tan of an Angle 
Arithmetic Series 
Application of Sequences 
Linear Inequalities with Two Unknown Variables and Simple Liner Programming 
Questions 
Fundamental Inequalities 
Inequalities with Absolute Values 
Propositions and Their Relations 
Sufficient and Necessary Condition 
Curve and Equation 
Ellipse 
Hyperbola 
Parabola 
Space Vector and Its Operations 
Vectors in 3D Geometry 
 

Similarities. Beside the four major differences that are only covered in AP 

Calculus (AB & BC) curriculum and some minor differences that are only covered in the 

general Chinese high school mathematics curriculum, there exist some similarities (see 

Table 26). 
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The overlapping contents between Pre-AP Calculus and general Chinese high 

school mathematics are marked in italics in Appendix H. Moreover, most of them 

concern functions. In addition, as can be seen in the contents of the textbook used by the 

AP Center (Appendix I and J), only a very superficial introduction of “definition and 

notation of sequence,” “arithmetic and geometric sequences,” and “geometric series” 

from the General Chinese high school mathematics curriculum is covered in AP Calculus 

BC. I marked these overlapped contents in white letters on Appendix H. Since teachers 

only mention these concepts in class, that insignificance could easily be ignored. 

Therefore, in general, the AP Calculus (AB & BC) contents are unlike the general 

Chinese high school mathematics contents. And many of the contents in general Chinese 

high school mathematics are similar to the contents in Pre-AP Calculus. 

On the one hand, AP Calculus (AB & BC) is totally different from general Chinese 

high school mathematics, especially for students in the AP Center. It is easy to 

understand this difference because AP calculus itself represents college-level 

mathematics content, which certainly exceeds the general high school level. Therefore, 

AP calculus has a higher level of academic hardness. According to the similarities in 

Table 26, the overlapping contents occur in the Pre-AP class in Grade 10 to prepare 

students to learn AP calculus in grades 11 and 12. However, in the design of the syllabus, 

contents are extended in depth. For instance, those following ideas such as parametric 

equations, limits of functions, continuity of functions, asymptotic and unbounded 

behavior, implicit functions and polar functions are not covered in general Chinese high 

school mathematics. Even for Chinese students who need to take the College Entrance 

Examination, which includes the general Chinese high school mathematics test contents 

and adds optional sections 2-2 and 2-3 (which includes derivatives and complex 

numbers) the depth is still superficial relative to AP calculus. AP calculus puts the idea of 

complex numbers in its Pre-AP calculus classes, which means that complex numbers are 

pre-requisites for learning AP Calculus (AB & BC). Also, although the idea of derivative 
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is one of the four big ideas in the AP calculus concept outline (Appendix D), it consists of 

more detailed contents than that subject does in general Chinese high school 

mathematics. For example, ideas such as differentiability and continuity, estimating a 

derivative (numerically and graphically), derivative of the inverse of a function and 

implicit differentiation, L’Hôpital’s Rule are not covered in general Chinese high school 

mathematics. 

 
Table 26. Similarities Between Pre-AP Calculus and the Chinese High School 
Curriculum 
 

Topics 
Functions and Notations 
Properties of Functions 
Exponential Functions 
Logarithmic Functions 
Power Functions 
Functions and Equations 
Models of Functions and Their Applications 
Angle of Inclination and Slope 
Linear Function 
Intercept Coordinates and Distance Formula 
Standard Form of a Function of a Circle 
Angles and Radian Measure 
Trigonometric Functions of Any Angles 
Induced formula of Trigonometric Functions 
Graphs and Properties of Trigonometric Functions 
Graph of y=Asin(ωx + φ) 
Basic Application of Trigonometric Functions 
Definition of Vector 
Vector Operation 
Theorems and Coordinates of Vector 
Dot Product 
Application of Vector 
Compound Angle Identities 
Basic Identities 
Sine Rule and Cosine Rule 
Solving Triangles Case Study 
Unequal Relation and Inequalities 
One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities and Their Solutions 

Fundamental Inequalities:  
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Moreover, there is a difference in the philosophy of both curricula: AP aims at 

exploring the depth of mathematics allowing students to give full play to the specific 

subject they are good at, while the general Chinese high school mathematics’ approach is 

more like a mass education that is designed for everyone. Additionally, different attitudes 

to using technology appeared here because the use of a graphing calculator in AP 

Calculus is considered an integral part of the course (see Table 2). But students are only 

allowed to use standard scientific calculators when taking the General Examination. 

In short, the curriculum of AP calculus is more advanced, deeper, and contains 

more applications than the curriculum of general Chinese high school mathematics. 

Also, we can conclude that general Chinese high school mathematics is a 

foundation for learning AP Calculus (AB &BC) because many elements of its curriculum 

are included in Pre-AP Calculus. Just as the Chinese instructor W mentioned in an 

interview, learning general Chinese high school mathematics can help AP students to 

build a solid mathematical background in Grade 10, which will strongly benefit them in 

learning AP Calculus in the their later high school studies, and even in their college lives 

later. 

Students’ Performance Comparison in the AP Center 

Data comparisons 2016. 

AP GE (General Examination) mathematics 2016 vs AP SAT mathematics 2016. 

Table 27 summarizes the AP 2016 graduates’ scores on the General Examination and the 

SAT test. There are no students who earned an “A” on their General Examination in 

mathematics, but the majority (41 out of 51, about 80.39%) of them scored in the high 

range (700-800) of the SAT mathematics test. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.286 implies a moderate correlation between AP students’ 

GE mathematics 2016 and AP students’ SAT mathematics 2016. 
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By using the gamma coefficient, t » 1.148. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.009. Because 1.148 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that AP students’ GE mathematics 2016 is 

positively correlated with AP students’ SAT mathematics 2016. 
 

Table 27. Data Summary of AP Comparison 1 for 2016 
 

AP SAT 
mathematics 

AP GE Mathematics 2016 Total 
Number of 
Students 

D C B A 

580 1 - - - 1 
670 1 - - - 1 
680 4 - 1 - 5 
690 1 1 - - 2 
700 - 1 - - 1 
710 - 3 2 - 5 
720 1 1 - - 2 
730 - 6 - - 6 
740 - 1 - - 1 
750 2 2 - - 4 
760 3 2 4 - 9 
770 2 4 5 - 11 
780 - 1 - - 1 
790 1 - - - 1 
800 - 1 - - 1 

Total 16 23 12 - 51 
 

AP GE (General Examination) mathematics 2016 vs AP Calculus AB 2016. 

Table 28 summarizes the AP 2016 graduates’ mathematics scores on the General 

Examination and on the AP Calculus AB exam. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.487 implies a relatively strong correlation between AP 

students’ GE mathematics 2016 and AP students’ AP Calculus AB 2016. 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 2.031. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.009. Because 2.031 is greater than the critical value, we can reject the null 

hypothesis. We expect that AP students’ GE mathematics 2016 and AP students’ 

Calculus AB 2016 are positively correlated. 
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Table 28. Data Summary of AP Comparison 2 for 2016 
 

AP Calculus 
AB 2016 

AP GE mathematics 2016 Total Number 
of Students D C B A 

1 8 2 - - 10 

2 - 1 2 - 3 

3 4 6 3 - 13 

4 3 6 1 - 10 

5 1 8 6 - 15 

Total 16 23 12 - 51 
 

AP GE (General Examination) mathematics 2016 vs AP Calculus BC 2016. 

Table 29 summarizes the AP 2016 graduates’ scores on the General Examination and on 

the AP Calculus BC test. Although no students earned an “A” on the General 

Examination in mathematics, no one scored less than 3 on the AP Calculus BC exam. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.086 implies a very weak correlation between AP 

students’ GE mathematics 2016 and AP students’ Calculus BC 2016. 
 

Table 29. Data Summary of AP Comparison 3 for 2016 
 

AP Calculus 
BC 2016 

AP GE Mathematics 2016 Total Number 
of Students D C B A 

1 - - - - - 

2 - - - - - 

3 - 2 2 - 4 

4 1 - 2 - 3 

5 - 3 4 - 7 

Total 1 5 8 - 14 
 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 0.136. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.160. Because 0.136 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 
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hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that AP students’ GE mathematics 2016 is 

positively correlated with AP students’ Calculus BC 2016. 

AP Calculus AB 2016 vs AP SAT mathematics 2016. Table 30 summarizes the AP 

2016 graduates’ scores on the AP Calculus AB exam and their mathematics grades on the 

SAT test. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.409 implies a relatively strong correlation between AP 

students’ Calculus AB 2016 and AP students’ SAT mathematics 2016.  

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 1.890. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.009. Because 1.890 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that AP students’ Calculus AB 2016 is 

positively correlated with AP students’ SAT mathematics 2016. 
 

Table 30. Data Summary of AP Comparison 4 for 2016 
 

AP SAT 
mathematics 

AP Calculus AB 2016 Total 
Number of 
Students 1 2 3 4 5 

580 1 - - - - 1 
670 - - - 1 - 1 
680 3 - 2 - - 5 
690 2 - - - - 2 
700 - - - 1 - 1 
710 - 2 1 1 1 5 
720 1 - - - 1 2 
730 1 - 3 - 2 6 
740 - - - 1 - 1 
750 2 - - 1 1 4 
760 - - 3 3 3 9 
770 - 1 2 1 7 11 
780 - - 1 - - 1 
790 - - 1 - - 1 
800 - - - 1 - 1 

Total 10 3 13 10 15 51 
 

AP Calculus BC 2016 vs AP SAT mathematics 2016. Table 31 summarizes the AP 

2016 graduates’ grades on the AP Calculus BC exam and their mathematics grades on the 

SAT test. Notably, no one among the sampled students scored less than a 3 on AP 
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Calculus BC, and those who took the AP Calculus BC test all scored at the highest range 

(higher than 700) on SAT mathematics. Also, half of these students (50%) achieved a 

score at 5 (the highest possible score), on their AP Calculus BC exams. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.333 implies a moderate correlation between AP students’ 

Calculus BC 2016 and AP students’ SAT mathematics 2016. 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 0.612. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.160. Because 0.612 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that AP students’ Calculus BC 2016 is 

positively correlated with AP students’ SAT mathematics 2016. 
 

Table 31. Data Summary of AP Comparison 5 for 2016 
 

AP SAT 
mathematics 

AP Calculus BC 2016 Total 
Number of 
Students 1 2 3 4 5 

710 - - - - 1 1 
730 - - 1 - - 1 
750 - - 1 - - 1 
760 - - - 2 1 3 
770 - - 2 1 5 8 

Total - - 4 3 7 14 
 

AP Calculus BC 2016 vs AP Calculus AB 2016. Table 32 summarizes the scores 

of the AP 2016 graduates on their AP Calculus BC and AP Calculus AB exams. As we 

can see from Table 32, no student who took the AP Calculus BC test scored a 1 on the 

AP Calculus AB test. Only one student received a 2, and the majority (64.29%) of them 

received 5s on the AP Calculus AB test. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.913 implies a very strong correlation between AP 

students’ Calculus BC 2016 and AP students’ AP Calculus AB 2016. 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 4.058. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.009. Because 4.058 is greater than the critical value, we can reject the null 
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hypothesis. We expect that AP students’ Calculus BC 2016 and AP students’ Calculus 

AB 2016 are positively correlated. 
 

Table 32. Data Summary of AP Comparison 6 for 2016 
 

AP Calculus 
AB 2016 

AP Calculus BC 2016 Total 
Number of 
Students 1 2 3 4 5 

1 - - - - - - 

2 - - 1 - - 1 

3 - - 2 - - 2 

4 - - - 2 - 2 

5 - - 1 1 7 9 

Total - - 4 3 7 14 
 

Data comparisons 2017. 

AP GE (General Examination) mathematics 2017 vs AP SAT mathematics 2017. 

Table 33 summarizes the scores of AP 2017 graduates on the General Examination and 

SAT tests. There are no students who earned an “A” or “B” on the General Examination 

in mathematics. However, two thirds (18 out of 27, about 66.67%) of them scored within 

the high range (700 to 800) on the SAT mathematics test. Also, no one scored less than 

600 on the SAT mathematics test. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.476 implies a relatively strong correlation between AP 

students’ GE mathematics 2017 and AP students’ SAT mathematics 2017. 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 1.254. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.056. Because 1.254 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that AP students’ GE mathematics 2017 is 

positively correlated with AP students’ SAT mathematics 2017. 
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Table 33. Data Summary of AP Comparison 1 for 2017 
 

AP SAT 
Mathematics 

AP GE Mathematics 2017 Total Number 
of Students D C B A 

650 2 - - - 2 
680 1 1 - - 2 
690 2 - - - 2 
700 2 1 - - 3 
710 1 - - - 1 
720 2 - - - 2 
730 3 - - - 3 
740 1 2 - - 3 
750 2 - - - 2 
760 1 - - - 1 
770 2 1 - - 3 
790 - 2 - - 2 
800 - 1 - - 1 

Total 19 8 - - 27 
 

AP GE (General Examination) mathematics 2017 vs AP Calculus AB 2017. 

Table 34 summarizes the scores of the AP 2017 graduates on the General Examination 

and the AP Calculus AB test. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.810 implies a very strong correlation between AP 

students’ GE mathematics 2017 and AP students’ AP Calculus AB 2017. 
 

Table 34. Data Summary of AP Comparison 2 for 2017 
 
AP Calculus 

AB 2017 
AP GE mathematics 2017 Total Number 

of Students D C B A 

1 3 - - - 3 

2 3 - - - 3 

3 7 2 - - 9 

4 4 - - - 4 

5 2 6 - - 8 

Total 19 8 - - 27 
 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 2.979. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.056. Because 2.979 is greater than the critical value, we can reject the null 
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hypothesis. We expect that AP students’ GE mathematics 2017 and AP students’ 

Calculus AB 2017 are positively correlated. 

AP GE (General Examination) mathematics 2017 vs AP Calculus BC 2017. 

Table 35 summarizes AP 2017 graduates’ grades on the General Examination and the AP 

Calculus BC exam. No students earned an “A” or “B” on their General Examination 

mathematics, and no one scored less than 2 on the AP Calculus BC test. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.833 implies a very strong correlation between AP 

students’ GE mathematics 2017 and AP students’ Calculus BC 2017. 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 1.846. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.365. Because 1.846 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that AP students’ GE mathematics 2017 is 

positively correlated with AP students’ Calculus BC 2017. 
 

Table 35. Data Summary of AP Comparison 3 for 2017 
 
AP Calculus 

BC 2017 
AP GE Mathematics 2017 Total Number 

of Students D C B A 

1 - - - - - 

2 1 - - - 1 

3 3 1 - - 4 

4 1 - - - 1 

5 - 2 - - 2 

Total 5 3 - - 8 
 

AP Calculus AB 2017 vs AP SAT mathematics 2017. Table 36 summarizes AP 

2017 graduates’ scores on the AP Calculus AB exam and their mathematics grades on the 

SAT test. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.640 implies a strong correlation between AP students’ 

Calculus AB 2017 and AP students’ SAT mathematics 2017. 
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By using the gamma coefficient, t » 2.589. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.056. Because 2.589 is greater than the critical value, we can reject the null 

hypothesis. We expect that AP students’ Calculus AB 2017 and AP students’ SAT 

mathematics 2017 are positively correlated. 
 

Table 36. Data Summary of AP Comparison 4 for 2017 
 

AP SAT 
mathematics 

AP Calculus AB 2017 Total 
Number of 
Students 1 2 3 4 5 

650 1 1 - - - 2 
680 - 1 1 - - 2 
690 - - 2 - - 2 
700 - 1 1 - 1 3 
710 - - - - 1 1 
720 1 - 1 - - 2 
730 1 - 1 1 - 3 
740 - - 2 - 1 3 
750 - - 1 1 - 2 
760 - - - 1 - 1 
770 - - - 1 2 3 
790 - - - - 2 2 
800 - - - - 1 1 

Total 3 3 9 4 8 27 
 

AP Calculus BC 2017 vs AP SAT mathematics 2017. Table 37 summarizes the 

scores of AP 2017 graduates on the AP Calculus BC exam and their mathematics grades 

on the SAT test. Not one of sampled students scored less than 2 on the AP Calculus BC 

exam, but those who took the AP Calculus BC test scored higher than or equal to 700 on 

SAT mathematics. Also, half (50%) of these students attained a score of 3 on the AP 

Calculus BC exam. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.905 implies a strong correlation between AP students’ 

Calculus BC 2017 and AP students’ SAT mathematics 2017. 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 3.442. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.365. Because 3.442 is greater than the critical value, we can reject the null 
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hypothesis. We expect that AP students’ Calculus BC 2017 and AP students’ SAT 

mathematics 2017 are positively correlated. 
 

Table 37. Data Summary of AP Comparison 5 for 2017 
 

AP SAT 
mathematics 

AP Calculus BC 2017 Total 
Number of 
Students 1 2 3 4 5 

700 - 1 - - - 1 
730 - - 1 - - 1 
740 - - 1 - - 1 
750 - - 1 - - 1 
760 - - - 1 - 1 
770 - - 1 - - 1 
790 - - - - 2 2 

Total - 1 4 1 2 8 
 

AP Calculus BC 2017 vs AP Calculus AB 2017. Table 38 summarizes the scores 

of the AP 2017 graduates on the AP Calculus BC and AP Calculus AB tests. As we can 

see from Table 38, not one of the students who took the AP Calculus BC test scored 

lower than 3 on the AP Calculus AB test. 50% of them received a moderate score of 3 on 

the AP Calculus AB test. 
 

Table 38. Data Summary of AP Comparison 6 for 2017 
 

AP Calculus 
AB 2017 

AP Calculus BC 2017 Total 
Number of 
Students 1 2 3 4 5 

1 - - - - - - 
2 - - - - - - 
3 - 1 3 - - 4 
4 - - 1 1 - 2 
5 - - - - 2 2 

Total - 1 4 1 2 8 
 

The gamma coefficient here is 1, implying an absolute correlation between AP 

students’ Calculus BC 2017 and AP students’ AP Calculus AB 2017. Therefore, we can 
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reject the null hypothesis. We expect that AP students’ Calculus BC 2017 and AP 

students’ Calculus AB 2017 are positively correlated. 

Comparison summary. To summarize the findings, four score pairs are compared 

for the years 2016 and 2017 and show the same result while two reveal a contrasting 

result (see Tables 39 and 40). 

 
Table 39. Comparisons of AP 2016 
 

Comparisons 2016 Results 

AP GE mathematics 2016 vs AP SAT mathematics 2016 - moderate correlation 
- not statistically significant 

AP GE mathematics 2016 vs AP Calculus AB 2016 - relatively strong correlation 
- statistically significant 

AP GE mathematics 2016 vs AP Calculus BC 2016 - very weak correlation 
- not statistically significant 

AP Calculus AB 2016 vs AP SAT mathematics 2016 - relatively strong correlation 
- not statistically significant 

AP Calculus BC 2016 vs AP SAT mathematics 2016 - moderate correlation 
- not statistically significant 

AP Calculus BC 2016 vs AP Calculus AB 2016 - very strong correlation 
- statistically significant 

 

The following explanations shed some light on the comparison of the 4 pairs that 

yielded the same result: 

I compared each possible pair of grades from each student’s four exams (General 

Examination mathematics grade, SAT mathematics grade, AP Calculus AB, and AP 

Calculus BC), expecting that there could be a correlated relationship between these 

variables for the years 2016 and 2017. 

Within these four pairs, two of them (the second pair and the sixth pair) are 

statistically significant except for the first pair and the third pair.  
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Table 40. Comparisons of AP 2017 
 

Comparisons 2017 Results 

AP GE mathematics 2017 vs AP SAT mathematics 2017 - relatively strong correlation 
- not statistically significant 

AP GE mathematics 2017 vs AP Calculus AB 2017 - very strong correlation 
- statistically significant 

AP GE mathematics 2017 vs AP Calculus BC 2017 - very strong correlation 
- not statistically significant 

AP Calculus AB 2017 vs AP SAT mathematics 2017 - strong correlation 
- statistically significant 

AP Calculus BC 2017 vs AP SAT mathematics 2017 - strong correlation 
- statistically significant 

AP Calculus BC 2017 vs AP Calculus AB 2017 - absolute correlation 
- statistically significant 

 

For the two pairs that are statistically significant, the statistical significance 

between AP students’ GE mathematics and AP students’ AP Calculus AB might imply 

that the general Chinese mathematics helps students build a solid foundation for learning 

the AP Calculus AB course. Moreover, Chinese instructor W’s interview question 2 

comment that “general Chinese mathematics is a great foundation for learning the AP 

mathematics course” also helps to clarify the connection between AP students’ General 

Examination mathematics grades with their corresponding and AP Calculus AB grades. 

Secondly, to understand the last pair, which includes students’ AP Calculus BC 

grades and their corresponding AP Calculus AB grades, we note that AP Calculus BC is 

an extension of AP Calculus AB with some difference in scope (AP Calculus AB 

Frequently Asked Questions, 2018). Therefore, if students can handle a test with richer 

topics like the AP Calculus BC exam, then we can expect them to perform better in AP 

Calculus AB, which contains approximately 60% of the same topics as AP Calculus BC. 

The lack of statistical significance in the correlation between AP students’ SAT 

mathematics and AP students’ GE mathematics might be because these two kinds of 

examinations focus on different aspect of the acquired mathematical knowledge. The lack 

of statistical significance in the correlation between AP Calculus BC and AP students’ 
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GE mathematics might be because AP Calculus BC is an extension of AP Calculus AB 

with some difference in scope: 

AP Calculus AB includes techniques and applications of the derivative, 
the definite integral, and the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. It is 
equivalent to a semester of calculus at most colleges and universities. AP 
Calculus BC includes all topics in AP Calculus AB, plus others such as 
parametric equations, polar, and vector functions, and series. It is equivalent 
to one year of calculus at most colleges and universities. (AP Calculus AB 
Frequently Asked Questions, 2018) 

Also, only 14 students (27.45%) took the AP Calculus BC test in 2016, and only 8 

students (29.63%) took the AP Calculus BC test in 2017, leading to a small sample size. 

Without further study, we cannot be certain as to why there is no demonstrable and 

significant correlation between AP Calculus BC and AP GE mathematics. 

It was surprising to discover while comparing both sets of data from the third pair 

(AP General Examination mathematics with AP Calculus BC) that no one achieved a 

grade of A on the General Examination. The average level of students’ AP General 

Examination mathematics score also decreased from 1.92 (in 2016) to 1.29 (in 2017). 

Both AP Chinese instructors mentioned in their answers to interview question 9 that since 

the general Chinese mathematics course is not very important to the students in the AP 

Center, students do not have positive attitudes and only want to pass the General 

Examination. General Chinese high school students seem to approach the exam with 

greater motivation. Perhaps students’ lack of motivation and effort concerning the 

General Examination led to lower scores. 

On the other hand, for the 2 pairs of comparisons for the years 2016 and 2017, 

which yielded contrasting results (see Tables 39 and 40), we could suggest the following 

explanation: 

The statistical insignificance between AP Calculus AB/BC and AP students’ SAT 

mathematics might imply that the topics in SAT mathematics are not related to the topics 

in AP Calculus. Probably the test scope of the SAT mathematics and AP Calculus was 
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more similar in 2017 than it was in 2016. Also, since the entire sample size decreased 

from 51 in 2016 to 27 in 2017, these possible factors might help to explain the 

corresponding performance in the AP Calculus AB/BC examination and the SAT 

mathematics test. 

From the data (Appendix K), the overall level of students’ AP Calculus BC score 

decreased from an average of 4.2 (in 2016) to an average of 3.5 (in 2017). And student 

AP Calculus BC scores that were higher than or equal to 4 decreased from 71.43% (2016) 

to 37.5% (2017). The overall level of students’ SAT mathematics scores decreased from 

an average of 735.69 (in 2016) to an average of 727.78 (in 2017). Students’ SAT 

mathematics scores that were higher than or equal to 750 decreased from 52.94% (2016) 

to 33.33% (2017). 

Additionally, from Table 27 and Table 33, we can see that in 2016, no student 

scored higher than a B on the General Examination in mathematics, but a majority 

(80.39%) of them scored within a high range (700 to 800) on the SAT mathematics test. 

However, in 2017, no student scored higher than a C on the General Examination 

mathematics, and only two thirds (66.67%) of them scored within a high range (700 to 

800) on the SAT mathematics test. As is shown in Tables 29 and 35, in 2016, students 

scored higher than or equal to a 3 on the AP Calculus BC exam, but in 2017, students 

scored only higher than or equal to a 2 on the AP Calculus BC exam. As Tables 31 and 

37 show, in 2016, students who took the AP Calculus BC test all scored higher than 700 

in SAT mathematics and half of them got the highest score (5) on their AP Calculus BC 

test. In 2017, those who took the AP Calculus BC test scored higher than or equal to 700 

on SAT mathematics and half of them achieved the moderate score at 3 on the AP 

Calculus BC exam. As Tables 32 and 38 reveal, a majority (64.29%) of the students who 

took the AP Calculus BC test in 2016 received the highest score of 5 on the AP Calculus 

AB test, but only 25% of students who took the AP Calculus BC test in 2017 achieved 

the highest score (5) on the AP Calculus AB test. 
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Moreover, one of the instructors from the AP Center felt that students’ 

mathematical ability has decreased (according to the answer to interview question 17). 

The data from this study seem to suggest that the mathematical ability of students in the 

AP Center decreased from 2016 to 2017. However, further study is needed to gather 

enough evidence to demonstrate that students in 2016 were better overall than students in 

2017 since the data base is not big enough. 

Research Question 3 

What are the differences and similarities in curriculum and student 
performance between IB (International Baccalaureate) program and the 
intended Chinese high school program in mathematics education? 

Curriculum Comparison in the IB Center 

I conducted the comparison based on the following materials downloaded from the 

official website of the International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO): International 

Baccalaureate Diploma Programme Subject Brief: Mathematics–Standard Level 

(Appendix E), and the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme Subject Brief: 

Mathematics–Higher Level (Appendix F). Also, I collected the following textbooks that 

are used by this IB Center: New Additional Mathematics published by Marshall 

Cavendish Education (for Pre-IB) (Appendix M), Mathematics-Standard Level 2012 

Edition published by Pearson (for IB SL) (Appendix N), and Mathematics-Higher Level 

2012 Edition published by Pearson (for IB HL) (Appendix O). In addition, since this IB 

Center chose Topic 9 (Option: Calculus) as the extra optional topic, and that includes 

more calculus-related topics with further depth than the calculus content in Topic 6, I also 

included the syllabus contents from the book used by this school: Mathematics Higher 

Level Topic 9-Option: Calculus for the IB Diploma published by Cambridge University 

Press (Appendix P). In total, there are 6 content materials for IB mathematics, and I 
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compared them with the general Chinese high school mathematics test contents 

(Appendix G). 

According to these content materials, and based upon the description from the IBO 

official website, both IB SL and HL consist of the same educational aim, core syllabus, 

curriculum, and assessment model. HL typically includes some additional contents 

designed to allow students to explore in more depth and have an extra optional topic (in 

this case: Topic 9–Calculus). Therefore, I combined them together, and Table 41 lists the 

curriculum model overview for both IB SL and HL of the IB mathematics. 

While making the comparison between the IB Mathematics curriculum and the 

general Chinese high school mathematics curriculum, I used the general Chinese high 

school mathematics test contents as a reference as well. Overlapped contents are marked 

with colors in Appendix L as well. 
 

Table 41. IB Mathematics Component (Standard Level and Higher Level)  
 

IB Mathematics Component (SL & HL) 
Topic 1: Algebra 
Topic 2: Functions and equations 
Topic 3: Circular functions and trigonometry 
Topic 4: Vectors 
Topic 5: Statistics and probability 
Topic 6: Calculus 
Topic 9: Option (Calculus) 
Mathematical exploration  
 

Differences: Topics only in General Chinese Mathematics. As reflected in the 

Appendix L, there are some topics that are covered in the Chinese curriculum but not in 

the IB Mathematics curriculum (see Table 42). 

Similarities. In addition to the differences, there exist some similarities. Some 

contents are present in both Pre-IB Mathematics and general Chinese high school 

mathematics; I marked these overlapped contents in italics on Appendix L and listed 

them on Table 43. 
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In addition, there are many overlapping contents between IB mathematics (SL & 

HL) and general Chinese high school mathematics; I marked these overlapped contents in 

bold on Appendix L and listed them on Table 44. 
 

Table 42. Topics Only Covered in the Chinese High School Curriculum 
 

Topics 
Table Notation of a Function 
Power Functions 
Examples of Application of Models 
Comprehensive Application of Functions 
Structure of 3D Geometry 
Three-View Drawing of 3D Geometry 
Trimetric View of 3D Geometry 
Surface Area and Volume of 3D Geometry 
Function of Circle 
Positional Relations between Lines and Circles 
Coordinates in 3D Space 
Linear Inequalities in Two Variables and Simple Linear Programming Questions 
Propositions and Their Relations 
Sufficient and Necessary Condition 
Curve and Equation 
Ellipse 
Hyperbola 
Concepts of Focus and Directrix of Parabola 
Simple Geometric Properties of Parabola 
 
 
Table 43. Similarities between Pre-IB Mathematics and the Chinese High School 
Curriculum 
 

Topics 
Sets 
Concepts of Functions 
Maximum and Minimum Value of a Function 
Angle of Inclination and Slope 
Linear Function 
Intercept Coordinates and Distance Formula 
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Table 44. Similarities between IB Mathematics (SL & HL) and the Chinese High School 
Curriculum 
 

Topics 
Definition of Interval and Its Notation 
Notations of Functions 
Monotonicity and Max (Min) Value 
Parity of a Function 
Increasing Models of Different Functions 
Perspective Projection and Parallel Projection 
Positional Relations between Point, Line and Plane in 3D Plane 
Test and Properties of Parallel 
Test whether Lines and Planes are Orthogonal 
Distance between Two Points in 3D Space 
Scalar Multiplication and Its Meaning 
Theorems and Coordinates of Vector 
Dot Product 
Application of Vector 
Compound Angle Identities 
Basic Identities 
Sine Rule and Cosine Rule 
Solving Triangles Case Study 
Definitions and Notations of Sequences 
Arithmetic Sequences 
Arithmetic Series 
Geometric Sequences 
Geometric Series 
Applications of Sequences 
Unequal Relation and Inequalities 
One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities and Their Solutions 
Fundamental Inequalities 
Inequalities with Absolute Values 
Definition of Parabola 
Standard Equation of Parabola 
Space Vector and Its Operations 
Vectors in 3D Geometry 

 

The rest of the overlapping contents are common to Pre-IB mathematics, IB 

mathematics (SL & HL), and general Chinese high school mathematics. I marked these 

overlapped contents in white letters on Appendix L and listed them on Table 45. 

These tables show that the content of IB mathematics is relatively consistent with 

the content of general Chinese mathematics. Therefore, unlike the AP Center, which has 

Chinese instructors to teach the intended Chinese mathematics to AP students, the IB 
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Center does not specifically assign Chinese instructors to teach this part to prepare IB 

students for the General Examination. 

Also, because IB is a diploma program, it covers various topics of mathematics, so 

IB instructors need only teach IB mathematics, filling in the contents that are unique to 

the Chinese curriculum as a supplement. 
 

Table 45. Similarities between IB Mathematics (Pre-IB, SL, and HL) and the Chinese 
High School Curriculum 
 

Topics 
Exponential Functions 
Logarithmic Functions 
Functions and Equations 
Angles and Radian Measure 
Trigonometric Functions of Any Angles 
Induced formula of Trigonometric Functions 
Graphs and Properties of Trigonometric Functions 
Graph of y=Asin(ωx + φ) 
Basic Application of Trigonometric Functions 
Definition of Vector 
Vector Operation 
 

Overall differences. Besides the similarities, the overall differences are as follows. 

The first difference is the limiting of calculator use. IB mathematics requires students to 

learn how to use graphing calculators because this is a part of the assessment format (see 

Tables 9 and 10). But students are only allowed to use standard scientific calculators 

when taking the General Examination. It shows the different attitudes toward using 

technology in practice, one of which was expressed by Instructor D from the IB Center 

who said in the interview that the IB class is supposed to be more technology friendly, 

but there still exist some technology restrictions in the Chinese IB program. 

The next significant difference is that IB mathematics includes “Mathematics 

Exploration” (see Table 41), which is an individual exploration in the form of written 

work that involves investigating an area of mathematics, as an internal assessment. 

Therefore, by demanding that students write, IB mathematics fosters better student 
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understanding and individual thinking skills in order to prepare them for doing academic 

research in their college lives. In general Chinese high school mathematics, there is no 

writing requirement, only solving problems. 

The third difference is the breadth and difficulty of mathematics content. By 

comparing these collected materials, IB Mathematics and general Chinese high school 

mathematics both contain various kinds of mathematical ideas including algebra, 

functions and equations, circular functions and trigonometry, statistics and probability. 

But general Chinese mathematics includes some ideas that are not present in IB 

mathematics such as Geometry in 3D-Space, Common Logic Terms, and Conic sections 

and Equations. Also, topics are sometimes set at different levels of study. For example, 

IB mathematics started to introduce the binomial theorem in the Pre-IB class in Grade 10 

while the general Chinese high school mathematics put the binomial theorem in its 

extended curriculum (Appendix G). Therefore, it was only for those general Chinese 

students who needed to take the College Entrance Examination. So, IB Mathematics 

deemed it prior knowledge or basic learning background, but general Chinese high school 

mathematics set it as an extended and optional part in its curriculum. 

In addition, some college-level contents like matrices and integration are not 

included in the contents of general Chinese high school mathematics. Even the extended 

curricula (Appendix G) do not cover them. Moreover, although the idea of derivatives is 

also covered as an optional topic (Option 2-2) in general Chinese high school 

mathematics, IB students are only required to pass the General Examination, which 

excludes Options 2-2 and 2-3 (only covering the content from Requirement 1 to Option 

2-1). Nevertheless, those non-IB students who need to take the College Entrance 

Examination must still study some detailed contents related to derivatives in Option 2-2, 

but that material does not cover ideas such as differentiability and continuity, estimating a 

derivative (numerically, graphically), derivative of the inverse of a function and implicit 

differentiation, and L’Hôpital’s Rule, as the IB curriculum does. 
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To sum up, IB Mathematics is more technology- and writing-oriented, challenging, 

and broad than general Chinese high school mathematics. 

Students’ Performance Comparison in the IB Center 

Data comparisons 2016. 

IB mathematics (all HL) 2016 vs IB SAT mathematics 2016. Table 46 

summarizes IB 2016 graduates’ scores on the IB mathematics (all higher level) 

examination and their mathematics grades on the SAT test. No one scored less than 2 on 

the IB mathematics HL test, and students’ SAT mathematics scores are all above 600. A 

large majority (92.11%) of them achieved SAT mathematics scores higher than 700. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.245 implies a moderate correlation between IB students’ 

mathematics HL 2016 and IB students’ SAT mathematics 2016.  

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 0.889. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.026. Because 0.889 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that IB students’ mathematics HL 2016 is 

positively correlated with IB students’ SAT mathematics 2016. 
 

Table 46. Data Summary of IB Comparison 1 for 2016 
 

IB SAT 
mathematics 

IB mathematics (all HL) 2016 Total Number 
of Students 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

680 - - 1 1 - - - 2 
690 - - 1 - - - - 1 
710 - - - 1 - - - 1 
720 - - 1 3 1 - - 5 
730 - - - - - 1 - 1 
740 - 1 2 2 1 - - 6 
750 - - - 1 1 - - 2 
760 - - - 1 1 - - 2 
770 - - - - 1 - - 1 
780 - - 1 1 1 - - 3 
790 - - - 2 2 - 1 5 
800 - 1 2 2 2 1 1 9 

Total - 2 8 14 10 2 2 38 
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Data comparisons 2017. 

IB mathematics (HL) 2017 vs IB SAT mathematics 2017. Table 47 summarizes 

the scores of IB 2017 graduates on the IB mathematics higher level (HL) examination 

and their mathematics grades on the SAT test. Notably, no students scored less than a 2 

on the IB mathematics HL test, and all (100%) students’ SAT mathematics scores are 

within the highest range (700 to 800). 

A gamma coefficient of 0.5 implies a relatively strong correlation between IB 

students’ mathematics HL 2017 and IB students’ SAT mathematics 2017. 

By using the gamma coefficient, t = 1.6. The t-table gives the critical value for t (2-

tailed) as 2.064. Because 1.6 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that IB students’ mathematics HL 2017 is 

positively correlated with IB students’ SAT mathematics 2017. 
 

Table 47. Data Summary of IB Comparison 1 for 2017 
 

IB SAT 
mathematics 

IB mathematics (HL) 2017 Total Number 
of Students 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

760 - 1 2 2 1 - - 6 
770 - - - 2 1 1 - 4 
780 - - 1 1 - - - 2 
790 - - 2 2 2 1 1 8 
800 - - - 1 1 2 1 5 

Total - 1 5 8 5 4 2 25 
 

IB mathematics (SL) 2017 vs IB SAT mathematics 2017. Table 48 summarizes IB 

2017 graduates’ scores on the IB mathematics standard level (SL) test and their 

mathematics grades on the SAT test. From the table, we can see that no one scored less 

than a 2 on the IB mathematics SL test. And students who took the IB mathematics SL 

test have corresponding SAT mathematics scores higher than 600. A majority (75%) of 

them received SAT mathematics scores higher than 700. 

A gamma coefficient of 0.478 implies a relatively strong correlation between IB 

students’ mathematics SL 2017 and IB students’ SAT mathematics 2017. 
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Table 48. Data Summary of IB Comparison 2 for 2017 
 

IB SAT 
mathematics 

IB mathematics (SL) 2017 Total Number 
of Students 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

690 - 1 - - - - - 1 
700 - - - - 1 - - 1 
740 - - - - 1 - - 1 
760 - - - - - - 1 1 
770 - - - 1 - 1 - 2 
780 - - - - - 1 - 1 
790 - - - - - 1 - 1 

Total - 1 - 1 2 3 1 8 
 

By using the gamma coefficient, t » 0.923. The t-table gives the critical value for t 

(2-tailed) as 2.365. Because 0.923 is less than the critical value, we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis. There is not sufficient evidence that IB students’ mathematics SL 2017 is 

positively correlated with IB students’ SAT mathematics 2017. 

Comparison summary. Thus, Table 49 and Table 50 simply compile the results. 
 

Table 49. Comparisons of IB 2016 
 

Comparisons 2016 Results 
IB mathematics (all HL) 2016 vs IB SAT mathematics 
2016 

- moderate correlation 
- not statistically significant 

 

 
Table 50. Comparisons of IB 2017 
 

Comparisons 2017 Results 
IB mathematics (HL) 2017 vs IB SAT mathematics 
2017 

- relatively strong correlation 
- not statistically significant 

IB mathematics (SL) 2017 vs IB SAT mathematics 201 - relatively strong correlation 
- not statistically significant 

 

From Tables 49 and 50, we can see that all pairs might be expected to be 

correlated, but not all the correlations are statistically significant. Therefore, the IB data 

might imply that the topics in SAT mathematics are not related to the topics in IB 

mathematics. Specifically, according to the original database (Appendix Q), 25 (75.76%) 

of students took the IB mathematics High Level test in 2017 while only 8 students 
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(24.24%) took the IB mathematics Standard Level test. Without further study, we cannot 

be certain as to why there is no demonstrable correlation between IB mathematics SL and 

IB SAT mathematics. 

As the original database indicates (Appendix Q), all the students (100%) from the 

IB Center took the IB mathematics High Level test in 2016, and 75.76% of those students 

took the IB mathematics High Level test in 2017 while 8 of the students in that year 

(24.24%) took the IB mathematics Standard Level test. Tables 46 and 47 show that no 

one in this group scored less than 2 on the IB mathematics HL test in both 2016 and 

2017. Also, in 2016, a majority (92.11%) of the students received SAT mathematics 

scores higher than 700 while all (100%) earned corresponding SAT mathematics scores 

higher than 700. Additionally, the data show (Appendix Q) that the level of students’ IB 

mathematics HL score increased from an average of 4.21 (in 2016) to an average of 4.48 

(in 2017). Students’ IB mathematics HL scores that were higher than or equal to 5 

increased from 36.84% (2016) to 44% (2017). The level of students’ SAT mathematics 

scores increased from an average of 758.16 (in 2016) to an average of 773.33 (in 2017). 

Students’ SAT mathematics scores that were higher than or equal to 750 increased from 

57.89% (2016) to 90.91% (2017). The data from this study seem to suggest that the 

mathematical ability of students in the IB Center improved from 2016 to 2017. But 

without further study, there is not enough evidence to demonstrate that students in 2017 

were actually better overall than students in 2016 since the data base is not big enough. 
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Research Question 4 

What are mathematics instructors’ perspectives on teaching imported 
AP (Advanced Placement) and IB (International Baccalaureate) programs in 
China; also, what are their expectations and suggestions for curriculum 
innovations in Chinese mathematics education? 

Interviewees’ Background 

Table 51 provides the basic information of interviewees’ background.  
 

Table 51. Interviewees’ Background Information 
 

Interviewee Category Number of Interviewees 
Chinese Non-Chinese Total 

Gender Male 1 5 6 
Female 1 2 3 

Secondary 
Education 

Standard 2 6 8 
International - 1 1 

Former 
Teaching 

Experiences 

Standard 2 3 5 
International - 2 2 

Both - 2 2 
 

There are 9 interviewees in total and 2/3 of the interviewees are male mathematics 

instructors whereas 1/3 of the interviewees are female. Nearly 90% (88.89%) of the 

interviewees attended a standard school for secondary education, and only one 

interviewee went to an international school (in Kenya with a British curriculum similar to 

an A-Level system). This experience also was the reason that the interviewee decided to 

teach in an international school and go overseas. Both Chinese instructors taught in 

standard school for 5 years before they started teaching in this AP Center. These non-

Chinese instructors come from all around the world, including Canada, the United States, 

Italy, South Africa, Kenya, Pakistan, and Britain. Among those instructors, 5 of them 

(71.4%) have taught in standard school, and 4 of them (57.1%) have taught in an 

international school before. Two of the non-Chinese instructors have experiences 

teaching in both kinds of schools. The multi-cultural backgrounds of these instructors 

with their own local standard high school education experiences and their diverse 
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teaching experiences bring global teaching resources to the AP Center and the IB Center 

in Ningbo. 

The Reason for Teaching AP/IB in China 

Table 52 demonstrates the factors that contributed to instructors’ decisions to teach 

in the imported AP program or IB program in China. 
 
 
Table 52. The Reason for Teaching AP/IB in China 
 

Factor Definition Quote 
Number of 

Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Environment 
New teaching 
environment and 
new life overseas 

“need new environment to work with 
young people”; “want to live 
overseas” 

3 3 6 

Interest 
Personal interests of 
academic and career 
preferences 

“learned math as a major”; “want to 
move to secondary education”; “met 
few friends who are teaching in China 
now, think it is exciting to teach here” 

3 2 5 

Finance High salary “my research project is waiting for 
funding” 2 1 3 

Experience 
Experience of 
different culture and 
teaching 

“want to go cross culture and city”; 
“international education becomes 
more popular these years, want to see 
if there is any difference” 

2 1 3 

 

Chinese instructors show a high consistency in that they both came to the AP 

Center thinking that a new teaching environment that is different from the general 

Chinese high school curriculum would be very attractive. And the environmental factor 

was mentioned the most: 6 times out of the 9 interviewees (66.7%). They all stated that 

going overseas and exploring a new teaching environment motivated them to make the 

decision. Also, personal interest including career and academic preferences was cited by 

55.6% (5 out of 9). Financial advantage and multi-cultural experience accounted for 

33.3% (3 out of 9) of the answers. 
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Differences Noticed as Mathematics Instructors 

Differences between teaching mathematics in the past and present. In 

question 17, interviewees shared the difference between their experiences in teaching 

mathematics today and years ago. The answers can be seen from three aspects: teacher, 

teacher-student, and student. 

Teacher. Table 53 shows the differences that noticed by mathematics instructors 

between teaching mathematics in the past and present from teacher’s aspect. 
 
 
Table 53. Differences Between Teachers’ Abilities in the Past and Present 
 

Factor Quote 
Number of 

Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Changed 
Teaching 
Methods 

“try something new or experimental to teach”; “with 
technology, things are really changed”; “when I learned the 
inquiry-based constructivism teaching, my teaching changed” 

4 2 6 

Improved 
Teaching 

Skills 

“be more efficient to finish everything in class and try not take 
much of students’ after-class time”; “maintain more active 
now and proactive in the material” 

4 1 5 

 

From the first aspect, there are two categories: the improvement of teacher’s 

professional skills and the change in teaching methods. 6 out of 9 (66.7%) instructors 

mentioned that their teaching methods have changed. For instance, instructors N and M 

both tried to use different strategies for teaching different materials; instructor B switched 

from “problem-based” to “inquiry-based” teaching; instructor W tended to stand on 

students’ sides while designing teaching content and method; instructor S became more 

explicit in teaching because that instructor taught college students in the past and was 

concerned that the practice of giving hints might cause high school students to lose track. 

Meanwhile, 5 out of 9 (55.6%) instructors said that their teaching skills had been 

enhanced. For example, instructor W became more efficient in finishing everything 

during class instead of taking students’ after-class time; and instructor M observed and 
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then emulated many other teachers who were teaching using the internet and class 

discussion; instructor N became more active and proactive in the material. 

Teacher-student. Regarding the second aspect, three instructors (33.3%, all AP 

non-Chinese) had smoother communication with students through more interaction and 

engagement. 

Student. With respect to the last aspect, one Chinese instructor (11.1%) from the 

AP center felt students perspective has worsened. “First year graduates are the best, now 

the students’ attitude has become worse since they do not pay attention to general 

Chinese mathematics course but only want to pass the General Examination. Even getting 

a B is not very common right now,” said instructor J. 

Differences between teaching in an international school and a standard school. 

In their answer to question 9, interviewees pointed out many differences that they noticed 

between teaching in an international school and a standard school. 

Both Chinese instructors gave the same response: that there are two major 

differences (see Table 54). 

 
Table 54. Chinese Instructors’ Perception of Differences between Teaching in an 
International School and a Standard School 
 

Difference Definition Quote 
Number of 

Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Student 
Attitude 

Student attitude of 
learning the general 
Chinese course in 
an international 
school and a 
standard school 

“general Chinese math courses is not 
that important to them”; “just want to 
pass the General Examination”; “do 
not have enough good attitude”  

2 0 2 

Teaching 
Arrangement 

Arrangement of 
teaching the general 
Chinese course in 
an international 
school and a 
standard school 

“AP Chinese students spend 1.5 years 
until attend the General Examination, 
and general Chinese students have 3 
years to attend College Entrance 
Examination”; “less homework” 

2 0 2 
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First is student attitude. Since the general Chinese mathematics courses is not as 

important to AP students and since they have AP mathematics courses to pursue at the 

same time, students do not have a positive attitude; they only want to pass the General 

Examination. But students who are taking the general Chinese mathematics courses in a 

standard school regard the those courses as their top concern and work very hard to try to 

do their best on the College Entrance Examination. 

Second is the teaching arrangement. For AP students, it takes them one and a half 

years before they take the General Examination; it is easier and the students’ mathematics 

challenge is relatively lower; by contrast, for general high school students in China, they 

have three years to prepare for the College Entrance Examination and the expectations of 

them are higher, so their mathematics ability is better than those AP students. Table 55 

indicates the thoughts of non-Chinese instructors.  
 

Table 55. Non-Chinese Instructors’ Perceptions of Differences between Teaching in an 
International School and a Standard School 
 

Difference Definition Quote 
Number of 

Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Class Size Numbers of students 
in a class 

“international school has much more smaller 
class size, 30 people is the largest; standard 
school usually has 40 to 50 people” 

2 0 2 

Cost Studying expenses “parents pay a lot of money to get into that 
program” 0 1 1 

Student 
Personality Students’ Discipline 

“kids in standard school are nicely 
disciplines but international school is for 
who is who” 

0 1 1 

Culture Culture difference 
“culture difference makes contextual link to 
international students very different, they 
have different familiar things” 

1 0 1 

School 
Aims Emphasis of school 

“In South Africa, majority do not have much 
interest in education and like stories such as 
dropping out from high school and get 
success. China regards education as a very 
important thing” 

1 0 1 

Language English requirement “in China, English is the second language, 
every teacher becomes a language teacher” 0 1 1 

Diversity 
Diversity of students’ 
background in a 
school 

“more in the makeup of diversity of students’ 
body” 0 1 1 
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Two non-Chinese instructors said that an international school usually has a smaller 

class size (about 20 to 30 people) than a standard one, and that allows for more creative 

discussion. Instructor E talked about the high cost, but said that teachers do not pay more 

attention to students just because their parents paid a lot of money. Instructor D thought 

that unlike standard schools’ students who are well disciplined, international students 

have more personality. Instructor N said there exists a cultural difference in students’ 

familiar things which makes it challenging to relate mathematical principles to the daily 

lives of diverse students and also said that China regards education as a more important 

thing than some countries like South Africa. Instructor S thought international school 

aims at having students understand concepts while standard school usually uses rote 

learning which involves repetition and memorization. Instructor B said that by teaching 

in an international school every teacher becomes a language teacher. Also, usually the 

student body at an international school is more diverse than in a standard school, but it 

depends on the school’s location. Here at the Ningbo IB Center, there is no diversity. 

Differences between the general Chinese mathematics and the AP/IB 

mathematics. Concerning the second question, although two of the non-Chinese 

instructors and one of the Chinese instructors said that they do not know much about 

systems other than the ones that they teach in, most of them still gave some response. 

Designed curriculum. From the designed curriculum aspect, instructors think that 

the academic difficulty of mathematics in the imported programs, including the IB (HL) 

and the AP, is higher than or equal to general Chinese mathematics based upon the topics 

and contents, and the IB (SL) is easier than the best of general Chinese mathematics. Two 

non-Chinese instructors from each program believed that the difficulty of the 

mathematics programs is the same or similar. As instructor B replied, 

General Chinese mathematics education is a high-quality program and 
IB also produces high-quality if you take HL. IB has different levels of 
mathematics that can be taken, there are easier options for students are not 
up to the quality of the HL or the best of the general Chinese mathematics. 
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In addition, non-Chinese instructor S thinks AP mathematics has more advanced 

topics which are like those of first-year college courses for tenth or eleventh grade 

students. And Chinese instructor W’s answer offered the opinion that general Chinese 

mathematics is a great foundation for learning AP mathematics, which will help the 

learning of SAT mathematics and AP calculus and so on; another Chinese instructor, J, 

also mentioned this point in his answer to question 7. 

Student mathematical ability. From the student mathematics ability perspective, 

two non-Chinese instructors from the IB program said that Chinese mathematics seems to 

aim at teaching mathematical skills by having students learn by repeating, so “their 

algebra skills are way beyond students in other countries such as Canada” and another 

instructor, N, from the AP program agreed, saying, “Students’ mathematics ability is 

more advanced than students in other systems for the same age group.” However, 

“application is relatively weak,” said IB instructor E. 

Classroom style. Respecting the classroom style, one of the AP non-Chinese 

instructors thinks teaching is much less student-centered in general Chinese mathematics, 

“students are way more passive and tend to accept information rather than doing their 

own research.” But another AP non-Chinese instructor said that is true across the board, 

and it is common because in aiming for the exam, even the AP program has intense 

curriculum, and students do not have the time needed to fully digest some ideas. 

In question 15, I asked if the interviewee’s classroom style is more teacher-

centered or student-centered. Both Chinese instructors said it should be teacher-centered, 

which lent support to the AP non-Chinese instructor’s idea that was mentioned before. 

One of them said that teachers just tell students how to solve the problem directly when 

they do not know, and the students barely ask questions. 

All of the non-Chinese instructors chose a combination of both classroom styles. 

Three of them (42.86%) said it would be half and half, and two of them (28.57%) 

articulated a 60% teacher-centered and 40% student-centered combination preference. 
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Just as instructor E said in question 6, “The ideal goal is more student-centered, and 

participation is important, but real practice is the opposite and cannot be implemented 

completely, so it is half and half now.” 

Although reality somehow limited the classroom style, many instructors still made 

efforts to make it closer to their ideal. Three of them (42.86%) wanted to try as often as 

possible to be more student-centered by doing group activities, talking a lot, and having 

strong relationships with students so they are not afraid to engage. “Even if some topics 

must be teacher-centered, I always try to break it down to involve students as much as 

possible,” said instructor M. And instructor N responded as follows: “I don’t want to be 

teacher-centered but students are very conservative and too shy to ask if they don’t know 

and speak if they do know, they are used to waiting for the next instruction.” But another 

instructor, B, gave the reason for a half and half combination: most students in an internal 

study are not prepared for a completely student-centered classroom (see Table 56). 

Language challenge. The last factor pointed out by the interviewees is the 

language challenge. This factor also mentioned by Chinese instructor W in the answer to 

question 4. Surprisingly, for question 14 that is designed especially for non-Chinese 

instructors asking about their observation of student performance when learning 

mathematics in a bilingual environment, 6 out of 7 of them (85.7%) explicitly stated that 

the language challenge is the biggest struggle they notice. 

First, weak English vocabulary ability makes some students have trouble 

understanding some wordy questions; they do not know what they are supposed to do. 

Sometimes it is not the mathematics that students do not understand but the language. An 

example, given by instructor E, was that when students were asked to “valuate” 

something, they did not know that “valuate” means; or to calculate the “sum,” but they do 

not know the meaning of “sum.” And instructor B also told me a story that happened 

when teaching trigonometry: “The problems is, you’ve given certain measurements of the 
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sides of a shed, and the pitch of the roof. Then every student had a question: What is a 

shed?” 
 
 
Table 56. Mathematics Instructor’s Classroom Style Preference 
 

Classroom 
Style Definition Quote 

Number of 
Interviewees 

AP IB Total 

Teacher-
Centered 

With more lectures 
and teachers asserts 
control over the 
material 

“but I think it should be teacher-
centered” 2 0 2 

Student-
Centered 

With more 
discussion and 
activities to let 
students explore on 
their own 

none 0 0 0 

Combination 
of Both 

Combine both 
teacher-centered 
and student-
centered classroom 
styles depends on 
situation in real 
practice 

“somewhere in between, most 
students in an internal study are not 
prepared for a completely student-
centered classroom”; “half and half, 
most of things they have to do it on 
their own, I guide them, but 
sometimes I have to take the lead” 

4 3 7 

 

Second, academic terms can also get students confused. Since the notation or 

definition of specific terms is different, instructor S gave an example when talking about 

a constant. In AP mathematics, slope is “m,” but in China, slope is “k”; this causes 

constant confusion in AP. This kind of conflict of content (what is used in China is not 

the same as in the imported program) was also mentioned by instructor M in question 6. 

In AP mathematics, y = mx + c, but in general Chinese mathematics, y = kx + b. 

Therefore, instructor B believed there has to be a very big emphasis put on 

language learning, especially the academic language. Meanwhile, some instructors think 

it is not a big issue; instructor M thinks it is a nice experience for them to learn more and 

instructor E said that for those students with better language backgrounds, the situation 

improves after the first year. 
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Teachers’ Thoughts on Chinese Mathematics Learning and Teaching 

The general weakness in Chinese mathematics learning and teaching. Some 

features of general Chinese mathematics have already been mentioned. The next question 

for every instructor is about the general weakness in Chinese mathematics learning and 

teaching. 

Learning. Table 57 simplifies the result of teachers’ thoughts of the general 

weakness of Chinese mathematics learning. More than half of the non-Chinese 

interviewees (5 out of 7) said that general Chinese mathematics tends to be dominated by 

rote learning. AP non-Chinese instructor M said that the way students are taught is not 

the same as AP mathematics students are taught: “They know the concept but they cannot 

apply the concept to other problems that are related.” Students in general Chinese 

mathematics learned to memorize formulas and use these for specific problems while AP 

mathematics gives students a concept and encourages them to use this idea to solve 

similar problems. 

Instructor E and instructor N also noticed the same thing because Chinese students 

are very good at solving familiar problems but hesitate to try different approaches. When 

students encounter problems that they have seen before, they rarely make mistakes; 

otherwise, their performance is not as good. Instructor B replied as follows: “Current 

research shows that students do not remember for a long time period if they are taught by 

memorization. Students will learn longer if they have to figure out the process in their 

own minds.” 

Secondly, two non-Chinese instructors and one Chinese instructor noticed that 

students are lacking of independent thinking skills. They said that most students expect 

the teacher to tell them everything and to tell them what to do; they are not interested in 

understanding why but in knowing how to solve the problem.  
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Table 57. General Weaknesses in Chinese Learning 
 

Learning Definition Quote 

Number of Interviewees 
AP IB 

Total Chinese Non-
Chinese 

Non-
Chinese 
(only) 

Rote-
Learning 

Memorize by 
repetition and 
cannot apply the 
concept to other 
problems that 
are related 

“it tends to be 
memorization 
rote-learning” 

0 3 2 5 

Independent 
Thinking 

Skills 

Students can 
manage their 
own studies 
autonomously 
without the 
support from 
teachers 

“students do 
not have much 
time to think 
independently”; 
“expect teacher 
to tell them 
what to do” 

1 1 1 3 

Mathematica
l Skills 

Various abilities 
to learn 
mathematics 

“poor 
geometric 
intuition”; 
“quick fast at 
computing”; 
“good at 
fractioning and 
calculating” 

0 1 1 2 

 

Third, instructor L found out that students are quite fast at computing, and 

instructor E also mentioned that they are good at working with fractions and calculating. 

However, although students have outstanding algebra ability, instructor L thought their 

geometric intuition is relatively poor. 

Teaching. Table 58 simplifies the result of teachers’ thoughts of the general 

weakness of Chinese mathematics teaching.  

Five interviewees, including two Chinese instructors, thought general Chinese 

mathematics is generally teacher-centered with lecture-based classes. This point has been 

discussed before, and here both Chinese instructors described the teaching as “duck-

stuffing” or infusion education; in other words, teachers “stuff students like Peking 

duck.” Chinese teaching style is often described as lecture-based cramming-style 
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teaching in which students learn by passively accepting contents and then try to 

memorize to absorb as much as they can. 
 

Table 58. General Weaknesses in Chinese Teaching 
 

Teaching Definition Quote 

Number of Interviewees 
AP IB 

Total Chinese Non-
Chinese 

Non-
Chinese 
(only) 

Teacher-
Centered 

Lecture-based 
classes and 
teachers asserts 
control over the 
material 

“lecture style 
in order to pass 
exam”; 
“students learn 
more contents 
in unit time 
than students 
from other 
countries” 

2 1 2 5 

Duck-
Stuffing 

Students learn 
by passively 
accepting 
contents 
through 
lecture-based 
cramming 
teaching, 
followed by 
memorization 

“Duck-stuffing 
type of 
teaching”; 
“generally just 
infusion 
education” 

2 0 0 2 

Technology 

Students’ 
access to 
technology and 
classroom’s 
facilities 

“students are 
not supposed 
to bring laptop 
in school, 
afraid that they 
might do not 
use it 
properly”; “not 
enough 
software, low-
speed internet” 

0 0 1 1 

 

Chinese instructor W said, “Students’ interaction with the teacher is based on 

specific contents.” And non-Chinese instructor S said that it is a human thing, not a 

Chinese thing to use the lecture style to help students pass the exam. Non-Chinese 
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instructor D felt that students did not have enough access to technology and that the 

internet signal was poor, so it takes students’ personal time to do some technical work at 

home. Instructor D also said, “students are not supposed to bring laptop in school to 

avoid using it improperly, but I personally believe it is useful.” 

Advice to help innovation in Chinese mathematics learning and teaching. 

Chinese instructors did not offer suggestions for change, but non-Chinese interviewees 

came up with various advice to help innovation in Chinese mathematics education (see 

Tables 59 and 60). 

Learning. Instructors M and S suggested curriculum development to motivate 

student thinking to be able to apply mathematics concepts to other related problems and 

development of lesson plans that requires student interaction (although logistically there 

may be a challenge to that because it takes longer preparation time). Instructor L would 

push students to do independent research to improve their independent thinking skills, 

and instructor E said that “addressing more critical thinking and developing more 

thinking skills is important, training them not just to be good at working with fractions or 

calculating” and suggested that students accept and learn from their mistakes, which was 

also mentioned by instructor L in the response to question 7. 
 
 
Table 59. Advice Concerning Innovation in Chinese Mathematics Learning 
 

Learning Definition Quote 
Number of 

Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Curriculum 
Development 

Make some changes 
of the school 
curricula 

“curriculum development to motivate 
students to think to be able to apply the 
concept to other problems that are 
related”; “the amount of lesson 
planning required is much larger, so 
logistically maybe there is a challenge 
to that” 

2 0 2 

Learn by 
Mistake 

Let students accept 
being imperfect 

“not let students think making mistakes 
is so bad, it’s good to learn from 
mistakes” 

1 1 2 
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Table 59 (continued) 
 

Learning Definition Quote 
Number of 

Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Independent 
Research 

Let students do 
research individually 
with little or no 
supervision 

“push students into independent 
research” 1 0 1 

Thinking 
Skills 

Foster students’ 
comprehensive 
mental abilities to 
process and make 
connections of 
knowledge 

“address more critical thinking and 
develop more thinking skills is 
important” 

0 1 1 

 

Teaching. Regarding teaching, IB instructor B, whose doctoral dissertation 

research is also about this specific topic, recommended teaching with an inquiry-based 

method. And instructor L also referred to student-centered classes. In addition, instructor 

D hoped to have a better technology-friendly teaching environment. Every interviewee 

agreed that their advice was inspired by the experience of teaching in imported programs. 

Although neither Chinese educator gave suggestions, Chinese instructor J explained that 

“traditional teaching has not been changed significantly for years. To expect to see a big 

innovation in a short time is impractical.” It was also mentioned by non-Chinese 

instructor E that “the advice will not cause significant change to Chinese high school 

education in the short term, say for a few years.” 
 
 
Table 60. Advice Concerning Innovation in Chinese Mathematics Teaching 
 

Teaching Definition Quote 
Number of 

Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Inquiry-Based 

Start teaching by giving 
questions, problems or 
scenarios instead of simply 
presenting knowledge 

“recommend they investigate 
teaching with inquiry-based 
method” 

0 1 1 

Student-
Centered 

With more discussion and 
activities to let students explore 
on their own 

“having student-centered 
classes” 1 0 1 

Technology Students’ access to technology “allow to use technology” 0 1 1 
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Supports and Activities Recommended for Students’ Mathematics Learning 

Supports of students’ mathematics learning. During the discussion of 

interviewees’ thoughts about support for students’ mathematics learning, I could observe 

an obvious difference between Chinese instructors and non-Chinese instructors. 

Basically, both Chinese instructors mentioned that students do not pay much attention to 

the general mathematics courses of the AP program and instead only aim to pass the 

General Examination, which means getting a grade better than D. The general Chinese 

high school students spend less time with a negative attitude. Therefore, instructors 

showed a corresponding conservative support. Instructor J decided to use a pass-fail 

system to motivate them and encourage them that learning general mathematics course 

curriculum better is helpful for their future learning in calculus. And instructor W 

suggested “just offering help when they ask questions.” Non-Chinese instructors, 

however, offered various support not only in class but also out of class (see Tables 61 

and 62). 

In-class supports. When teaching in class, two IB non-Chinese instructors said 

they usually differentiate instruction based on varying levels of students. For example, 

instructor E said that for students who show strong interests in mathematics, it is good for 

them to try more challenging problems but for weak students the teacher should just 

make sure they can handle the test.  

Two instructors (28.6%) used group discussion to increase student engagement. 

Two instructors (28.6%) let students help each other with language and coursework. 

Since students are facing significant language challenge, those instructors said they 

would allow students with advanced English to translate specific mathematical ideas into 

Chinese for other students so that they can raise the class’s efficiency. Instructor M made 

a complementary viewpoint that having stronger students explain hard ideas to weaker 

students is better than the teacher explaining it. Instructor N suggested visual learning to 

help with understanding, while instructor S chose to involve more games so that students 
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can see the value in the mathematical concepts more clearly. In addition, IB instructor D 

guided students and allowed them to ask whatever questions they wanted to ask, “…and 

they do ask anything they want; they have no fear of asking questions … unlike AP 

students, IB students are directly taught by non-Chinese teachers after getting enrolled.” 
 
 
Table 61. In-Class Supports Recommended by Non-Chinese Instructors 
 

In-Class 
Support Definition Quote 

Number of 
Interviewees 

AP IB Total 
Differentiating 

Instruction 
Differentiating 
instruction for the 
levels of students 

 “students who really interested in 
math, give them more challenging 
problems; for weak students, make 
sure they can handle the test” 

0 2 2 

Group 
Discussion 

Separate students 
into groups to bring 
up ideas, solve 
problems or give 
comments 

“encourage group discussions, 40 
minutes’ full lesson, usually once a 
week” 

2 0 2 

Mutual Help Let students help 
each other 
especially in 
language issues 

“let students with advanced English 
to translate specific math idea in 
Chinese to other students”; 
“sometimes allow students to explain 
in Chinese to avoid language issue” 

2 0 2 

Visual 
Learning 

Use graphs, charts 
and diagrams to 
give students an 
impressive visual 
presentation 

“visual learning to help with 
translation” 

1 0 1 

Games A fun way for 
students to review 
their understanding 
of learning content 

“trying to do more games, they can 
see the value in it more clearly” 

1 0 1 

Encourage 
Questioning 

Encourage students 
to ask questions 

“allowing them to ask whatever they 
want to ask” 

0 1 1 

Guidance Assist and advice 
students about how 
to solve problems 

“guiding them instead of telling them 
what to do step by step” 

0 1 1 

 

That comment surprised me because other instructors, including another IB instructor 

(interviewee E), mentioned that students barely ask questions but, instead, wait for 
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instruction. Maybe this contradiction happened because of teacher’s personal charisma as 

well as the teaching environment. 

Out-of-class supports. For out-of-class support, two instructors (28.6%) provided 

regular and quality feedback like talking to students individually. One mentioned good 

assessment and another one offered students time outside the classroom for any question, 

which matched the support that was offered by Chinese instructor W. 
 
 
Table 62. Out-of-Class Supports Recommended by Non-Chinese Instructors 
 
Out-of-Class 

Support Definition Quote 
Number of 

Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Feedback Give comment of students’ 
performance 

“talk to student individually”; 
“provide the regular and good 
feedback” 

1 1 2 

Assessment Provide reasonable evaluation 
of students’ performance 

“give good assessment” 0 1 1 

Office Hour Set up regular and pre-
arranged time to answer 
students’ questions 

“offer them time outside the 
classroom” 

0 1 1 

 

Activities recommended for students’ mathematics learning. Based on the 

results from question 7, we can see a difference between Chinese instructors and non-

Chinese instructors. Questions 10 and 11 are designed to elicit detailed explanations of 

in-classroom and out-of-classroom activities that instructors used to improve students’ 

participation and performance. 

In-class activities. For in-classroom activities, both Chinese instructors said they 

do not create activities very often (see Table 63). 
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Table 63. In-Class Activities Recommended by Chinese Instructors and Their Effects 
 

In-Class 
Activity Definition Quote 

Number of 
Interviewees Effect 

AP IB Total 
Exercise Do problem 

solving to apply 
knowledge 

“mainly do exercises” 2 0 2 Unapparent 

Group 
Discussion 

Separate 
students into 
groups to bring 
up ideas, solve 
problems or 
give comments 

“not very often, once a 
while do group discussion 
and it depends on the 
content” 

1 0 1 

Presentation Let students to 
make a speech 
of their group 
findings 

“ask some students to 
prepare a presentation 
before class” 

1 0 1 

 

Instructor J mainly lets students do exercises and implements group discussion 

occasionally, depending on the topic. Instructor J usually uses discussion to share ideas 

and deepen the understanding of a specific concept when introducing a new topic. But the 

effect is not obvious, especially since the students do not have much time for the 

activities. And Instructor W sometimes selects some students to prepare a presentation, 

but that also depends on specific content as well. The frequency is 2 to 3 times per 

semester, and it lasts for about 20 mins (half a class). If the topic is easy, then students 

are selected at random; otherwise, some outstanding students are picked to present the 

lecture in front of the class. Instructor W believes that presentation is helpful for students 

to better understand the content, and that others will be inspired too. The effect is fair but 

some students are not well prepared for the presentation, which leads to repetition of the 

textbook content without individually extended thoughts to share during the presentation. 

In addition, instructor W has used a concept summary after each unit, but its effect is not 

good because most students choose to download some summary from online instead of 

doing it on their own. Therefore, the general effect of Chinese instructors’ in-classroom 
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activities is relatively unapparent not only because of the limitation of opportunity but 

also due to the lack of independent learning skills.  

Surprisingly, according the responses of non-Chinese instructors, the in-class 

activities they encouraged students to participate in have a 100% positive effect (see 

Table 64). Instructors described the effect using such phrases as “really-engaged,” 

“students love it,” and “students are eager to do it…see them actually communicating in 

two to three people’s group, you can even tell who is the team leader.” Looking at these 

highly effective activities that they used, we can see many kinds. Instructors M and S 

talked about learner-centered ways to conduct an interactive lecture. Four instructors 

(57.1%) used group discussions and four (57.1%) used games to engage students; among 

these interviewees, three of them (75%) used both methods. For group discussion, 

instructor B said that changing group partners for different activities is good. Instructor N 

assembled five to seven groups with four people in each group. Instructor M used a full 

40-minute lesson for group discussion once per week. When doing games, two instructors 

implemented the “matching game” as a warm-up activity for five to ten minutes. 

Instructor B believed games can help students’ logical reasoning. For the example given 

by instructor M, a student was given a function and needed to find the student with that 

function’s graph. Instructor L usually created posters to have students do this. Instructor 

S mentioned the value of “magic tricks” and wanted to do them every week. And there 

are three instructors (42.9%) who implemented practical activities such as real-world 

problems, story-based meaningful questions, and experiments. Instructor E shared the 

example of giving company’s data concerning different batteries and then letting students 

do statistical analysis. Likewise, instructor B also mentioned “experimental probability.” 

And two instructors (28.6%) mentioned having students make presentations. 

In total, since Chinese instructors also mentioned group discussion and 

presentation methods in their answers, there are five interviewees (71.4%) who chose 

group discussion and three (42.9%) who used presentations. Therefore, even if the effect 
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of Chinese instructors has not reached the expectation for student involvement, it is still 

clear that group discussion and presentation are two of the most popular means selected 

by both Chinese and non-Chinese instructors. Unlike Chinese instructor W, other 

teachers conducted discussions and presentations after another learner-centered activity. 

Instructor E used presentations after practical activities, and instructor M scheduled them 

after group discussions. Instructor M described his procedures: “Each group chooses one 

member to present after discussion and I encourage them to solve problem on the board 

to improve confidence and make them feel like they belong to the class.” There are 

several purposes for creating and implementing such activities. Instructor N and M said 

that talking can keep students awake and engaged so they do not get bored. Three 

instructors mentioned their intent to provoke students’ minds to think and learn 

independently. It is worth mentioning that instructor E specifically stressed “not giving 

them answers but giving them some time to make their own decisions and present or 

explain their justifications … everything has to be linked to learning, students can learn 

things better if they discover them on their own, rather than someone giving to them.” 

Most of the interviewees (4 out of 7) designed the activities in order to make sure 

students actually know what they are supposed to know and to help them absorb new 

concepts and construct knowledge in their minds.  

In addition, instructor N mentioned the value of letting students speak with each 

other in Chinese during interactive activities because conceptual understanding is more 

important than language.  

Instructor D likes to use technology in class when it is allowed. One example is a 

software called “Tarsia” that can generate a lot of nice activities involving many 

mathematics topics. Just as instructor N mentioned in question 6, students hesitate to see 

things from different perspectives, so showing them mathematics through media other 

than textbooks can be meaningful for them. 
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Table 64. In-Class Activities Recommended by Non-Chinese Instructors and 
Their Effects 
 

In-Class 
Activity Definition Quote 

Number of 
Interviewees Effect 

AP IB Total 
Group 

Discussion 
Separate students 
into groups to 
bring up ideas, 
solve problems or 
give comments 

“I can see how they 
progressing during the 
group discussion” 

3 1 4 Positive 

Games A fun way for 
students to review 
their 
understanding of 
learning content  

“games that will help 
their logical 
reasoning”; “do games 
hopefully every week, 
like magic tricks”; 
“matching games as 
warm-up for five to 
ten minutes, like this 
person with a function 
should look for 
another person with 
that function’s graph” 

3 1 4 

Practical 
Activity 

Students observe 
or manipulate real 
materials 

“a real-world problem 
they are working on”; 
“create story-based 
and meaningful 
questions” 

1 2 3 

Interactive 
Lecture 

Engage students 
and allow them to 
participate in an 
activity to apply 
what they have 
learned 

“have interactive 
lecture to make 
students more 
engaged” 

2 0 2  

Presentation Let students to 
make a speech of 
their group 
findings 

“not giving them 
answers but giving 
them some time to 
make their own 
decisions and present 
or explain their 
justifications”; “each 
group choose one 
member to present 
after discussion and 
encourage them to 
solve problem on the 
board to improve 
confidence and make 
them feel like they 
belong to the class” 

1 1 2  
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Out-of-class activities. For out-of-classroom activities recommended by 

interviewees, Chinese instructors still showed a circumscribed execution (see Table 65). 
 
 
Table 65. Out-of-Class Activities Recommended by Chinese Instructors 
 

Out-of-Class 
Activity  Quote 

Number of 
Interviewees 

AP IB Total 
No Extra Activity for 

All Students 
“students can behave well in class and pass the 
general examination is enough” 

1 0 1 

No Extra Activity for 
Average Students 

“for average students, no extra activities 
required” 

1 0 1 

Mathematics 
Competition for 

Advanced Students 

“for outstanding students, I encourage them to 
attend math competition” 

1 0 1 

 

Instructor J said that for students to behave well in class and pass the General 

Examination is enough since they mainly focus on their AP mathematics courses and the 

requirement of the General Examination. Their priorities and focus are, therefore, 

somewhat different from those of general Chinese high school students. Instructor W 

partially agreed that for average students, no extra activities are required, but for 

outstanding students, mathematics competition should be encouraged. 

Non-Chinese instructors provided several forms of out-of-class activities (see 

Table 66). It is noteworthy that one of the non-Chinese instructors, L, shared the thoughts 

of instructor W. Another non-Chinese instructor, S, also separated students into two 

levels and agreed that for students of low to medium ability preparation for the test was 

enough, but those of greater ability could be given real problems in mathematics. 

Exploration activities can foster students’ logical reasoning and mathematical 

application ability. Including instructor S, four interviewees (57.1%) proposed such 

activities for out-of-class enrichment. For example, IB instructor D recommended simple 

mathematically-based research, which is part of the IB evaluation (20%) and suggested 

that students should do it on their own. He added, “if they can do small things on small 
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topics, it can really help them, especially, for the ones who think that they cannot speak 

good English; they can really improve. Also, since they will prepare for about five days 

and present their arguments in class in mathematical ways and they can pair up with 

somebody to form a two to three person group, it is good for mathematics, writing, and 

speaking.” Instructor M advocated letting students do projects in real life. Students could 

choose a topic of their choice, gather data from friends and family, then analyze the data 

and organize them into graphs. In the end, they needed to make conclusions. This process 

is very much like what we do in higher education when doing formal research, so it can 

help them to adapt to college work. 
 
 
Table 66. Out-of-Class Activities Recommended by Non-Chinese Instructors 
 

Out-of-Class 
Activity  Definition Quote 

Number of 
Interviewees 

AP IB Total 
No Extra 

Activity for 
Average 
Student 

Differentiate students 
depends on their 
mathematics abilities 

“for weak students, classroom work 
is most effective”; “students whose 
performance is off test, then just 
prepare the test” 

2 0 2 

Exploration 
Activity 

Let students 
experience, 
investigate, collect 
information, test, 
make inferences 
themselves to address 
logical reasoning 

“anything would take logical 
reasoning”; “give them real 
problems in mathematics” 

2 2 4 

Mathematics 
Competition 

Competitive 
mathematics events 
for advanced students 
to participate 

“math competitions like Olympiads, 
Calculus ABC students get forced 
to attend that”; “for strong students, 
math competitions are good” 

2 2 4 

Mathematics 
Club 

Play games involve 
mathematics contents 
or create works use 
mathematics as part 
of the solution 

“chess club to help students to 
understand math” 

0 1 1 

 

Likewise, four interviewees (57.1%) thought mathematics competitions like the 

Mathematical Olympiad is good for students, especially for those with strong interests 
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and abilities. AP instructor N said that Calculus ABC students are required to attend 

competitions. Instructor S explained in the answer to question 16 that mathematics 

competitions are recommended to advanced students because they have very good 

problems, but students are often not very interested in those competitions since they 

involve test taking. Furthermore, instructor B referred to groups such as chess clubs to 

help students better understand mathematics. 

Thus, exploration activity and mathematics competitions are tied for the top 

choices among non-Chinese instructors. If we include the Chinese instructors, then 

mathematics competitions become the most preferred out-of-classroom activity by one 

vote. 

Methods of Inspiring Students’ Mathematics Learning 

After discussing activities, interviewees shared ways to inspire students to learn 

mathematics in question 15 (see Table 67). Chinese instructor J chose to give students 

answers when they did not know. His approach contrasted with that of the other 

respondents. Another Chinese instructor, W, decided to use examples from daily life to 

let students know where they can apply specific mathematical ideas so that they can have 

a better understanding of application. And this opinion is as same as non-Chinese 

instructors E and B from the IB program. 

In fact, five non-Chinese instructors (71.4%) mentioned the application of 

mathematics. Specifically, two of them emphasized the application of mathematics in 

students’ future careers. For example, instructor M said that “if you want to learn 

engineering, then you must be good at calculus. And everybody needs statistical 

knowledge to make decisions. If you can make sense of the application, they will pay 

attention” and chose to introduce the application before teaching the corresponding 

concept. One instructor, L, mentioned that it can be inspiring when relating the 

mathematics they learn to other subjects such as physics, science and economics. 
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Table 67. Methods for Inspiring Students’ Mathematics Learning 
 

Method Definition Quote 

Number of Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Chinese Non-
Chinese 

Non-
Chinese 
(only) 

Just Give 
Answer 

Give straight 
answer without 
knowing if 
there is any 
questions 
students might 
have 

“just directly 
tell them how 
to solve the 
problems when 
they do not 
know, and they 
barely ask 
questions” 

1 0 0 1 

Application 
of 

Mathematics 

Relate 
mathematics 
contents to 
real-life 
examples 

“make relevant 
to life content 
and let students 
know some 
math ideas are 
useful someday 
in their future 
career”   

1 3 2 6 

Share Real 
Stories 

Real-life 
examples of 
using 
mathematics in 
academic or 
career fields 

“relate 
something in 
history of 
mathematics”; 
“give them 
examples of 
students who 
were here in 
the past and 
show them 
exactly what is 
happening and 
what is 
possible” 

0 1 2 3 

Challenging 
Problems 

More 
competitive 
and complex 
problems to 
advanced 
students  

“give them 
challenging 
problems 
exceeds the 
target of 
curriculum” 

0 1 1 2 

Games A fun way for 
students to 
review their 
understanding 
of learning 
content 

“helping them 
to have fun 
with 
mathematics” 

0 1 1 2 
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Moreover, non-Chinese instructors came up with other ideas. Three of them 

(42.86%) liked to share real stories with students. Instructor L preferred to give some 

ideas of famous mathematicians while instructor D tended to give examples of graduates 

and show students what is possible. Instructor E liked to share about the history of 

mathematics. Two of them (28.6%) gave more challenging problems to students. Another 

two (28.6%) tried to develop more games to help students have fun with mathematics. 

“But not too hard, otherwise, students will lose interest,” said instructor S. 

Teachers’ Attitudes as Mathematics Instructors 

Attitudes of sharing experiences with advanced students. Question 16 

specifically asked about what experiences interviewees would share with students who 

show a strong interest in mathematics, teachers showed various attitudes (see Table 68). 

Two non-Chinese instructors explicitly stated that they are not interested in sharing 

personal experience. But one of them, instructor B, said that sharing experiences in 

American colleges and universities is fine and that would help students understand what 

they could do in the field of mathematics and how they could study in a similar situation. 

Including that one, four interviewees (all non-Chinese), or 57.1%, showed willingness to 

share experiences; three of them specifically mentioned university experiences. Instructor 

B talked about experience concerning the application of mathematics, which was also 

discussed in previous question; two non-Chinese instructors and a Chinese instructor 

(42.9%) said they would like to share this kind of experience. Instructor W said, “even 

though most students will not regard mathematics as their future career path, I try my best 

to let them know some mathematics related thing.” The two instructors who mentioned 

real stories such as mathematics history in question 15 reiterated their answers in their 

answers to this question. One of them also hoped to bring a few friends to share their 

experiences with the class if there was any chance. Two others (28.6%) thought they 

could help with a mathematics competition. 
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Table 68. Attitudes about Sharing Experiences with Advanced Students 
 

Experience Definition Quote 

Number of Interviewees 
AP IB 

Total Chinese Non-
Chinese 

Non-
Chinese 
(only) 

No Personal 
Experience 

No interest in 
sharing 
personal 
experience 

“not really 
interested in 
sharing personal 
experience” 

0 1 1 2 

Personal 
Experience 

Teachers’ 
experience of 
their lives 

“encourage them 
to do whatever 
they can and 
like, so many 
opportunities are 
there if you keep 
working hard” 

0 1 0 1 

University 
Experience 

Experience in 
university 

“all the good 
memories of own 
experience in 
college”; “help 
them understand 
how they could 
study in a same 
situation” 

0 1 2 3 

Application 
of 

Mathematics 

Relate 
mathematics 
contents to 
real-life 
examples 

“places be able 
to use 
mathematics”; 
“help them 
understand what 
they could do in 
the field of 
mathematics” 

1 1 1 3 

Real Stories Real-life 
examples of 
using 
mathematics in 
academic or 
career fields 

“trying to ask 
what they hope 
to do in the 
future and if it is 
possible, invite 
few friends to 
come in and talk 
to them”; “share 
history of math 
and life 
examples” 

0 0 2 2 
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Table 68 (continued) 
 

Experience Definition Quote 

Number of Interviewees 
AP IB 

Total Chines
e 

Non-
Chinese 

Non-
Chinese 
(only) 

Mathematics 
Competition 

Competitive 
mathematics 
events for 
advanced 
students to 
participate 

“even if 
personally not 
very interested in 
it since it’s test 
taking, they have 
very good 
problems” 

1 1 0 2 

Mathematics 
Blog 

Regularly 
updated 
website 
sharing 
interesting 
mathematics 
questions 

“last year opened 
an online blog to 
share some 
harder questions 
with students 
and parents” 

1 0 0 1 

Mathematics 
Game 

A fun way for 
students to 
review their 
understanding 
of learning 
content 

“use algorithm 
and knit it to 
create beautiful 
structures”; 
“program 
robots” 

0 1 0 1 

Challenging 
Problem 

More 
competitive 
and complex 
problems to 
advanced 
students 

“give them 
super-
challenging 
problems and 
extra works not 
normally seen in 
high school” 

0 1 0 1 

 

It is also very interesting that Chinese instructor J, who showed a conservative 

traditional teaching style in the responses to other questions, runs an online blog and 

shares some harder questions with students and parents. He noted, “Some students will 

take look and come to discuss with me.” In addition, instructor S also came up with very 

creative ideas like mathematics knitting (using algorithm and knitting it to create 

beautiful structures) and programming robots. Instructor L seemed not to quite 

understand the question of sharing experience, and decided to give students challenging 

problems and extra work beyond the current curriculum. 
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Attitudes toward future development of foreign curricula in China. The very 

last question asked about the likelihood of any future development of foreign curricula in 

China under the government policy; interviewees showed high, neutral, and low 

expectations (see Table 69). 
 
 
Table 69. Attitudes toward Future Development of Foreign Curricula in China 
 

Attitude Quote 

Number of Interviewees 
AP IB 

Total Chinese Non-
Chinese 

Non-
Chinese 
(only) 

Positive “will have more foreign curriculums with 
the internationalization” 

2 2 2 6 

Neutral “more international programs already, 
whether they are going continue it is hard 
to say” 

0 2 0 2 

Negative “maybe going to slow down the grade of 
students’ studying abroad or prevent 
Chinese getting outside” 

0 0 1 1 

 

The majority were positive, 6 out of 9 (66.7%) thought the trend would increase 

with more students and more imported programs under the auspices of 

internationalization. Chinese Instructor J said that since 2012, class size has increased 

from about 20 students to 30 students. And non-Chinese instructor M agreed that “every 

year we are seeing more and more students enroll in international programs, which means 

it has a positive effect on Chinese society, even if I’m not able to say what specific effect 

it is.” Instructor S added that for subjects such as mathematics, there is no political 

debate. Two interviewees (22.2%) thought that whether this development is going to 

continue is hard to say, but one of them believed the trend might be increasing. In 

contrast, one instructor (11.1%) was concerned that although the trend is increasing every 

year, the government may limit the number of students studying abroad. The families that 

can afford their children to go overseas usually have significant financial or social 

resources, and some outstanding students who decide to study abroad might not come 
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back, so the government might want to prevent the loss of resources and future elites. 

Three instructors (33.3%) believed that international programs should adjust curriculum 

to match local conditions. One of them (a Chinese instructor) said that learning some 

Chinese courses such as history is necessary. Two of them (one from the AP Center and 

another from the IB Center) mentioned that the Chinese government requires every 

student in the program to take the General Examination, and so it is necessary for an 

imported program to adjust to the local requirements and to fit the local situation. They 

felt that it is better to adapt the imported program instead of accepting it entirely without 

any consideration of local conditions and requirements. 

Teachers’ Preferences as Mathematics Instructors 

Breadth and depth. In response to question 18, “do you prefer focusing 

instruction on the breadth or the depth of a subject, especially for mathematics,” 

interviewees stated their preferences for focusing instruction on the breadth or the depth 

of a subject, especially for mathematics. There are four types of responses: none, breadth, 

depth, and both (see Table 70). 

One Chinese instructor, J, gave no preference but to follow the general syllabus. 

Three instructors (33.3%, all from the AP center) including one Chinese instructor 

preferred breadth because they hope students can experience more areas and find their 

own future paths. All three (100%) said focusing on breadth at this stage is better since if 

students want to continue with mathematics in college, then they can go deeper. 

Meanwhile, two instructors (22.2%) said they prefer depth not only because 

understanding both root and concept will ingrain the topic in students’ minds but also 

because doing challenging things is more interesting. “Some students get bored of 

superficial things and they are ready to go deeper” said instructor D. 

Moreover, three instructors (33.3%) preferred a combination of both. Two of the 

three (66.7%, both from the IB Center) gave the reason that their personal preference 
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should follow the program, which is about breadth in general and depth in the HL class. 

One of the three (33.3%) preferred depth for strong students and breadth for weak 

students.  
 
 
Table 70. Teacher’s Preference for Breadth or Depth 
 

Preference Quote 

Number of Interviewees 
AP IB Total 

Chinese Non-
Chinese 

Non-
Chinese 
(only) 

 

None “only follow the general syllabus” 1 0 0 1 
Breadth “hope students experience more 

areas and find their own future path, 
which is good for their further 
development”; “at this stage breadth 
is better, they are not applying it 
right now”; “do not have much time 
for depth at this stage” 

1 2 0 3 

Depth “if students can know the reasons 
why things work like that, they will 
have better understand of the 
concept” 

0 1 1 2 

Both Balance “IB is about breadth, but the subject 
you learn, especially in HL class, 
must focus on depth”; “do not have 
much choice but follow the 
program, which aims at both 
breadth and depth” 

0 0 2 2 

Separate 
by 

students’ 
level 

“breadth for weak students, depth 
for strong students” 

0 1 0 1 

 

Research, teaching, pushing, mentoring. Question 20, “what would you describe 

as your priorities as a mathematics teacher,” is designed to elicit their priorities 

concerning teaching, mentoring, research, and pushing as a mathematics teacher. It 

should be noted that the teaching-research group (jiaoyanzu) is a basic organizational 

structure for teachers in both elementary and secondary schools in China. The kind of 

research I hoped to hear about was not academic in higher education but, rather, teachers 
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attending meetings frequently to plan lessons, discuss teaching, and keep up with trends 

in their subject areas. I also hoped to discover whether the teachers observed and 

comment on other teachers’ practices regularly to improve instructional methods and 

skills. “Pushing” refers to the widely used cramming method of teaching in China that 

forces students to learn to perform better in their examination-oriented education system 

instead of encouraging or motivating them. 

In general, there are three types of answers: same, similar, and opposite (see 

Table 71). According to the data, there are 2 pairs of interviewees whose priorities lists 

are exactly the same (TMRP and TMPR). For those 2 pairs, since the first 2 are the same 

(both TM) and the last 2 change the preference from RP to PR, I regarded all 4 as having 

similar answers. In total, there are 3 pairs of similar answers (TMRP and TMPR, TMPR 

and MTPR, TRMP and TRPM). In all the responses, there is 1 pair of opposite priorities, 

which means that the order of choices is completely in contrast (MRTP and PTRM). 
 
 
Table 71. Priority Outcomes 
 

Priority 
Outcome Definition 

Number of Interviewees 
AP IB 

Total Chinese Non-
Chinese 

Non-
Chinese 
(only) 

TMRP Teaching, Mentoring, Research, Pushing 1 0 1 2 
TMPR Teaching, Mentoring, Pushing, Research 1 1 0 2 
MTPR Mentoring, Teaching, Pushing, Research 0 1 0 1 
TRMP Teaching, Research, Mentoring, Pushing 0 0 1 1 
TRPM Teaching, Research, Pushing, Mentoring 0 0 1 1 
MRTP Mentoring, Research, Teaching, Pushing 0 1 0 1 
PTRM Pushing, Teaching, Research, Mentoring 0 1 0 1 

 

The priority outcome analysis is showed in Table 72. 6 out of 9 (66.7%) instructors 

regarded teaching as their top priority, which means that the majority primarily focus on 

teaching itself. One of the instructors even said that all the rest are simply parts of 

teaching (but that respondent still consented to make a priority list). And 4 out of 9 
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(44.4%) instructors selected mentoring as their second choice. In addition, pushing is the 

least preferred choice; 4 instructors put it on their third choice and another 4 put it on 

their last. One instructor made a comment that if supervising students to finish their 

homework on time means pushing, then this option should not be excluded from the list, 

otherwise, pushing is not a possible choice.  
 
 
Table 72. Priority Outcome Analysis 
 

 Research Teaching Pushing Mentoring 
1st Choice - 6 1 2 
2nd Choice 3 2 - 4 
3rd Choice 3 1 4 1 
4th Choice 3 - 4 2 

Special Questions 

Three Questions for Chinese Instructors Only 

In response to the three questions that are specifically designed for the Chinese 

instructors, one of the interviewees skipped the first two questions, and both interviewees 

gave the same response to the last question. For the first question (question 3), which 

asked about the adaption of curricular design, instructor J said that since Chinese 

instructors only teach general Chinese high school mathematics in the AP program, there 

is no comment to give. Instructor W agreed with the aim of AP mathematics and said “it 

is very helpful to students’ learning, even to their mathematics learning after studying 

abroad.” For the second question (question 4), instructor W said (instructor J did not 

respond to that question) that in-class teaching is suited to the AP program because many 

of the AP mathematics contents are extensions of the general Chinese high school 

mathematics; they have many things in common. The instructor added that students 

sometimes ask AP mathematics questions in the general Chinese mathematics class too. 

This interviewee also felt that the fostering of students’ calculation and understanding 
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abilities can be improved. This is especially the case with understanding, since AP 

mathematics poses a language challenge to Chinese students with its requirement to read 

and solve mathematics questions in English. In the last question (question 5), both 

instructors (100%) mentioned that they use “formative evaluation” and that each 

instructor enacts it before every semester as an assessment method. They stated that it can 

objectively reflect students’ performance, and they emphasized that general Chinese high 

school does not have this kind of evaluation but uses “summative evaluation,” which only 

focuses on test outcomes (midterms and finals). For example, instructor J’s evaluation 

assigns 40% of the grade to routine performance (in-class performance, unit tests, 

homework, quizzes) and 60% to test performance (midterms and finals). Instructor W 

weighs each component equally: 50% and 50%. Teachers have the freedom to decide 

their preference for valuating students’ performance. 

Three Questions for Non-Chinese Instructors Only 

There were three questions specifically designed for non-Chinese instructors to 

reveal their observations concerning student performance and learning of mathematics in 

a bilingual environment as well as their observations concerning the teaching of 

mathematics in China. The first part was already addressed in those interviewee’s 

answers to question 14. The second part, which concerned specialty of teaching 

mathematics in China, asked for comments concerning the teacher-student relationship 

and unusual findings. Regarding the teacher-student relationship (question 12), the 

majority (57.15%) of the interviewees gave positive feedback: that the relationship 

between teacher and student here in China is closer than elsewhere. Two of them (50%) 

mentioned the respect and appreciation of students for teachers. They noted that teachers 

spend more time with students because of the lecture schedule (more classes), and that 

students are more eager to learn, especially the language. On the contrast, 1 interviewee 

(14.3%) gave a negative response: that there is a distance between teacher and student, 
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and students default to that. The respondent said that the teacher only interacts with 

students on an academic level and cannot know them from a different perspective. That 

instructor considered culture difference as the reason for this circumstance Two 

instructors (28.6%) gave a neutral opinion: that the relationship is the same because of 

the same math content and student behavior. One of them described trying to preserve the 

same relationship, while another one tried to balance friendliness and professionalism. 

For unusual finding (question 13), 3 instructors (42.9%) provided positive answers. One 

said that students are smarter and quicker so that teachers need to be more professional to 

make sure to be a few steps ahead of them. Two of them (66.7%) mentioned that students 

are more hard-working. “Grade 10 students surprised me, they want me to check their 

homework every single day with every single question” said instructor E. Conversely, 

two instructors (28.6%) noticed some negative things. Instructor M thought the gap 

between good students and poor students is very wide, while in other countries students 

are at similar levels. And instructor S worried that intense and compressed classes do not 

give students enough time to absorb some of the concepts. Two instructors (28.6%) were 

neutral: they did not see anything unusual. One of them mentioned that in another IB 

Center in North China, the school asked teachers to combine an SL class with a HL class, 

maybe because there are fewer students. But here in Ningbo, the arrangement is the same. 
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Chapter V 

CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

This chapter will review the study and revisit the research questions as well as the 

methodology. I will summarize and explain the findings to address each research 

question. Finally, limitations and implications of the study will be discussed, and 

recommendations for further research will be provided. 

Summary of the Study 

This study was designed to compare AP (Advanced Placement) and IB 

(International Baccalaureate) programs in Chinese mathematics education. In an attempt 

to promote globalization and internationalization, the Chinese government has introduced 

AP and IB programs in Chinese high schools. In those programs, well-organized foreign 

AP and IB teams conduct instruction (Cheng & Deng, 2006; Gu, 2006b; Weng, 2008; 

Xu, 2001). 

Many researchers and scholars have explored the AP program and the IB course 

internationally. In general, scholars and researchers have conducted pairwise comparative 

studies of one foreign program and their native high school program. Although it is one 

of the biggest countries to introduce international programs to its secondary education in 

an effort to prepare more students to go overseas to pursue their higher education, China 

does not have much research focusing on introduced foreign academic programs. Some 
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Chinese researchers have compared two programs horizontally to explore the similarities 

and differences of curricula and assessment, and others have chosen a vertical 

comparison to mainly analyze students’ performance over a period of time. Very few of 

the former studies have focused on comparisons that include the AP program, IB diploma 

program, and the native high school program altogether while making a horizontal 

comparison and several vertical comparisons. 

Moreover, Chinese educators started late in exploring the AP program and the IB 

program. With the progress of the reform and opening-up policies in the 1990s, people 

began to notice these programs. Also, the study of these programs in China is relatively 

superficial; most of them remain at the simple contextual comparison without enough 

comprehensive analysis. Many scholars’ and researchers’ studies were published between 

2000 to 2015, which means some of their results or conclusions might be outdated with 

the rapid growth of the development of the AP and IB diploma programs. Inevitably, the 

AP program keeps changing as it expands. 

The purpose of this study is to fill in some gaps in the research while providing a 

better understanding of the depth behind the phenomenon of introducing the AP program 

and the IB diploma program in China and that introduction’s impact on the existing 

general Chinese high school program in mathematics. The goal is to generate updated 

research. This will enable more students and their parents to make more knowledgeable 

decisions about learning in the AP program or the IB program in China. 

In general, this study illustrated the differences and similarities between the AP 

program and the IB program in their respective schools in Ningbo, China. It further 

examined the differences and similarities between the AP program/IB program and the 

intended Chinese high school program in mathematics education. It also explored 

mathematics instructors’ views of the imported AP and IB programs in China. 

The following research questions were addressed in this study: 
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1. What are the significant differences and similarities between the AP 

(Advanced Placement) program and the IB (International Baccalaureate) 

program in their respective schools in Ningbo, China? 

2. What are the differences and similarities in curriculum and student 

performance between the AP (Advanced Placement) program and the 

intended Chinese high school program in mathematics education? 

3. What are the differences and similarities in curriculum and student 

performance between the IB (International Baccalaureate) program and the 

intended Chinese high school program in mathematics education? 

4. What are mathematics instructors’ perspectives on teaching imported AP 

(Advanced Placement) and IB (International Baccalaureate) programs in 

China; also, what are their expectations and suggestions for curriculum 

innovations in Chinese mathematics education? 

In order to answer my research questions, I used a mixed method that includes both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. The first research question was investigated 

using gathered information coming from sources like recruitment handbooks with 

detailed program descriptions for AP and IB schools. Those sources were used to make a 

contextual analysis to provide knowledge that might be important for explaining 

differences and similarities between the AP and IB programs in Ningbo, China. The 

second and third research questions were studied from two aspects: the collected 

mathematics curricula and the measures of student outcomes (test scores). The curricula 

include the general Chinese high school mathematics curriculum as well as the 

mathematics curricula of both the AP and IB programs in Ningbo, China. I used the 

textbooks adopted in these two schools as supplements to help conduct cross-curricular 

comparisons. Students’ performance data used in this study included their test scores on 

the AP mathematics examination, the IB mathematics examination, the SAT mathematics 

examination, and the Chinese general mathematics examination. Goodman and Kruskal’s 
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gamma was applied to measure the rank correlation. Finally, to answer research question 

four, nine interviews were conducted with mathematics instructors from both AP and IB 

schools. Teacher responses are categorized and discussed further. 

Conclusions of the Study 

Research Question 1 

In response to research question 1, the similarities between imported AP program 

and IB program in Ningbo, China are as follows: overall, both schools have non-Chinese 

center principals and a Chinese college counseling team who cooperate with each other. 

Especially since 2016, both programs pair with the general Chinese curriculum, which 

means that students from both schools are required to learn two curricula (the general 

Chinese curriculum and the AP/IB curriculum) at the same time. Also, students must take 

and pass the Chinese general examination. In the first year (Grade 10), students in both 

schools are required to take pre-program courses (Pre-AP/Pre-IB) to prepare for their 

following studies. Additionally, English and mathematics are mandatory subjects for 

them each year. On the one hand, both programs help to bridge secondary education and 

higher education with rigorous content and high performance standards that value critical 

and independent thinking skills. Such qualities gives the schools great reputations and 

wide recognition when it comes to college admission. On the other hand, since both 

programs possess intense course loads and a certain language standard for these non-

native speakers, students face more challenges and pressures, which was pointed out by 

many teachers during their interviews. 

The differences can be classified according to setting, curriculum, and assessment. 

In terms of setting, the number of AP schools in Ningbo, China, is triple the number of IB 

schools. Also, AP graduates target mainly higher education institutions in the United 

States, while the IB graduates have a broader target that aims at mostly English-speaking 
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countries. They also have different goals: the AP program focuses on preparing and 

connecting students for college success and opportunity, both academically and mentally; 

the IB program devotes itself to fostering lifelong learners and global citizens who 

possess intercultural understanding and respect, while retaining their patriotism toward 

China and Chinese culture. 

As far as curriculum is concerned, the two programs have different content: the AP 

school offers college-level courses only with a cafeteria style for students to select 

according to their preference, while the IB school provides a systematic diploma program 

with various subjects mainly taught at a high-school level with some at the college-level. 

The IB school recognizes three cores to specifically develop students’ thinking skills, 

research abilities, and application of concepts in real practice. AP students receive only 

the Chinese high school diploma whereas IB students have been able to obtain two 

diplomas (from both IBO and Chinese high school) since 2016. In addition, unlike the AP 

students can choose the difficulty of their courses without restriction; the IB students are 

required to select three higher level (HL) courses and three standard level (SL) courses. 

They also vary in their emphasis of subject. The AP program tends to enhance students’ 

abilities in one or some specific academic subject(s) while the IB program is apt to 

cultivate students’ comprehensive abilities. Thus, the AP school provides a more content-

centered curriculum with more lectures and in-depth learning, while the IB school 

implements inquiry-based learning and more activities alongside academic studies, which 

makes its curriculum more student-centered. 

The difference in the programs also appears in their methods of assessment. The 

AP program uses only external assessment while the IB program uses both external and 

internal assessment to evaluate students’ learning outcomes. Given the three cores and 

the internal assessments that require various written work, IB students are expected to be 

very advanced in their English language abilities. In contrast, AP students do not have 

much writing to do if they select courses such as mathematics. Additionally, the AP holds 
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its examinations once per year in each May with a score scale from 1 to 5, and 

examinations are graded only in the United States; the IB examinations are twice per year 

in every May and November with a score scale from 1 to 7, and the grading is done by 

members of the IBO worldwide. 

Research Question 2 

To answer research question 2, I considered two elements: curriculum and data. 

There is a difference in the philosophy of the curricula: AP aims at exploring the depth of 

mathematics, allowing students to give full play to the specific subject they are good at, 

while the general Chinese high school mathematics’ approach is a mass education that is 

designed for everyone. Different attitudes to using technology appeared here because the 

use of a graphing calculator in AP Calculus is considered an integral part of the course. 

But students are only allowed to use standard scientific calculators when taking the 

General Examination. The next difference is that the four major ideas (limits, derivatives, 

integrals and the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, and series) from the AP calculus 

curriculum are excluded from the intended Chinese mathematics curriculum. One of 

them, derivatives, is listed as an optional topic that is tested in the College Entrance 

Examination for general Chinese students, but not for AP students, who only need to take 

the General Examination, which excludes the relative content of derivatives. Finally, 

there are some topics only covered in the general Chinese mathematics curriculum. Those 

include topics such as: sets; monotonicity and monotone interval; geometry in 3D space; 

positional relations between points, lines & planes; function of circle except the standard 

form of a function of a circle; relations between sin, cos, and tan of an angle; basic 

introduction of arithmetic series and application of sequences; some fundamental ideas of 

inequalities; common logic terms; conic sections and equations; space vector; and solid 

geometry. 
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In general, the AP Calculus (AB & BC) contents are unlike the general Chinese 

high school mathematics contents, which makes sense because AP calculus itself 

represents college-level math content, which certainly exceeds the general high-school 

level. Many of the contents of general Chinese high school mathematics are similar to the 

contents in Pre-AP Calculus. The majority of the overlapping contents concerns functions 

(functions and notations, properties of functions, elementary functions, application of 

functions, line and functions, trigonometric functions, and trigonometric identities) and 

some ideas about solving triangles and inequalities. Also, only a very superficial 

introduction to “definition and notation of sequence,” “arithmetic and geometric 

sequences,” and “geometric series” from the General Chinese mathematics curriculum is 

covered in AP calculus BC. Teachers did not go through these concepts in detail but just 

briefly mentioned them. 

In short, the curriculum of AP mathematics is more advanced, deeper, and contains 

more applications than the curriculum of general Chinese high school mathematics. 

General Chinese high school mathematics functions as a foundation for learning AP 

mathematics. 

In order to investigate the data, I pair-compared four kinds of student learning 

outcomes data for every year: AP students’ General Examination in Mathematics, AP 

students’ SAT mathematics, AP Calculus AB, and AP Calculus BC. To summarize the 

findings, four score pairs are compared for the years 2016 and 2017, and they show the 

same result, while two reveal a contrasting result. 

Within these four pairs, two of the relationships (the second pair and the sixth pair) 

are statistically significant. For the two pairs that are statistically significant, the 

statistical significance between AP students’ GE mathematics and AP students’ AP 

Calculus AB might imply that the general Chinese mathematics helps students build a 

solid background for learning the AP Calculus AB course. Chinese instructor W’s 

interview response also helps to clarify the connection. And we could also expect that if 
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students can handle a test with richer topics like the AP Calculus BC exam, then they 

would tend to perform better in AP Calculus AB, which contains approximately 60% of 

the same topics as AP Calculus BC. The lack of statistical significance in the correlation 

between AP students’ SAT mathematics and AP students’ GE mathematics might be 

because these two kinds of examinations have a different scope. 

The lack of statistical significance in the correlation between AP Calculus BC and 

AP students’ GE mathematics might be because AP Calculus BC is an extension of AP 

Calculus AB with some difference in scope. Also, only 14 students (27.45%) took the AP 

Calculus BC test in 2016, and only 8 students (29.63%) took the AP Calculus BC test in 

2017, leading to a small sample size. It was surprising to discover while comparing this 

pair that no one achieved a grade of A on the General Examination, and the average level 

of students’ AP General Examination mathematics score also decreased from 1.92 (in 

2016) to 1.29 (in 2017). Both AP Chinese instructors mentioned in the interview that 

since the general Chinese mathematics course is not very important to the students in the 

AP Center, students do not have positive attitudes and only want to pass the General 

Examination. Perhaps students’ lack of motivation and effort concerning the General 

Examination led to lower scores. 

The two pairs that yield a contrasting result might imply that the topics in SAT 

mathematics are not related to the topics in AP Calculus. Also, since the entire sample 

size decreased from 51 in 2016 to 27 in 2017, these possible factors might help to explain 

corresponding performance in the AP Calculus AB/BC examination and the SAT 

mathematics test. 

Additionally, the overall level of students’ AP Calculus BC scores decreased from 

an average of 4.2 (in 2016) to an average of 3.5 (in 2017). Student AP Calculus BC 

scores that were higher than or equal to 4 decreased from 71.43% (2016) to 37.5% (2017) 

in that same period. The overall level of students’ SAT mathematics scores decreased 

from an average of 735.69 (in 2016) to an average of 727.78 (in 2017). The percentage of 
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students’ SAT mathematics scores that were higher than or equal to 750 decreased from 

52.94% (2016) to 33.33% (2017). Moreover, in 2016, no student scored higher than a B 

on the General Examination in mathematics, but a majority (80.39%) of them scored 

within a high range (700 to 800) on the SAT mathematics test. However, in 2017, no 

student scored higher than a C on the General Examination mathematics, and only two 

thirds (66.67%) of them scored within a high range (700 to 800) on the SAT mathematics 

test. Furthermore, in 2016, students scored higher than or equal to a 3 on the AP Calculus 

BC exam, and students who took the AP Calculus BC test all scored higher than 700 in 

SAT mathematics and half of them got the highest score (5) on their AP Calculus BC 

test; but in 2017, students scored only higher than or equal to a 2 on the AP Calculus BC 

exam, and those who took the AP Calculus BC test scored higher than or equal to 700 on 

SAT mathematics and half of them achieved the moderate score at 3 on the AP Calculus 

BC exam. A majority (64.29%) of the students who took the AP Calculus BC test in 2016 

received the highest score of 5 on the AP Calculus AB test, but only 25% of students who 

took the AP Calculus BC test in 2017 achieved the highest score (5) on the AP Calculus 

AB test. 

One of the instructors from the AP Center mentioned in his interview that students’ 

mathematical ability has been decreasing. The data seem to suggest that the mathematical 

ability of students in the AP Center decreased from 2016 to 2017. However, further study 

is needed to gather enough evidence to demonstrate that students in 2016 were better 

overall than students in 2017 since the data base is not big enough. 

Research Question 3 

To answer research question 3, I also considered two areas: curriculum and data. 

To account for any differences in the curriculum part, some college-level contents, 

especially those of IB mathematics Higher Level (HL) courses, are not included in the 

contents of general Chinese high school mathematics, even in its extended curricula 
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(Appendix G). Also, there are some topics that are covered in the Chinese curriculum but 

not in the IB mathematics curriculum (table notation of a function, power functions, 

models of functions and their applications except the increasing models of different 

functions, geometry in 3D space except perspective and parallel projection, function of 

circle except distance between 2 points in 3D space, linear inequalities in two variables 

and simple linear programming questions, common logic terms, and conic sections and 

equations except the definition of parabola and standard equation of parabola). Other 

differences include the limiting of calculator use: IB mathematics requires students to 

learn how to use graphing calculators because this is part of the assessment format, but 

students are only allowed to use standard scientific calculators when taking the General 

Examination. There are different attitudes toward using technology in practice, one of 

which was expressed by Instructor D from the IB Center. He said in the interview that the 

IB class is supposed to be more technology friendly but that there still exist some 

technology restrictions in the Chinese IB program. The next significant difference is that 

IB mathematics includes “Mathematics Exploration,” which is an individual exploration 

in the form of written work that involves investigating an area of mathematics, as an 

internal assessment. In general Chinese high school mathematics, there is no written 

requirement, only solving problems. 

IB Mathematics and general Chinese high school mathematics both contain various 

kinds of mathematical ideas including algebra, functions and equations, circular functions 

and trigonometry, statistics and probability. Generally, the curricular content of IB 

mathematics is consistent with the content of general Chinese mathematics. To sum up, 

IB Mathematics is more technology and writing oriented, challenging, and broad than 

general Chinese high school mathematics. 

For the data part, I compared each possible pair of grades from each student’s 

mathematics grades on IB examination and SAT test. In the data year 2016, sample 

students all took the HL test. So, there is only one comparison pair in 2016. Also, because 
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IB conducted the government policy of requiring students to take the General 

Examination since 2016 and because this policy affects students who have enrolled since 

2016, the year given to the data analyzed here is the students’ graduation year. Therefore, 

IB students’ mathematics scores on the General Examination will not be available until 

June, 2019. The findings do suggest that all comparison pairs will be correlated. 

However, the correlations between the pairs are not all statistically significant. Therefore, 

the results of the IB data might imply that the topics in SAT mathematics are not related 

to the topics in IB mathematics. 

The finding also shows that no one in this group scored less than 2 on the IB 

mathematics HL test in both 2016 and 2017. Also, in 2016, a majority (92.11%) of the 

students received SAT mathematics scores higher than 700 while all (100%) earned 

corresponding SAT mathematics scores higher than 700 in 2017. The level of students’ 

IB mathematics HL score increased from an average of 4.21 (in 2016) to an average of 

4.48 (in 2017). The level of students’ SAT mathematics scores increased from an average 

of 758.16 (in 2016) to an average of 773.33 (in 2017). Students’ SAT mathematics scores 

that were higher than or equal to 750 increased from 57.89% (2016) to 90.91% (2017). 

The data from this study seem to suggest that the mathematical ability of students in the 

IB Center improved from 2016 to 2017. But without further study, there is not enough 

evidence to demonstrate that students in 2017 were actually better overall than students in 

2016 since the data base is not big enough. 

Research Question 4 

During the interviews in this study, mathematics instructors from both the AP 

school and the IB school articulated the differences they noticed while teaching. First, 

they noticed significant difference between teaching mathematics in the past and present. 

Interviewees said that for teachers, improved teaching skills and changed teaching 

methods are typical differences in current teaching. In the area of teacher-student 
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relationships, they mentioned smoother communication with more interaction and 

engagement. One also noticed that students’ motivation and ability decreased. Second, 

significant difference was also found between teaching in an international school and a 

standard school. International schools have smaller class sizes, higher costs, many 

cultures, and a higher language requirement. Students there have more personalities and 

tend to lack motivation and effort concerning the local curriculum. Finally, some teachers 

said that the academic difficulty of mathematics in the imported programs, including IB 

(HL) and AP, is higher than or equal to general Chinese mathematics based upon the 

topics and contents, and that the IB (SL) is easier than the best of general Chinese 

mathematics. Some instructors think Chinese students have advanced calculation and 

memorization skills, but their application abilities are weak. Others said that weak 

English vocabulary ability makes some students have trouble understanding wordy 

questions, and academic terms can also confuse them. Respecting the classroom style, 

both Chinese interviewees preferred a teacher-centered approach, while all non-Chinese 

instructors chose a combination of both a teacher-centered and a student-centered 

classroom. 

Teacher perceptions of Chinese mathematics learning and teaching provide insight 

into innovations in Chinese mathematics education. Concerning the general weakness in 

Chinese mathematics learning and teaching, most instructors mentioned rote-learning and 

a teacher-centered classroom. Additionally, some noted a lack of independent thinking 

skills and unbalanced mathematical skills while others talked about infusion education 

(“duck-stuffing”) and the limitation of opportunities to use technology. Chinese 

instructors did not offer suggestions for change, but non-Chinese interviewees came up 

with advice to help innovate in Chinese mathematics education. For learning, they 

suggested to promote curriculum development, help students learn from mistakes, 

encourage students to do independent research, and foster critical thinking. For teaching, 
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they recommended inquiry-based and student-centered classrooms and the 

implementation of technology. 

During the discussion of interviewees’ thoughts about support, activities, and 

methods of inspiring students’ mathematics learning, there exists an obvious difference 

between Chinese instructors and non-Chinese instructors. For support, both Chinese 

instructors mentioned that students do not pay much attention to the general Chinese 

mathematics courses but only wish pass the General Examination. Therefore, those 

instructors showed corresponding conservative notions of support: one of them decided 

to use a pass-fail system to motivate them, and another suggested “just offering help 

when they ask questions.” Non-Chinese instructors, however, offered various means of 

support not only in class but also out of class such as differentiating instruction, group 

discussion, mutual help, visual learning, games, regular feedback, and office hours. 

Concerning activities, both Chinese instructors said they do not create in-class activities 

very often, and expressed similar usage of out-of-classroom activities. Therefore, the 

general effect is relatively unapparent. Surprisingly, according to the responses of non-

Chinese instructors, the in-class activities they encouraged students to participate in such 

as group discussion, games, and presentation demonstrated a 100% positive effect. They 

also provided several forms of out-of-class activities such as exploration activities, 

mathematics competitions, and mathematics clubs. In order to inspire students’ 

mathematics learning, one Chinese instructor noted a tendency to “just give the answer to 

students directly,” while another one mentioned the application of mathematics principles 

and processes, which also has been discussed by non-Chinese instructors. And non-

Chinese instructors added some methods like sharing real stories or engaging students 

with more mathematical games. 

There were a few marked points of similarity between teacher attitudes about 

sharing experiences with advanced students and towards future development of different 

curricula in China. In short, most teachers were interested in sharing the university 
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experience and highlighting applications of mathematics. And 66.7% showed a positive 

attitude toward and anticipated an increasing trend in China of importing more 

international curricula. 

The majority of the interviewees preferred focusing instruction on breadth or a 

combination of both breadth and depth in mathematics. They believe that it is the best 

option at this stage because if students want to continue with mathematics in college, they 

can go deeper with their studies. They also described their priorities as mathematics 

teachers, and the results show that 66.7% of them regard teaching as their first choice of 

career activity, followed by mentoring and research; pushing is the least preferred choice. 

Limitations of the Study 

The findings of this study are limited in a few ways. Some kinds of data concerning 

student outcomes could not be collected as expected, mainly because of changes in the 

faculty members in charge. When preparing the new staff’s system updates, some old 

data were mistakenly erased without any back-up copy. Due to the absence of some test 

scores, it was difficult to follow the original data analysis plan to achieve an ideal and 

complete result. Another limitation was that the amount of data concerning student 

performance is not big enough to generate a more accurate statistical result. Because both 

schools are newly established, in 2011 and 2012, they have only a few years of graduates. 

Besides, with class sizes of 25 to 30 students on average, the number of total students per 

year is low. After subtracting some incomplete data, the entire valid data size was further 

narrowed. In addition, since it is a case study that includes only two schools, and given 

the fact that the imported programs have localized features both in program setting and in 

curriculum design, the results of this study might not be representative of the entire 

country. For example, some archival resources, such as textbooks used in each school, 

might not be chosen to implement the programs in other cities. Also, it was difficult for 
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the investigator to interview additional mathematics instructors such as former faculty 

members. Many of them are not reachable or they are unavailable to participate in an 

interview because of work relocation. More interviews could have been conducted with 

more time and opportunity. Finally, without some qualitative explorations of students’ 

perceptions, there is no solid proof of identifying the potential differences in self-

selection populations of AP students and IB students. To be specific, due to the different 

concept and curriculum outline of the imported AP and IB programs, Chinese students 

who are used to a more examination-oriented education might regard the AP program as 

very similar to the general Chinese courses. In the meanwhile, they might deem the IB 

program as the more different one since it has a lot of written material, diversified 

subjects and various assessment methods that encourage students have not only 

comprehensive academic abilities but also global caring perspectives. My review of 

literature also showed that the growth of the IB program in China was very slow at the 

beginning and has significantly accelerated since 2012 (IB China, 2018), possibly due to 

the time needed to merge with a very different curriculum. Therefore, it is possible that 

students who want to look for an in-depth study with the specific academic subject they 

are good at might tend to select the AP program and try to “nail” the AP examination to 

help their college admission. On the contrast, those willing to take challenges to try more 

inquiry-based and student-centered learning they are not very familiar with, and face a 

language barrier coupled with high-standards writing in subjects like mathematics, might 

be more likely to choose the IB program. 

Implications of the Study 

This comparative study suggests the need for additional studies of AP and IB 

programs in China. For Chinese students and their parents, this study provides a guide to 

help decide on a learning program based on individual characteristics and preferences. 
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Also, the results of this study indicate that a considerable gap exists between secondary 

education and higher education in Chinese mathematics, and there is also a limit to the 

possibilities for individualized learning. The findings imply the need to consider 

curricular reform, such as adding some college-level courses to the high school 

curriculum. Other ideas like setting up more optional courses and courses at different 

levels of difficulty for students to choose might help improve the autonomy of Chinese 

high school education. A more comprehensive assessment might also generate a thorough 

understanding of student learning outcomes. For example, a combination of both 

formative and summative assessment might help balance traditional Chinese evaluations 

(that use test scores as a sole index) but not completely change them out of respect for 

their social and cultural roots. And internal assessments with certain writing 

requirements, beneficial for measuring student learning, might also be encouraged. 

Moreover, a more open-minded technology implementation, such as graphing calculator 

use, internet access and multiple software support, is worth considering to motive student 

learning and to cultivate their application of acquired knowledge in different ways. 

The results of this study also have empirical implications. For local teachers and 

non-local teachers who teach in these imported programs, it is beneficial to learn from 

each other to reinforce teaching skills and methods of fostering students. Moreover, with 

the development of globalization and internationalization as educational movements, 

more international programs could be imported to fit different education systems. It is 

important to realize that imported programs will need to have localized features that 

might cause other changes to their curricula, course settings, and so on. Therefore, 

policymakers need to make adjustments to consider local conditions when introducing 

foreign programs so as to offer the most suitable program possible to native students.  
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Recommendations of the Study 

Recommendations for Practitioners/Educators 

Because the research did not examine the differences and similarities between AP 

mathematics and IB mathematics in China, future studies could explore if and how these 

two imported programs differ or are similar to each other. Other investigators could also 

explore differences and similarities between students’ perceptions and teachers’ 

perceptions of these imported programs. A qualitative approach such as conducting 

interviews or surveys would be helpful to answer this question. Also, there are other 

kinds of imported programs (such as A Levels [Advanced Levels]) with wide popularity 

around the world, especially in the United Kingdom. Future studies do not need to be 

confined to certain programs; they could extend to explore multiple programs instead of 

only comparing two. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

This study investigated the AP and IB programs in Ningbo, China, but several 

questions that have not been covered might be answered through further study. If this 

study could be repeated, it would be advantageous to have a larger data size to obtain 

more students’ test scores. In this study, an average of 39 AP students and 32 IB students 

were measured. 100 students per program would yield a more representative result. I also 

recommend doing a longitudinal study to gather continuous data over a longer time 

period. This study has two years of data, but a five-year study would be more 

comprehensive, and ten years of data would be even better. In addition, the number of 

interviews of mathematics instructors could be increased with advantage. This study was 

limited to interviewing mathematics instructors who teach in the two subject schools. The 

interview could be distributed to former mathematics teachers. Further studies could also 

interview some students, including both alumni and currently-enrolled students to obtain 

the students’ perspective. 
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Moreover, these introduced programs have localized features, which means not 

every city in China shares the same curriculum. Therefore, more research is needed to 

examine the introduced AP and IB programs in other cities in China. Alternatively, other 

AP schools and IB school in Ningbo, China could be studied. Exploring some 

comparative research across different countries is another genre of study. For example, it 

could be enlightening to know how the findings about these programs in China compare 

to the same imported programs in another Asian country, perhaps Singapore. 

Using this study as a guide may help further research to answer some questions that 

have not yet been examined and create a more thorough understanding of the imported 

AP and IB programs and their importance to educational globalization and 

internationalization. 
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Appendix A 

AP School Recruitment Handbook 
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Appendix B 

IB School Recruitment Handbook 
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Appendix C 

Interview Questions 

1.   How did you make the decision to teach mathematics in an international school?  

What factors contributed to that decision?  

2.   What do you see as the difference between a general Chinese mathematics education 

and the mathematics program (AP/IB) where you are teaching right now? 

3.   How well have you adapted to the curricular design of the imported (AP/IB) 

program? (Question for Chinese instructors only) 

4.   Do you think your in-class teaching is well suited to the imported programs (AP/IB)? 

Are there any specific areas that you feel can be improved? (Question for Chinese 

instructors only) 

5.   How do you assess your students’ performance while instructing the imported 

programs (AP/IB)? Is there any difference between the assessment of general Chinese 

programs and imported program? (Question for Chinese instructors only) 

6.   Are there any general weaknesses that you notice in Chinese mathematics learning 

and teaching? Can you offer any advice to help innovation in Chinese mathematics 

education? Did the experience of teaching the imported programs (AP/IB) inspire the 

advice? 

7.   How do you support your students’ mathematics learning?   

8.   For your own secondary education, did you attend an international school or did you 

attend a standard school? 

9.   Have you ever taught in any international/standard school before? Is there a 

difference between teaching in an international school and a standard school? 

10.  What kinds of in-class activities will you encourage students in your class to 

participate in? What is your purpose for creating those activities and what is their 

effect? 

11.  What kinds of courses or out-of-classroom activities would you recommend to 
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improve Chinese students’ performance as well as their participation in mathematics? 

12.  How does your relationship with your Chinese students differ (if at all) from the 

relationship you had with students in your own country? Why is it similar/different? 

(Question for non-Chinese instructor only) 

13.  What (if anything) do you see as unusual about teaching mathematics in China? 

(Question for non-Chinese instructor only) 

14.  What is your observation about students’ performance when learning mathematics in 

a bilingual environment? (Question for non-Chinese instructor only) 

15.  How would you inspire students learn mathematics? Do you think your classroom 

style is more teacher-centered or student-centered? 

16.  What experiences would you share with your students who show a strong interest in 

the field of mathematics? 

17.  How are your experiences in teaching mathematics today different from your 

experiences, say, three years ago? 

18.  Do you prefer focusing instruction on the breadth or the depth of a subject, especially 

for mathematics? 

19.  What do you think of the likelihood of any future development of foreign curriculums 

in China under the government policy (such as requiring every student in the program 

to take the General Examination)? 

20.  What would you describe as your priorities as a mathematics teacher?  [probe: 

research/teaching/pushing/mentoring] 

21.  What is your nationality? 

22.  Select the most appropriate a) Male b) Female c) Undecided 
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Appendix D 

AP (Advanced Placement) Concept Outline 
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Appendix E 

IB Mathematics SL (Standard Level) Curriculum 
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Appendix F 

IB Mathematics HL (Higher Level) Curriculum 
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Appendix G 

General Chinese Mathematics Curriculum 

Standard Curriculum 

Requirements 1 
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Extended Curriculum 

OPTION 2-2 
 

Chapter 1 Derivative 
 

Section Topic 
Rate of Change 
and Derivative 

1.   Rate of Change 
1.1  Background of derivative and necessity of learning derivative 
1.2  Average rate of change and instantaneous rate of change; and their 

connection 
2.   Derivative of a Function 
2.1  Derivative at a point 
2.2  Tangents to a curve 
3.   Geometric Meaning of Derivative 
3.1  Geometric meaning of derivative, understand the concept of 

derived function 
3.2  Physical significance of derivative 
3.3  Solve simple geometric and physical problems by using derivative 

Calculation of 
Derivative 

1.   Derivatives of some common functions 

1.1  derivatives of y=c, y=x, y= , y= , y=  
1.2  Geometric meaning of the derivatives of y=c, y=x, y=  
2.   Derivative Formula of Basic Elementary Functions and the 

Algorithm of Derivative 
2.1  Use derivative formula of basic elementary functions and the 

algorithm of derivative to get basic elementary functions’ 
derivatives 

2.2  A Composite Function and its derivative 
2.3  Derivative formula table of basic elementary functions 
2.4  Solve simple questions by using derivatives 

Application of 
Derivative 

1.   Monotonicity of a Function and Derivative 
1.1   the relationship between monotonicity of a function and derivative 
1.2  Monotone interval of polynomial function (within cube) 
2.   Extreme Value of a Function and Derivative 
2.1  Definition of Extreme Value 
2.2  Use monotonicity of a function to explore the relationship 

between extreme value and derivative 
2.3  Method of getting extreme value of a function 
2.4  Extreme value of polynomial function (within cube) 
3.   Maximum and Minimum Value of a Function and Derivative 
3.1  Maximum and Minimum Value of polynomial function (within 

cube) in a closed interval 
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Chapter 2 Reasoning and Proof 
 

Section Topic 
Direct and 
Indirect Proof 

1.   Synthesis Method and Analytical Method 
2.   Proof by Contradiction 

Mathematical 
Induction 

1.   Mathematical Induction 

 
 

Chapter 3 Expansion of a Number System and Introduction of Complex Number 
 

Section Topic 
Expansion of a 
Number System 
and Definition 
of Complex 
Number 

1.   Expansion of a Number System and Definition of Complex Number 
1.1  Necessity of introducing complex number 
1.2  Method of expansion of a number system 
1.3  Definition of complex number 
1.4  Definition of complex algebraic form 
1.5  Classification of complex number 
1.6  Geometric meaning of complex number 
1.7  Corresponding relationship between Complex set and set of points, and 

Complex set and plane vector 
1.8  Definition of Complex Plane 
1.9  Modulus of complex number 

Calculation of 
Complex 
Algebraic Form 

1.   Four Fundamental Rules of Complex Algebraic Form 
1.1  Addition and subtraction of complex algebraic form 
1.2  Equality of two complex numbers 
1.3  Geometric meaning of addition and subtraction of complex algebraic 

form 
1.4  Multiplication and division of complex algebraic form 
1.5  Conjugate complex number 
1.6  Fundamental theorem of algebra 
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OPTION 2-3 
 

Chapter 1 Counting Principle 
 

Section Topic 
Classification of 
Addition 
Counting 
Principle and 
Fractional Step 
Method of 
Multiplication 
Counting 
Principle 

1.   Classification of Addition Counting Principle and Fractional Step 
Method of Multiplication Counting Principle 

1.1  Definition of these two counting principles 
1.2  Connection and difference of these two counting principles 
1.3  Use two counting principles to solve problems 
1.4  Use two counting principles to analyze and solve some simple counting 

problems 

Permutation and 
Combination 

1.   Permutation 
1.1  Meaning of permutation and number of permutation 
1.2  Formula of number of permutation 
1.3  Properties of number of permutation 
2.   Combination 
2.1  Meaning of combination and number of combination 
2.2  Formula of number of combination 
2.3  Connection and Difference between Permutation and Combination 

Binomial 
Theorem 

1.   Binomial Theorem 
1.1  Multiplication Formula and Binomial Theorem 
1.2  Use Counting Principle to Prove Binomial Theorem 
1.3  Application of Binomial Theorem 
1.4  General Formula of Binomial Expansion and its Application 
2.   Pascal’s Triangle and Binomial Coefficient 
2.1  Concept of Pascal’s Triangle 
2.2  Properties of Binomial Coefficient 
2.3  Difference and Connection of Binomial Coefficient and the Coefficient 

of the terms 
2.4  Application of Binomial Coefficient 
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Chapter 2 Probability 
 

Section Topic 
Probability of 
Random Event 

1.   Probability of Random Event 
1.1  Meanings of Certain Event, Impossible Event and Random Event 
1.2   Indeterminacy of Random Event and Frequency Stability 
2.   Meaning of Probability 
2.1  Meaning of Probability 
2.2  Connection and difference between Probability and Frequency 
2.3  Meanings and Formulas of Mutually Exclusive Events and 

Complementary Events 
3.   Properties of Probability 

Classical 
Probability 

1.   Classical Probability 
1.1  Meaning of Elementary Event 
1.2  Classical Probability and its formula 
1.3  Enumeration Method 
1.4  Application of Probability Calculation Formulas 

Discrete 
Random 
Variable and 
Distribution 
Sequence 

1.   Discrete Random Variable and Distribution Sequence 
1.1  Meanings of Random Variable and Discrete Random Variable 
1.2  Definition of Distribution Sequence 
1.3  Calculation of Simple Discrete Radom Variable and its 

Distribution Sequence 
1.4  Two-Point Distribution 

Binomial 
Distribution and 
its Application 

1.   Conditional Probability 
1.1  Meaning of Conditional Probability and its Application 
2.   Mutual Independence of Events 
2.1  Meaning of Mutual Independence of Events and its Application 
3.   Independent Repeated Trials and Binomial Distribution 
3.1  Meaning of Independent Repeated Trials 
3.2  Meaning of Binomial Distribution 

Mean Value and 
Variance of 
Discrete 
Random 
Variables 

1.   Mean Value of Discrete Random Variables 
1.1  Meaning of Mean Value of Discrete Random Variables 
1.2  Connection and Difference between Mean Value of Random 

Variables and the Sample Mean 
1.3  Use Discrete Random Variable and its Distribution Sequence to 

Calculate Mean Value 
1.4  Mean Value of Two-Point Distribution and Binomial 

Distribution 
2.   Variance of Discrete Random Variables 
2.1  Meaning of Variance of Discrete Random Variables 
2.2  Use Discrete Random Variable and its Distribution Sequence to 

Calculate Variance 
2.3  Application of Mean Value and Variance 
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Appendix H 

General Chinese Mathematics Curriculum vs AP Calculus Curriculum 

REQUIREMENTS 1 

Chapter 1 Sets and Function 

Section Topic 
Set 1.   Meanings and Notations of Sets 

1.1  Meaning of Sets 
1.2  Element Characteristics 
1.3  Equality of Sets 
1.4  Relations between Set and Element 
1.5  Memorization of Common Sets 
1.6  Set Notations 
2.   Set Relations 
2.1   Introduction of Subset and Proper Subset 
2.2   Introduction of Empty Set 
3.   Set Operation 
3.1  Union 
3.2   Intersection 
3.3  Universal Set and Complement 

Functions and 
Notations 

1.   Concepts of Functions 
1.1  Definition of a Function 
1.2  Notation y=f(x) 
1.3  Domain of a Function 
1.4  Range of a Function 
1.5  Definition of Interval and Its Notation 
2.   Notations of Functions 

2.1  Algebraic expression of a Function 
2.2  Graph Notation and Tracing Point Method 
2.3  Table Notation of a Function 
2.4  Definition and Application of a Piecewise Function 
2.5  Definition of Mapping 

Properties of 
Functions 

1.   Monotonicity and Max(Min) Value 
1.1  Definitions of Increasing and Decreasing Functions 
1.2  Monotonicity and Monotone Interval 
1.3  Maximum and Minimum Value of a Function 
2.   Parity of a Function 
2.1  Definitions of odd and even functions 
2.2  Properties of odd and even functions 
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Chapter 2 Elementary Functions 

Section Topic 
Exponential 
Functions 

1.   Exponents and Exponential Operation 
1.1  Definition of Root 
1.2  Definition of a Rational Exponent 
1.3  Definition of an Irrational Exponent 
1.4  Laws of Rational Exponents 
2.   Exponential Function and Properties 
2.1  Definition of an Exponential Function 
2.2  Graph of an Exponential Function 
2.3  Properties of an Exponential Function 

Logarithmic 
Functions 

1.   Logarithm and Logarithmic Operation 
1.1  Definition of a Logarithm 
1.2  Common Logarithm and Natural Logarithm 
1.3  Laws and Properties of Logarithms 
1.4  Change of Base 
2.   Logarithmic Function and Its Properties 
2.1  Definition of a Logarithmic Function 
2.2  Graph of a Logarithmic Function 
2.3  Properties of a Logarithmic Function 
2.4  Relation between Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 

Power 
Functions 1.   Power Function (𝑦 = 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑥2, 𝑦 = ,𝑦 = 𝑥-1) 

1.1  Definition of a Power Function 
1.2  Graph of a Power Function 
1.3  Properties of a Power Function 
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Chapter 3 Application of Functions 
 

Section Topic 
Functions And 
Equations 

1.   Root of an Equation and Zero of a Function 
1.1  Definition of Zero 
1.2  Relation between “f(x) = 0 has defined roots” & “y = f(x) has 

zeros” 
1.3  Determine Continuous Function Has Zero(s) in Domain (a, b) 

Models of 
Functions 
and their 
Applications 

1.   Increasing Models of Different Functions 
1.1  Speed of Growth of Exponential Function y = ax (a>1) in Domain 

(0, +∞) 
1.2  Speed of Growth of Logarithmic Function y = logax (a>1) in (0, 

+∞) 
1.3  Speed of Growth of Power Function y = xn   (n>0) in Domain (0, 

+∞) 
1.4  Comparison of the Speeds of Growth of y	  =	  ax	   (a>1), y = logax 

(a>1), y = xn (n>0) in Domain (0, +∞) 
2.   Examples of Application of Models 
2.1 Application of Models in Practical Cases 
2.2 Develop Models according to Practical Cases 
3.   Comprehensive Application 
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REQUIREMENTS 2 

Chapter 1 Geometry in 3D-Space 

Section Topic 
Structure of 3D 
Geometry 

1.   Structures of Cylinder, Cone and Frustum 
1.1  Definitions of a Prism, a Pyramid and Frustum of a Pyramid 
1.2  Bases, Side Edges, Lateral Faces and Vertices of a Prism, a 

Pyramid and Frustum of a Pyramid 
1.3  Definitions of a Cylinder, Cone, Frustum of a Cone and Sphere 
1.4  Bases, Generatrices, Lateral Faces, Axis of a Cylinder, Cone, 

Frustum of a Cone and Sphere 
1.5  Center, Radius, Diameter of a Sphere 
2.   Features of Simple Geometry 
2.1  Cube and Sphere Related Geometries and their features 
2.2  Determine Geometries with Givens 

Three-view 
Drawing and 
Trimetric 
Drawing of 3D 
Geometry 

1.   Perspective Projection and Parallel Projection 
1.1  Definitions of Projection, Projection Line and Projection Plane 
1.2  Definitions of Perspective Projection and Parallel Projection 
2.   Three-view Drawing of 3D Geometry 
2.1  Definitions of Top View, Side View, and Front View 
2.2  Rules of Three-view Drawing 
2.3  Three-view Drawing of Simple Geometry 
3.   Trimetric View of 3D Geometry 
3.1  Definition of Oblique Bimetric projection 
3.2  Steps of Oblique Bimetric projection 
3.3  Draw Trimetric View of Simple Geometry 
3.4  Determine the Geometry Given Three-view Drawing 
3.5  Draw Three-view Drawing Given Trimetric View and Vice Versa 

Surface Area 
and Volume of 
3D Geometry 

1.   Surface Area and Volume of a Prism, a Pyramid, and Frustum of a 
Pyramid 

1.1  Relation between Surface Area and Expansion View 
1.2  Volume Formula of a Prism, a Pyramid, and Frustum of a 

Pyramid 
1.3  Formula of Surface Area of a Prism, a Pyramid, and Frustum of a 

Pyramid 
1.4  Relation between a Prism, a Pyramid, and Frustum of a Pyramid 
1.5  Relation of Graphical Alternation between Triangular Prism and 

Triangular Pyramid 
2.   Surface Area and Volume of a Sphere 
3.   Surface Area and Volume of Composition of Simple 3D 

Geometry 
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Chapter 2 Position Relations between Point, Line and Plane 

Section Topic 
Position 
Relation 
between Point, 
Line and Plane 
in 3D Space 

1.   Plane 
1.1  Definition of Plane 
1.2  Drawing and Notation of Plane 
1.3  Properties of Plane i.e. Theorem1, 2, and 3 
1.4  Alternation between “Word”, “Symbol”, “Graph” 
2.   Position Relation between Lines in 3D Space 
2.1  Definition and Notation of Lines in Different Planes 
2.2  Theorem 4 
2.3   Isogonal Theorem 
2.4  Angle Formed by Lines in Different Planes 
2.5  Definition of Orthogonal Lines 
3.   3 Positional Relations between Lines and Planes 
4.   Position Relation between Plane and Plane 

Test and 
Properties of 
Parallel 

1.   Methods to Determine Parallel Lines and Planes 
2.   Methods to Determine Two Parallel Planes 
3.   Properties of Parallel between a Line and a Plane 
4.   Properties of Parallel between Two Planes 

Test whether 
Lines and 
Planes are 
Orthogonal 

1.   Determine Orthogonal Lines and Planes 
1.1  Definition of a Line and a Plane that are Orthogonal 
1.2  Methods to Determine an Orthogonal Line and a Plane 
1.3  Angle Formed by a Line and a Plane 
2.   Determine Two Orthogonal Planes 
2.1  Definition of Dihedral Angle and Its Planar Angle 
2.2  Calculation of Planar Angle 
2.3  Definition of Two Planes that are Orthogonal 
2.4  Methods of Two Planes that are Orthogonal 
3.   Properties of a Line and a Plane that are Orthogonal 
4.   Properties of Two Planes that are Orthogonal 
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Chapter 3 Line and Function  

Section Topic 
Angle of 
Inclination and 
Slope 

1.   Angle of Inclination and Slope 
1.1  Angle of Inclination and Its Range 
1.2  Definition of Slope 
1.3  Formula of Slope of a Line Passing Through Points (a, b) and (c, 

d) 
2.   Parallel/Perpendicular Determination of Two Lines 
2.1  Parallel Determination of Two Lines 
2.2  Perpendicular Determination of Two Lines 

Linear Function 1.   Point-Slope Form of a Line 
1.1  Point-Slope Form of a Line 
1.2  Slope-Intercept Form of a Line 
2.   Two-Point Form of a Line 
2.1  Two-Point Form of a Line 
2.2   Intercept Form of a Line 
2.3  Midpoint Coordinates Formula of a Line Segment by Two Points 
3.   General Form of a Line 
3.1  General Form of a Line 
3.2  Transform Point-Slope Form, Slope-Intercept Form and Two-

Point to General Form 
Intercept 
Coordinates and 
Distance 
Formula 

1.   Intercept Coordinates of Intersection of Two Lines 
1.1   Intercept Coordinates of Intersection of Two Lines 
1.2  Determine Position Relation of Two Lines by Their Linear 

Equations 
2.   Distance 
2.1  Distance between Two Points 
2.2  Distance from a Point to a Line 
2.3  Distance between Two Parallel Lines 
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Chapter 4 Function of Circle 

Section Topic 
Function of 
Circle 

1.   Standard Form of a Function of a Circle 
1.1  Standard Form of a Function of a Circle 
1.2  Determine Position Relation between a Point and a Circle 
2.   General Form of a Function of a Circle 
2.1  General Form of a Function of a Circle 
2.2  Transform General Form to Standard Form 
2.3  Determine Function of a Curve 

Position 
Relations 
between Lines 
and Circles 

1.   Position Relations between Lines and Circles 
1.1  Determining Position Relations between Lines and Circles 
1.2  Determining Function of a Line or Circle Given Its Position 

Relation 
2.   Position Relations between Circles 
3.   Application of Functions of Lines and Circles 
3.1  Solve Functions of a Line and Circle by Coordinates 
3.2  Comprehensive Application in Complicated Problems 

Coordinates in 
3D Space 

1.   Coordinates in 3D Space 
1.1  Definition of Coordinates in 3D Space 
1.2  Notation of Coordinates in 3D Space 
2.   Distance between Two Points in 3D Space 
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REQUIREMENTS 4 

Chapter 1 Trigonometric Functions 

Section Topic 
Angles and 
Radian Measure 

1.   Angle 
1.1  Definition of an Angle 
1.2  Angles with Same Terminal Side 
1.3  Definition of a Quadrant Angle 
2.   Radian Measure 
2.1  Definition of Radian Measure 
2.2  Conversion between Degrees and Radians 
2.3  Arc Length Formula 

Trigonometric 
Functions of 
Any Angles 

1.   Trigonometric Functions of Any Angles 
1.1  Definitions of Sine, Cosine and Tangent 
1.2  ASTC i.e. Sign in Each Quadrant 
1.3  Relation between Values of Same Trigonometric Function of 

Angles with Same Terminal Side 
1.4  Unit Circle and Trigonometric Functions 
2.   Relations between Sin, Cos and Tan of an Angle 

Induced formula 
of Trig 
Functions 

1.   Induced formula of Trig Functions 
1.1  Relation between Sin, Cos, Tan of “π+α” and those of “α” 
1.2  Relation between Sin, Cos, Tan of “-α” and those of “α” 
1.3  Relation between Sin, Cos, Tan of “π-α” and those of “α” 
1.4  Relation between Sin, Cos, Tan of “π/2±α” and those of “α” 

Graphs and 
Properties of 
Trig Functions 

1.   Graph of Sin and Cos 
2.   Properties of Sin and Cos 
2.1  Definition of a Periodic Function 
2.2  Periodicity and Parity of Sin and Cos 
2.3   Intervals of Increasing and Decreasing of Sin and Cos 
2.4  Max and Min Value of Sin and Cos 
3.   Properties and Graph of Tan 
3.1  Periodicity and Parity of Tan 
3.2  Monotone Interval of Tan 
3.3  Graph of Tan 

Graph of 
y=Asin(ωx+φ) 

1.   Graph of y=Asin (ωx+φ) 
1.1  Drawing Graph of y=Asin (ωx+φ) by Five-point Sketch 
1.2  Relation of graphs of y=Asin (ωx+φ) and y=sinx 
1.3  Period and Amplitude of Function y=Asin(ωx+φ) 
1.4  Frequency, Phase and Initial Phase of Function y=Asin(ωx+φ) 

Basic 
Application of 
Trig Functions 

1.   Application of Trig Functions in Practical Situation 
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Chapter 2 Vector in 2D Plane 

Definition of 
Vector 

1.   Background of Vector in Physics Field and Its Definition 
2.   Definitions of Zero Vector, Unit Vector, and Vector 
3.   Definitions of Equal Vector, Parallel Vector, and Collinear 

Vectors 
Vector 
Operation 

1.   Vector Addition and Its Meaning 
1.1  Definition of Vector Addition and its Geometric Meaning 
1.2  Basic Addition Operation of Vector 
2.   Vector Subtraction and Its Meaning 
2.1  Definition of Negative Vector 
2.2  Definition of Vector Subtraction and Its Geometric Meaning 
3.   Scalar Multiplication and Its Meaning 
3.1  Scalar Multiplication 
3.2  Geometric Meaning of Vector Multiplication 

Theorems and 
Coordinates of 
Vector 

1.   Theorems of Vector 
1.1  Theorems of Vector 
1.2  Base Vectors in the Coordinate Plane 
1.3  Definition of Angle between Two Vectors 
2.   Vector Decomposition and Coordinates 
2.1  Definition of Vector Decomposition 
2.2  Coordinate Form of Vector 
3.   Coordinates Operations of Vector 

i.e. Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication 

4.   Coordinates of Collinear Vectors 
Dot Product 1.   Physical Background and Meaning of Dot Product 

1.1  Dot Product and Its Geometric Representation 
1.2  Dot Product and Vector Projection 
1.3  Properties and Laws of Dot Product 
2.   Coordinate Forms of Dot Product, Modulus, and Angle between 

Vectors 
2.1  Coordinate Form of Dot Product 
2.2  Calculation of Angle between Two Vectors by Coordinates 
2.3  Calculation of Modulus by Coordinates 

Applications of 
Vector 

1.   Vector Application in Plane Geometry 
2.   Vector Application in Physics 
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Chapter 3 Trigonometric Identities 

Compound 
Angle Identities 

1.   Derivation of Identity for the cosine of the difference of two 
Numbers 

2.   Sum/Difference Identities of Sin, Cos and Tan 
3.   Double Angle Identities of Sin, Cos and Tan 

Basic Identities 1.   Basic Identities 
1.1  Triangular Properties from Basic Identities 
1.2  Transform Practical Problem to Triangle Problem and Solve by 

Trig Identities 
 

REQUIREMENTS 5 

Chapter 1 Solve Triangles 

Section Topic 

Sine Rule and 
Cosine Rule 

1.   Sine Rule 
1.1  Sine Rule 
1.2  Solve Triangles by Sine Rule 
2.   Cosine Rule 
2.1  Cosine Rule 
2.2  Solve Triangles by Cosine Rule 

Case Study 1.   Case Study 
1.1  Application of Solving Triangles 
1.2  Application of Area of a Triangle 
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Chapter 2 Sequences and Series 

Section Topic 
Definitions and 
Notations of 
Sequence 

1.   Definitions and Notations of Sequence 
1.1  Definition of Sequence 
1.2  Notation of Sequence 
1.3  Recursive Definition of Sequence 

Arithmetic 
Sequences 

1.   Arithmetic Sequences 
1.1  Definition of Arithmetic Sequences 
1.2  nth Term of an Arithmetic Sequence 
1.3  Common Difference 
1.4  Arithmetic Sequences and First Order Function 

Arithmetic 
Series 

1.   Arithmetic Series 
1.1  Formula of Sum 
1.2  Arithmetic Series Operations 
1.3  Sn and an 
1.4  Application of Arithmetic Series 

Geometric 
Sequences 

1.   Geometric Sequences 
1.1  Definition of Geometric Sequences 
1.2  nth Term of Geometric Sequences 
1.3  Common Ratio 
1.4  Geometric Sequences and Exponential Functions 

Geometric 
Series 

1.   Geometric Series 
1.1  Formula of Sum 
1.2  Geometric Series Operations 
1.3  Application of Geometric Series 

Application of 
Sequences 

1.   Applications of Sequences 
1.1  Sum of Special Sequences 
1.2  Applications of Sequences 
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Chapter 3 Inequalities 

Section Topic 
Unequal 
Relation and 
Inequalities 

1.   Unequal Relation and Inequalities 
1.1  Actual Background of Unequal Relation and Inequalities 
1.2  Describe Unequal Relation by Inequalities 
1.3  Express and Solve Real-Life Problem by Inequalities 
1.4  Properties of Inequalities 

One-Variable 
Quadratic 
Inequalities and 
their solutions 

1.   One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities and Their Solutions 
1.1  Extracting One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities Models from 

Real-Life Situations 
1.2  Definition of One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities 
1.3  3 Quadratic Relations 
1.4  Solve One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities 
1.5  Application of One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities 

Linear Inequalities 
in Two Unknown 
Variables and 
Simple Linear 
Programming 
Questions 

1.   Two-Variable Linear Inequalities and Planar Area 
1.1  Extracting Two-variable Linear Inequalities Models from Real-

Life Situations 
1.2  Definition of Solution Sets of Two-Variable Linear Inequalities 
1.3  Geometric Representation of Two-Variable Linear Inequalities 
1.4  Definitions of Planar Area, Boundary, Solid Line and Dotted Line 
1.5  Denote Planar Area by Two-Variable Linear Inequalities 
2.   Simple Linear Programming Questions 
2.1  Definitions of Linear Constraint, Objective Function, Linear 

Programming, Feasible Solution, Feasible Region and Optimum 
Solution 

2.2  Solve Simple Linear Programming Questions 
Fundamental 
Inequalities 1.   Fundamental Inequalities: ≤  

1.1  Background of 𝑎2+ 𝑏2≥ 2𝑎𝑏 and  ≤  
1.2  Definitions of Arithmetic Mean and Geometric Mean 
1.3  Max/Min Value Question that Sum/Product of Two Positive 

Variables is Constant 
1.4  Application of Fundamental Inequalities 

Inequalities with 
Absolute Values 

1.   Inequalities with Absolute Values 
1.1  Deriving Triangular Inequalities with Absolute Values and Their 

Geometric Meaning 
1.2  Applications of |a|−|b|≤|a+b|≤|a|+|b| 
1.3  Solving Inequalities in forms of |ax+b|≤c and |ax+b|≥c 
1.4  Solving Inequalities in forms of |x-a|+|x-b|<c and |x - a|+|x - b| < c 
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OPTION 2-1 

Chapter 1 Common Logic Terms 

Section Topic 
Propositions and 
their Relations 

1.   Concept of Proposition 
2.   Inverse, Negative and Inverse Negative Propositions 
3.   Relationship between Four Types of Propositions 
3.1  Relationship between Four Types of Propositions 
3.2  Judge Whether the Proposition is True or False Based on 

Relationship between Two Mutually Inverse Negative 
Propositions 

Sufficient and 
Necessary 
Condition 

1.   Definitions of Sufficient Condition and Necessary Condition 
2.   Definition of Necessary and Sufficient Condition 

 

Chapter 2 Conic Sections and Equations 

Section Topic 
Curve and 
Equation 

1.   Concepts of Equation of a Curve and Curve of an Equation 
2.   Basic Methods to Deduct Equation of Curve 

Ellipse 1.   Ellipse and Its Standard Equation 
1.1  Definition of Ellipse 
1.2  Stand Equation of Ellipse 
1.3  Concepts of Focus and Focal Length of Ellipse 
2.   Simple Geometric Properties of Ellipse 
2.1  Simple Geometric Properties of Ellipse 
2.2  Calculations and Proofs about Ellipse 
2.3  Spatial Relation between Line and Ellipse 

Hyperbola 1.   Hyperbola and Its Standard Equation 
1.1  Definition of Hyperbola 
1.2  Standard Equation of Hyperbola 
1.3  Concepts of Focus and Focal Length of Hyperbola 
2.   Simple Geometric Properties of Hyperbola 
2.1  Simple Geometric Properties of Hyperbola 
2.2  Calculations and Proofs about Hyperbola 

Parabola 1.   Parabola and Its Standard Equation 
1.1  Definition of Parabola 
1.2  Standard Equation of Parabola 
1.3  Concepts of Focus and Directrix of Parabola 
2.   Simple Geometric Properties of Parabola 
2.1  Simple Geometric Properties of Parabola 
2.2  Calculations and Proofs about Parabola 
2.3  Spatial Relations between Lines and Parabolas 
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Chapter 3 Space Vector and Solid Geometry 

Section Topic 
Space Vector 
and Its 
Operations 

1.   Space Vector and Its Addition and Subtraction 
1.1  Meaning and Related Concepts of Space Vector 
1.2  Addition and Subtraction of Space Vector with its Operation Laws 
2.   Scalar Multiplication of Space Vector 
2.1  Scalar Multiplication of Space Vector with its Operational Laws 
2.2  Meaning of Collinear (Parallel) Vector and Coplanar Vector 
2.3  Direction Vector of Lines 
3.   Dot Product of Space Vector 
3.1  Angle between Two Space Vectors 
3.2  Definition and Laws of Dot Product 
4.   Decomposition and Coordinate System of Space Vector 
4.1  Theorem and Definition of Vector in 3D Space 
4.2  Decomposition of Space Vector 
4.3  Coordinate System of Space Vector 
4.4  Denote other Vectors using Base Vectors in Simple Questions 
5.   Coordinate Forms of Space Vector Operations 
5.1  Length Formula, Distance between Two Points in 3D Space 

Formula 
5.2  Angle Calculation between Two Space Vectors 

Vectors in 3D 
Geometry 

1.   Vectors in 3D Geometry 
1.1  Represent Point, Line, and Plane by Space Vectors 
1.2  Definition of Normal Vector 
1.3  3 Steps of Solving 3D Geometric Problems by Space Vectors 
1.4  Using Space Vectors, Determine Positional Relations between 

Lines and Planes, and Calculating Angle in 3D Space 
1.5  Solving Simple 3D Geometric Problems by Setting Appropriate 

Coordinate Systems 
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Appendix I 

Pre-AP Calculus Textbook Content 

Chapter P. Prerequisites 
P.1 Real Numbers 
- Representing Real Numbers 
- Order and Interval Notation 
- Basic Properties of Algebra 
- Integer Exponents 
- Scientific Notation 
P.2 Cartesian Coordinate System 
- Cartesian Plane 
- Absolute Value of a Real Number 
- Distance Formulas 
- Midpoint Formulas 
- Equations of Circles 
- Applications 
P.3 Linear Equations and Inequalities 
- Equations 
- Solving Equations 
- Linear Equations in One Variable 
- Linear Inequalities in One Variable 
P.4 Lines in the Plane 
- Slope of a Line 
- Point-Slope Form Equation of a Line 
- Slope-Intercept Form Equation of a Line 
- Graphing Linear Equations in Two Variables 
- Parallel and Perpendicular Lines 
- Applying Linear Equations in Two Variables 
P.5 Solving Equations Graphically, Numerically, and Algebraically 
- Solving Equations Graphically 
- Solving Quadratic Equations 
- Approximating Solutions of Equations Graphically 
- Approximating Solutions of Equations Numerically with Tables 
- Solving Equations by Finding Intersections 
P.6 Complex Numbers 
- Complex Numbers 
- Operations with Complex Numbers 
- Complex Conjugates and Division 
- Complex Solutions of Quadratic Equations 
P.7 Solving Inequalities Algebraically and Graphically 
- Solving Absolute Value Inequalities 
- Solving Quadratic Inequalities 
- Approximating Solutions to Inequalities 
- Projectile Motion 
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Chapter 1. Functions and Graphs 
1.1 Modeling and Equation Solving 
- Numerical Models 
- Algebraic Models 
- Graphical Models 
- The Zero Factor Property 
- Problem Solving 
- Grapher Failure and Hidden Behavior 
- A Word About Proof 
1.2 Functions and Their Properties 
- Function Definition and Notation 
- Domain and Range 
- Continuity 
- Increasing and Decreasing Functions 
- Boundedness 
- Local and Absolute Extrema 
- Symmetry 
- Asymptotes 
- End Behavior 
1.3 Twelve Basic Functions 
- What Graphs Can Tell Us 
- Twelve Basic Functions 
- Analyzing Functions Graphically 
1.4 Building Functions from Functions 
- Combining Functions Algebraically 
- Composition of Functions 
- Relations and Implicitly Defined Functions 
1.5 Parametric Relations and Inverses 
- Relations Defined Parametrically 
- Inverse Relations and Inverse Functions 
1.6 Graphical Transformations 
- Transformations 
- Vertical and Horizontal Translations 
- Reflections Across Axes 
- Vertical and Horizontal Stretches and Shrinks 
- Combining Transformations 
1.7 Modeling with Functions 
- Functions from Formulas 
- Functions from Graphs 
- Functions from Verbal Descriptions 
- Functions from Data 
 
Chapter 2. Polynomial, Power, and Rational Functions 
2.1 Linear and Quadratic Functions and Modeling 
- Polynomial Functions 
- Linear Functions and Their Graphs 
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- Average Rate of Change 
- Association, Correlation, and Linear Modeling 
- Quadratic Functions and Their Graphs 
- Applications of Quadratic Functions 
2.2 Power Functions with Modeling 
- Power Functions and Variation 
- Monomial Functions and Their Graphs 
- Graphs of Power Functions 
- Modeling with Power Functions 
2.3 Polynomial Functions of Higher Degree with Modeling 
- Graphs of Polynomial Functions 
- End Behavior of Polynomial Functions 
- Zeros of Polynomial Functions 
- Intermediate Value Theorem 
- Modeling 
2.4 Real Zeros of Polynomial Functions 
- Long Division and the Division Algorithm 
- Remainder and Factor Theorems  
- Synthetic Division  
- Rational Zeros Theorem 
- Upper and Lower Bounds 
2.5 Complex Zeros and the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra 
- Two Major Theorems  
- Complex Conjugate Zeros  
- Factoring with Real Number Coefficients 
2.6 Graphs of Rational Functions 
- Rational Functions  
- Transformations of the Reciprocal Function  
- Limits and Asymptotes  
- Analyzing Graphs of Rational Functions  
- Exploring Relative Humidity 
2.7 Solving Equations in One Variable 
- Solving Rational Equations  
- Extraneous Solutions  
- Applications 
2.8 Solving Inequalities in One Variable 
- Polynomial Inequalities 
- Rational Inequalities 
- Other Inequalities 
- Applications 
 
Chapter 3. Exponential, Logistic, and Logarithmic Functions 
3.1 Exponential and Logistic Functions 
- Exponential Functions and Their Graphs 
- The Natural Base e 
- Logistic Functions and Their Graphs 
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- Population Models 
3.2 Exponential and Logistic Modeling 
- Constant Percentage Rate and Exponential Functions 
- Exponential Growth and Decay Models 
- Using Regression to Model Population 
- Other Logistic Models 
3.3 Logarithmic Functions and Their Graphs 
- Inverses of Exponential Functions 
- Common Logarithms—Base 10 
- Natural Logarithms—Base e 
- Graphs of Logarithmic Functions 
- Measuring Sound Using Decibels 
3.4 Properties of Logarithmic Functions 
- Properties of Logarithms 
- Change of Base 
- Graphs of Logarithmic Functions with Base b 
- Re-expressing Data 
3.5 Equation Solving and Modeling 
- Solving Exponential Equations 
- Solving Logarithmic Equations 
- Orders of Magnitude and Logarithmic Models 
- Newton's Law of Cooling 
- Logarithmic Re-expression 
3.6 Mathematics of Finance 
- Simple and Compound Interest 
- Interest Compounded k Times per Year 
- Interest Compounded Continuously 
- Annual Percentage Yield 
- Annuities—Future Value 
- Loans and Mortgages -Present Value 
 
Chapter 4. Trigonometric Functions 
4.1 Angles and Their Measures 
- The Problem of Angular Measure 
- Degrees and Radians 
- Circular Arc Length 
- Angular and Linear Motion 
4.2 Trigonometric Functions of Acute Angles 
- Right Triangle Trigonometry 
- Two Famous Triangles 
- Evaluating Trigonometric Functions with a Calculator 
- Common Calculator Errors when Evaluating Trig Functions 
- Applications of Right Triangle Trigonometry 
4.3 Trigonometry Extended: The Circular Functions 
- Trigonometric Functions of Any Angle 
- Trigonometric Functions of Real Numbers 
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- Periodic Functions 
- The 16-Point Unit Circle 
4.4 Graphs of Sine and Cosine: Sinusoids 
- The Basic Waves Revisited 
- Sinusoids and Transformations 
- Modeling Periodic Behavior with Sinusoids 
4.5 Graphs of Tangent, Cotangent, Secant, and Cosecant 
- The Tangent Function 
- The Cotangent Function 
- The Secant Function 
- The Cosecant Function 
4.6 Graphs of Composite Trigonometric Functions 
- Combining Trigonometric and Algebraic Functions  
- Sums and Differences of Sinusoids 
- Damped Oscillation 
4.7 Inverse Trigonometric Functions 
- Inverse Sine Function 
- Inverse Cosine and Tangent Functions 
- Composing Trigonometric and Inverse Trigonometric Functions 
- Applications of Inverse Trigonometric Functions 
4.8 Solving Problems with Trigonometry 
- More Right Triangle Problems 
- Simple Harmonic Motion 
 
Chapter 5. Analytic Trigonometry 
5.1 Fundamental Identities 
- Identities 
- Basic Trigonometric Identities 
- Pythagorean Identities 
- Cofunction Identities 
- Odd-Even Identities 
- Simplifying Trigonometric Expressions 
- Solving Trigonometric Equations 
5.2 Proving Trigonometric Identities 
- A Proof Strategy 
- Proving Identities 
- Disproving Non-Identities 
- Identities in Calculus 
5.3 Sum and Difference Identities 
- Cosine of a Difference 
- Cosine of a Sum 
- Sine of a Difference or Sum 
- Tangent of a Difference or Sum 
- Verifying a Sinusoid Algebraically 
5.4 Multiple-Angle Identities 
- Double-Angle Identities 
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- Power-Reducing Identities 
- Half-Angle Identities 
- Solving Trigonometric Equations 
5.5 The Law of Sines 
- Deriving the Law of Sines 
- Solving Triangles (AAS, ASA)  
- The Ambiguous Case (SSA) 
- Applications 
5.6 The Law of Cosines 
- Deriving the Law of Cosines  
- Solving Triangles (SAS, SSS)  
- Triangle Area and Heron's Formula 
- Applications 
 
Chapter 6. Applications of Trigonometry 
6.1 Vectors in the Plane 
- Two-Dimensional Vectors  
- Vector Operations  
- Unit Vectors  
- Direction Angles  
- Applications of Vectors 
6.2 Dot Product of Vectors 
- The Dot Product  
- Angle Between Vectors  
- Projecting One Vector onto Another  
- Work 
6.3 Parametric Equations and Motion 
- Parametric Equations  
- Parametric Curves  
- Eliminating the Parameter  
- Lines and Line Segments  
- Simulating Motion with a Grapher 
6.4 Polar Coordinates 
- Polar Coordinate System  
- Coordinate Conversion  
- Equation Conversion  
- Finding Distance Using Polar Coordinates 
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Appendix J 
 

AP Calculus AB & BC Textbook Content1 

Chapter 1. Pre-requisites for AP Calculus 
1 Prerequisites for Calculus 
1.1 Linear Functions 
1.2 Functions and Graphs 
1.3 Exponential Functions 
1.4 Parametric Equations 
1.5 Inverse Functions and Logarithms 
1.6 Trigonometric Functions 
 
Chapter 2. Limits and Continuity 
2.1 Rates of Change and Limits 
- Average and Instantaneous Speed 
- Definition of Limit 
- Properties of Limits 
- One-Sided and Two-Sided Limits 
- Squeeze Theorem 
2.2 Limits involving Infinity 
- Finite Limits as x ® ±¥ 
- Squeeze Theorem Revisited 
- Infinite Limits as x ® a 
- End Behavior Models 
- “Seeing” Limits as x ® ±¥ 
2.3 Continuity 
- Continuity at a Point 
- Continuous Functions 
- Algebraic Combinations 
- Composites 
- Intermediate Value Theorem for Continuous Functions 
2.4 Rates of Change, Tangent Lines, and Sensitivity 
- Average Rates of Change 
- Tangent to a Curve 
- Slope of a Curve 
- Normal to a Curve 
- Speed Revisited 
 

                                                             

1Contents of AP Calculus BC are highlighted in italics. 
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Chapter 3. Derivatives 
3.1 Derivative of a Function 
- Definition of Derivative 
- Notation 
- Relationships Between the Graphs of f and f’ 
- Graphing the Derivative from Data 
- One-Sided derivatives 
3.2 Differentiability 
- How f’(a) Might Fail to Exist 
- Differentiability Implies Local Linearity 
- Numerical Derivatives on a Calculator 
- Differentiability Implies Continuity 
- Intermediate Value Theorem for Derivatives 
3.3 Rules for Differentiation 
- Positive Integer Powers, Multiples, Sums, and Differences 
- Products and Quotients 
- Negative Integer Powers of x 
- Second and Higher Order Derivatives 
3.4 Velocity and Other Rates of Change 
- Instantaneous Rate of Change 
- Motion Along a Line 
3.5 Derivatives of Trigonometric Functions 
- Derivative of the Sine Function 
- Derivative of the Cosine Function 
- Derivatives of the Other Basic Trigonometric Function 
 
Chapter 4. More Derivatives 
4.1 Chain Rule 
- Derivative of a Composite Function 
- “Outside-Inside” Rule 
- Repeated Use of the Chain Rule 
- Slopes of Parametrized Curves 
- Power Chain Rule 
4.2 Implicit Differentiation 
- Implicitly Defined Functions 
- Lenses, Tangents, and Normal Lines 
- Derivatives of Higher Order 
- Rational Powers of Differentiable Functions 
4.3 Derivatives of Inverse Trigonometric Functions 
- Derivatives of Inverse Functions 
- Derivative of the Arcsine 
- Derivative of the Arctangent 
- Derivative of the Arcsecant 
- Derivatives of the Other Three 
4.4 Derivatives of Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 
- Derivative of  
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- Derivative of  
- Derivative of lnx 
- Derivative of logax 
- Power Rule for Arbitrary Real Powers 
 
Chapter 5. Applications of Derivatives 
5.1 Extreme Values of Functions 
- Absolute (Global) Extreme Values 
- Local (Relative) Extreme Values 
- Finding Extreme Values 
5.2 Mean Value Theorem 
- Mean Value Theorem 
- Physical Interpretation 
- Increasing and Decreasing Functions 
- Other Consequences 
5.3 Connecting f’ and f” with the Graph of f 
- First Derivative Test of Local Extrema 
- Concavity 
- Points of Inflection 
- Second Derivative Test for Local Extrema 
- Learning About Functions from Derivatives 
5.4 Modeling and Optimization 
- A strategy for Optimization 
- Examples from Mathematics 
- Examples from Economics 
- Modeling Discrete Phenomena with Differentiable Functions 
5.5 Linearization, Sensitivity, and Differentials 
- Linear Approximation 
- Differentials 
5.6 Related Rates 
- Related Rate Equations 
- Solution Strategy 
- Simulating Related Motion 
 
Chapter 6. The Definite Integral 
6.1 Estimating with Finite Sums 
- Accumulation Problems as Area 
- Rectangular Approximation Method (RAM) 
- Volume of a Sphere 
- Cardiac Output 
6.2 Definite Integrals 
- Riemann Sums 
- Terminology and Notation of Integration 
- Definite Integral and Area 
- Constant Functions 
- Definite Integral as an Accumulator Function 
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- Integrals on a Calculator 
- Discontinuous Integrable Function 
6.3 Definite Integrals and Antiderivatives 
- Properties of Definite Integrals 
- Average Value of a Function 
- Mean Value Theorem for Definite Integrals 
- Connecting Differential and Integral Calculus 
6.4 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus 
- Fundamental Theorem, Antiderivative Part 

- Graphing the Function  
- Fundamental Theorem, Evaluation Part 
- Area Connection 
- Analyzing Antiderivatives Graphically 
6.5 Trapezoidal Rule 
- Trapezoidal Approximations 
 
Chapter 7. Differential Equations and Mathematical Modeling 
7.1 Slope Fields and Euler’s Method 
- Differential Equations 
- Slope Fields 
- Euler’s Method 
7.2 Antidifferentiation by Substitution 
- Indefinite Integrals 
- Leibniz Notation and Antiderivatives 
- Substitution in Indefinite Integrals 
- Substitution in Definite Integrals 
7.3 Antidifferentiation by Parts 
- Product Rule in Integral Form 
- Solving for the Unknown Integral 
- Tabular Integration 
- Inverse Trigonometric and Logarithmic Functions 
7.4 Exponential Growth and Decay 
- Separable Differential Equations 
- Law of Exponential Change 
- Radioactivity 
- Modeling Growth with Other Bases 
7.5 Logistic Growth 
- How Populations Grow 
- Partial Fractions 
- The Logistic Differential Equation 
- Logistic Growth Models 
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Chapter 8. Applications of Definite Integrals 
8.1 Accumulation and Net Change 
- Linear Motion Revisited 
- General Strategy 
- Consumption over Time 
- Coming and Going 
- Net Change from Data 
8.2 Areas in the Plane 
- Area Between Curves 
- Area Enclosed by Intersecting Curves 
- Boundaries with Changing Functions 
- Integrating with Respect to y 
- Saving Time with Geometry Formulas 
8.3 Volumes 
- Volume as an Integral 
- Square Cross Sections 
- Circular Cross Sections 
- Other Cross Sections 
8.4 Lengths of Curves 
- A Sine Wave 
- Length of a Smooth Curve 
- Vertical Tangents, Corners, and Cusps 
8.5 Applications from Science and Statistics 
- Work Revisited 
- Fluid Force and Fluid Pressure 
- Normal Probabilities 
 
Chapter 9. Sequences, L’Hospital’s Rule, and Improper Integrals 
9.1 Sequences 
- Defining a Sequence 
- Arithmetic and Geometric Sequences 
- Graphing a Sequence  
- Limit of a Sequence 
9.2 L’Hospital’s Rule 
- Indeterminate Form 0/0 
- Indeterminate Forms ¥/¥, ¥×0, ¥-¥ 
- Indeterminate Forms  
9.3 Relative Rates of Growth 
- Comparing Rates of Growth 
- Using L’ Hospital’s Rule to Compare Growth Rates 
9.4 Improper Integrals 
- Infinite Limits of Integration 
- Integrands with Infinite Discontinuities 
- Test for Convergence and Divergence 
- Applications 
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Chapter 10. Infinite Series 
10.1 Power Series 
- Geometric Series 
- Representing Functions by Series 
- Differentiation and Integration 
- Identifying a Series 
10.2 Taylor Series 
- Constructing a Series 
- Series for sin x and cos x 
- Beauty Bare 
- Maclaurin and Taylor Series 
- Combining Taylor Series 
- Table of Maclaurin Series 
10.3 Taylor’s Theorem 
- Taylor Polynomials 
- The Remainder 
- Bounding the Remainder 
- Analyzing Truncation Error 
- Euler’s Formula 
10.4 Radius of Convergence 
- Convergence 
- nth-Term Test 
- Comparing Nonnegative Series 
- Ratio Test 
- Endpoint Convergence 
10.5 Testing Convergence at Endpoints 
- Integral Test 
- Harmonic Series and p-series 
- Comparison Tests 
- Alternating Series 
- Absolute and Conditional Convergence 
- Intervals of Convergence 
- A word of Caution 
 
Chapter 11. Parametric, Vector, and Polar Functions 
11.1 Parametric Functions 
- Parametric Curves in the Plane 
- Slope and Concavity 
- Arc Length 
- Cycloids 
11.2 Vectors in the Plane 
- Modeling Planar Motion 
- Velocity, Acceleration, and Speed 
- Displacement and Distance Traveled 
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11.3 Polar Functions 
- Polar Coordinates 
- Polar Curves 
- Slopes of Polar Curves 
- Areas Enclosed by Polar Curves 
- A Small Polar Gallery 
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Appendix K 

AP Data 

Year 2016 

Student 
General 

Examination 
Mathematics 

SAT Mathematics AP Calculus AB AP Calculus BC 

1 C 740 4  
2 C 760 4  
3 C 730 3  
4 C 730 3  
5 B 710 5 5 
6 C 710 3  
7 D 770 4 4 
8 B 710 2  
9 B 680 3  

10 C 750 5 3 
11 D 690 1  
12 C 780 3  
13 C 800 4  
14 C 710 4  
15 D 750 1  
16 C 730 3 3 
17 C 770 5 5 
18 C 770 5  
19 D 670 4  
20 D 770 3  
21 C 700 4  
22 C 770 5 5 
23 D 760 4  
24 B 770 5 5 
25 D 720 1  
26 D 760 5  
27 D 580 1  
28 D 680 1  
29 C 710 2  
30 C 730 5  
31 D 750 1  
32 D 680 3  
33 D 680 1  
34 B 770 5  
35 B 770 2 3 
36 D 790 3  
37 C 730 1  
38 B 760 3  
39 C 750 4  
40 B 760 5 4 
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Student 
General 

Examination 
Mathematics 

SAT Mathematics AP Calculus AB AP Calculus BC 

41 D 680 1  
42 C 760 3  
43 C 690 1  
44 B 760 5 5 
45 C 730 5  
46 B 760 4 4 
47 B 770 5 5 
48 C 770 5 5 
49 D 760 3  
50 C 720 5  
51 C 770 3 3 

AVERAGE  735 3.333333333 4.214 
 

Year 2017 

Student 
General 

Examination 
Mathematics 

SAT Mathematics AP Calculus AB AP Calculus BC 

1 D 680 2  
2 D 770 5  
3 C 770 5  
4 D 750 3 3 
5 D 730 3 3 
6 D 700 2  
7 D 650 1  
8 D 730 1  
9 C 790 5 5 

10 C 740 5  
11 C 790 5 5 
12 D 760 4 4 
13 D 750 4  
14 D 730 4  
15 D 710 5  
16 C 700 5  
17 D 650 2  
18 D 720 3  
19 C 740 3 3 
20 D 720 1  
21 D 770 4 3 
22 C 680 3  
23 D 700 3 2 
24 D 690 3  
25 C 800 5  
26 D 740 3  
27 D 690 3  

AVERAGE  727.7777778 3.407407407 3.5 
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Appendix L 

General Chinese Mathematics Curriculum vs IB Mathematics Curriculum 

REQUIREMENTS 1 

Chapter 1 Sets and Function 

Section Topic 
Set 1.   Meanings and Notations of Sets 

1.1  Meaning of Sets 
1.2  Element Characteristics 
1.3  Equality of Sets 
1.4  Relations between Set and Element 
1.5  Memorization of Common Sets 
1.6  Set Notations 
2.   Set Relations 
2.1   Introduction of Subset and Proper Subset 
2.2   Introduction of Empty Set 
3.   Set Operation 
3.1  Union 
3.2   Intersection 
3.3  Universal Set and Complement 

Functions and 
Notations 

1. Concepts of Functions 
1.1  Definition of a Function 
1.2  Notation y=f(x) 
1.3  Domain of a Function 
1.4  Range of a Function 
1.5  Definition of Interval and Its Notation 
2.   Notations of Functions 
2.1  Algebraic expression of a Function 
2.2  Graph Notation and Tracing Point Method 
2.3  Table Notation of a Function 
2.4  Definition and Application of a Piecewise Function 
2.5  Definition of Mapping 

Properties of 
Functions 

1.   Monotonicity and Max(Min) Value 
1.1  Definitions of Increasing and Decreasing Functions 
1.2  Monotonicity and Monotone Interval 
1.3  Maximum and Minimum Value of a Function 
2.   Parity of a Function 
2.1  Definitions of odd and even functions 
2.2  Properties of odd and even functions 
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Chapter 2 Elementary Functions 

Section Topic 
Exponential 
Functions 

1.   Exponents and Exponential Operation 
1.1  Definition of Root 
1.2  Definition of a Rational Exponent 
1.3  Definition of an Irrational Exponent 
1.4  Laws of Rational Exponents 
2.   Exponential Function and Properties 
2.1  Definition of an Exponential Function 
2.2  Graph of an Exponential Function 
2.3  Properties of an Exponential Function 

Logarithmic 
Functions 

1.   Logarithm and Logarithmic Operation 
1.1  Definition of a Logarithm 
1.2  Common Logarithm and Natural Logarithm 
1.3  Laws and Properties of Logarithms 
1.4  Change of Base 
2.   Logarithmic Function and Its Properties 
2.1  Definition of a Logarithmic Function 
2.2  Graph of a Logarithmic Function 
2.3  Properties of a Logarithmic Function 
2.4  Relation between Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 

Power 
Functions 1.   Power Function (𝑦 = 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑥2, 𝑦 = ,𝑦 = 𝑥-1) 

1.1  Definition of a Power Function 
1.2  Graph of a Power Function 
1.3  Properties of a Power Function 

 

Chapter 3 Application of Functions 

Section Topic 
Functions And 
Equations 

1.   Root of an Equation and Zero of a Function 
1.1  Definition of Zero 
1.2  Relation between “f(x) = 0 has defined roots” & “y = f(x) has 

zeros” 
1.3  Determine Continuous Function Has Zero(s) in Domain (a, b) 

Models of 
Functions 
and their 
Applications 

1.   Increasing Models of Different Functions 
1.1  Speed of Growth of Exponential Function y = ax (a>1) in 

Domain (0, +∞) 
1.2  Speed of Growth of Logarithmic Function y = logax (a>1) in (0, 

+∞) 
1.3  Speed of Growth of Power Function y = xn (n>0) in Domain (0, 

+∞) 
1.4  Comparison of the Speeds of Growth of y = ax  (a>1), y = logax 

(a>1), y = xn (n>0) in Domain (0, +∞) 
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 2.   Examples of Application of Models 

2.1 Application of Models in Practical Cases 
2.2 Develop Models according to Practical Cases 
3.   Comprehensive Application 

 

REQUIREMENTS 2 

Chapter 1 Geometry in 3D-Space 

Section Topic 
Structure of 3D 
Geometry 

1.   Structures of Cylinder, Cone and Frustum 
1.1  Definitions of a Prism, a Pyramid and Frustum of a Pyramid 
1.2  Bases, Side Edges, Lateral Faces and Vertices of a Prism, a 

Pyramid and Frustum of a Pyramid 
1.3  Definitions of a Cylinder, Cone, Frustum of a Cone and Sphere 
1.4  Bases, Generatrices, Lateral Faces, Axis of a Cylinder, Cone, 

Frustum of a Cone and Sphere 
1.5  Center, Radius, Diameter of a Sphere 
2.   Features of Simple Geometry 
2.1  Cube and Sphere Related Geometries and their features 
2.2  Determine Geometries with Givens 

Three-view 
Drawing and 
Trimetric 
Drawing of 3D 
Geometry 

1.   Perspective Projection and Parallel Projection 
1.1  Definitions of Projection, Projection Line and Projection 

Plane 
1.2  Definitions of Perspective Projection and Parallel Projection 
2.   Three-view Drawing of 3D Geometry 
2.1  Definitions of Top View, Side View, and Front View 
2.2  Rules of Three-view Drawing 
2.3  Three-view Drawing of Simple Geometry 
3.   Trimetric View of 3D Geometry 
3.1  Definition of Oblique Bimetric projection 
3.2  Steps of Oblique Bimetric projection 
3.3  Draw Trimetric View of Simple Geometry 
3.4  Determine the Geometry Given Three-view Drawing 
3.5  Draw Three-view Drawing Given Trimetric View and Vice Versa 

Surface Area 
and Volume of 
3D Geometry 

1.   Surface Area and Volume of a Prism, a Pyramid, and Frustum of a 
Pyramid 

1.1  Relation between Surface Area and Expansion View 
1.2  Volume Formula of a Prism, a Pyramid, and Frustum of a 

Pyramid 
1.3  Formula of Surface Area of a Prism, a Pyramid, and Frustum of a 

Pyramid 
1.4  Relation between a Prism, a Pyramid, and Frustum of a Pyramid 
1.5  Relation of Graphical Alternation between Triangular Prism and 

Triangular Pyramid 
2.   Surface Area and Volume of a Sphere 
3.   Surface Area and Volume of Composition of Simple 3D 

Geometry 
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Chapter 2 Vector in 2D Plane 

Section Topic 
Position 
Relation 
between Point, 
Line and Plane 
in 3D Space 

1.   Plane 
1.1  Definition of Plane 
1.2  Drawing and Notation of Plane 
1.3  Properties of Plane i.e. Theorem1, 2, and 3 
1.4  Alternation between “Word”, “Symbol”, “Graph” 
2.   Position Relation between Lines in 3D Space 
2.1  Definition and Notation of Lines in Different Planes 
2.2  Theorem 4 
2.3  Isogonal Theorem 
2.4  Angle Formed by Lines in Different Planes 
2.5  Definition of Orthogonal Lines 
3.   3 Positional Relations between Lines and Planes 
4.   Position Relation between Plane and Plane 

Test and 
Properties of 
Parallel 

1.   Methods to Determine Parallel Lines and Planes 
2.   Methods to Determine Two Parallel Planes 
3.   Properties of Parallel between a Line and a Plane 
4.   Properties of Parallel between Two Planes 

Test whether 
Lines and 
Planes are 
Orthogonal 

1.   Determine Orthogonal Lines and Planes 
1.1  Definition of a Line and a Plane that are Orthogonal 
1.2  Methods to Determine an Orthogonal Line and a Plane 
1.3  Angle Formed by a Line and a Plane 
2.   Determine Two Orthogonal Planes 
2.1  Definition of Dihedral Angle and Its Planar Angle 
2.2  Calculation of Planar Angle 
2.3  Definition of Two Planes that are Orthogonal 
2.4  Methods of Two Planes that are Orthogonal 
3.   Properties of a Line and a Plane that are Orthogonal 
4.   Properties of Two Planes that are Orthogonal 

 

Chapter 3 Trigonometric Identities 

Section Topic 
Angle of 
Inclination 
and Slope 

1.   Angle of Inclination and Slope 
1.1  Angle of Inclination and Its Range 
1.2  Definition of Slope 
1.3  Formula of Slope of a Line Passing Through Points (a, b) and (c, 

d) 
2.   Parallel/Perpendicular Determination of Two Lines 
2.1  Parallel Determination of Two Lines 
2.2  Perpendicular Determination of Two Lines 

Linear 
Function 

1.   Point-Slope Form of a Line 
1.1  Point-Slope Form of a Line 
1.2  Slope-Intercept Form of a Line 
2.   Two-Point Form of a Line 
2.1  Two-Point Form of a Line 
2.2   Intercept Form of a Line 
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Section Topic 
2.3  Midpoint Coordinates Formula of a Line Segment by Two Points 
3.   General Form of a Line 
3.1  General Form of a Line 
3.2  Transform Point-Slope Form, Slope-Intercept Form and Two-

Point to General Form 
Intercept 
Coordinates 
and Distance 
Formula 

1.   Intercept Coordinates of Intersection of Two Lines 
1.1   Intercept Coordinates of Intersection of Two Lines 
1.2  Determine Position Relation of Two Lines by Their Linear 

Equations 
2.   Distance 
2.1  Distance between Two Points 
2.2  Distance from a Point to a Line 
2.3  Distance between Two Parallel Lines 

 

Chapter 4 Function of Circle 

Section Topic 
Function of 
Circle 

1.   Standard Form of a Function of a Circle 
1.1  Standard Form of a Function of a Circle 
1.2  Determine Position Relation between a Point and a Circle 
2.   General Form of a Function of a Circle 
2.1  General Form of a Function of a Circle 
2.2  Transform General Form to Standard Form 
2.3  Determine Function of a Curve 

Position 
Relations 
between Lines 
and Circles 

1.   Position Relations between Lines and Circles 
1.1  Determining Position Relations between Lines and Circles 
1.2  Determining Function of a Line or Circle Given Its Position 

Relation 
2.   Position Relations between Circles 
3.   Application of Functions of Lines and Circles 
3.1  Solve Functions of a Line and Circle by Coordinates 
3.2  Comprehensive Application in Complicated Problems 

Coordinates in 
3D Space 

1.   Coordinates in 3D Space 
1.1  Definition of Coordinates in 3D Space 
1.2  Notation of Coordinates in 3D Space 
2.   Distance between Two Points in 3D Space 
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REQUIREMENTS 4 

Chapter 1 Trigonometric Functions 

Section Topic 
Angles and 
Radian Measure 

1.   Angle 
1.1  Definition of an Angle 
1.2  Angles with Same Terminal Side 
1.3  Definition of a Quadrant Angle 
2.   Radian Measure 
2.1  Definition of Radian Measure 
2.2  Conversion between Degrees and Radians 
2.3  Arc Length Formula 

Trigonometric 
Functions of 
Any Angles 

1.   Trigonometric Functions of Any Angles 
1.1  Definitions of Sine, Cosine and Tangent 
1.2  ASTC i.e. Sign in Each Quadrant 
1.3  Relation between Values of Same Trigonometric Function of 

Angles with Same Terminal Side 
1.4  Unit Circle and Trigonometric Functions 
2.   Relations between Sin, Cos and Tan of an Angle 

Induced formula 
of Trig 
Functions 

1.   Induced formula of Trig Functions 
1.1  Relation between Sin, Cos, Tan of “π+α” and those of “α” 
1.2  Relation between Sin, Cos, Tan of “-α” and those of “α” 
1.3  Relation between Sin, Cos, Tan of “π-α” and those of “α” 
1.4  Relation between Sin, Cos, Tan of “π/2±α” and those of “α” 

Graphs and 
Properties of 
Trig Functions 

1.   Graph of Sin and Cos 
2.   Properties of Sin and Cos 
2.1  Definition of a Periodic Function 
2.2  Periodicity and Parity of Sin and Cos 
2.3   Intervals of Increasing and Decreasing of Sin and Cos 
2.4  Max and Min Value of Sin and Cos 
3.   Properties and Graph of Tan 
3.1  Periodicity and Parity of Tan 
3.2  Monotone Interval of Tan 
3.3  Graph of Tan 

Graph of 
y=Asin(ωx+φ) 

1.   Graph of y=Asin (ωx+φ) 
1.1  Drawing Graph of y=Asin (ωx+φ) by Five-point Sketch 
1.2  Relation of graphs of y=Asin (ωx+φ) and y=sinx 
1.3  Period and Amplitude of Function y=Asin(ωx+φ) 
1.4  Frequency, Phase and Initial Phase of Function y=Asin(ωx+φ) 

Basic 
Application of 
Trig Functions 

1.   Application of Trig Functions in Practical Situation 
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Chapter 2 Vector in 2D Plane 

Section Topic 
Definition of 
Vector 

1.   Background of Vector in Physics Field and Its Definition 
2.   Definitions of Zero Vector, Unit Vector, and Vector 
3.   Definitions of Equal Vector, Parallel Vector, and Collinear 

Vectors 
Vector 
Operation 

1.   Vector Addition and Its Meaning 
1.1  Definition of Vector Addition and its Geometric Meaning 
1.2  Basic Addition Operation of Vector 
2.   Vector Subtraction and Its Meaning 
2.1  Definition of Negative Vector 
2.2  Definition of Vector Subtraction and Its Geometric Meaning 
3.   Scalar Multiplication and Its Meaning 
3.1  Scalar Multiplication 
3.2  Geometric Meaning of Vector Multiplication 

Theorems and 
Coordinates of 
Vector 

1.   Theorems of Vector 
1.1  Theorems of Vector 
1.2  Base Vectors in the Coordinate Plane 
1.3  Definition of Angle between Two Vectors 
2.   Vector Decomposition and Coordinates 
2.1  Definition of Vector Decomposition 
2.2  Coordinate Form of Vector 
3.   Coordinates Operations of Vector 

i.e. Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication 

4.   Coordinates of Collinear Vectors 
Dot Product 1.   Physical Background and Meaning of Dot Product 

1.1  Dot Product and Its Geometric Representation 
1.2  Dot Product and Vector Projection 
1.3  Properties and Laws of Dot Product 
2.   Coordinate Forms of Dot Product, Modulus, and Angle 

between Vectors 
2.1  Coordinate Form of Dot Product 
2.2  Calculation of Angle between Two Vectors by Coordinates 
2.3  Calculation of Modulus by Coordinates 

Applications of 
Vector 

1.   Vector Application in Plane Geometry 
2.   Vector Application in Physics 
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Chapter 3 Trigonometric Identities 

Section Topic 
Compound 
Angle 
Identities 

1.   Derivation of Identity for the cosine of the difference of two 
Numbers 

2.   Sum/Difference Identities of Sin, Cos and Tan 
3.   Double Angle Identities of Sin, Cos and Tan 

Basic Identities 1.   Basic Identities 
1.1  Triangular Properties from Basic Identities 
1.2  Transform Practical Problem to Triangle Problem and Solve 

by Trig Identities 
 

REQUIREMENTS 5 

Chapter 1 Solve Triangles 

Section Topic 

Sine Rule and 
Cosine Rule 

1.   Sine Rule 
1.1  Sine Rule 
1.2  Solve Triangles by Sine Rule 
2.   Cosine Rule 
2.1  Cosine Rule 
2.2  Solve Triangles by Cosine Rule 

Case Study 1.   Case Study 
1.1  Application of Solving Triangles 
1.2  Application of Area of a Triangle 

 

Chapter 2 Sequences and Series 

Section Topic 
Definitions and 
Notations of 
Sequence 

1.   Definitions and Notations of Sequence 
1.1  Definition of Sequence 
1.2  Notation of Sequence 
1.3  Recursive Definition of Sequence 

Arithmetic 
Sequences 

1.   Arithmetic Sequences 
1.1  Definition of Arithmetic Sequences 
1.2  nth Term of an Arithmetic Sequence 
1.3  Common Difference 
1.4  Arithmetic Sequences and First Order Function 

Arithmetic 
Series 

1.   Arithmetic Series 
1.1  Formula of Sum 
1.2  Arithmetic Series Operations 
1.3  Sn and an 
1.4  Application of Arithmetic Series 

Geometric 
Sequences 

1.   Geometric Sequences 
1.1  Definition of Geometric Sequences 
1.2  nth Term of Geometric Sequences 
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Section Topic 
1.3  Common Ratio 
1.4  Geometric Sequences and Exponential Functions 

Geometric 
Series 

1.   Geometric Series 
1.1  Formula of Sum 
1.2  Geometric Series Operations 
1.3  Application of Geometric Series 

Application of 
Sequences 

1.   Applications of Sequences 
1.1  Sum of Special Sequences 
1.2  Applications of Sequences 

 

Chapter 3 Inequalities 

Section Topic 
Unequal 
Relation and 
Inequalities 

1.   Unequal Relation and Inequalities 
1.1  Actual Background of Unequal Relation and Inequalities 
1.2  Describe Unequal Relation by Inequalities 
1.3  Express and Solve Real-Life Problem by Inequalities 
1.4  Properties of Inequalities 

One-Variable 
Quadratic 
Inequalities 
and their 
solutions 

1.   One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities and Their Solutions 
1.1  Extracting One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities Models from 

Real-Life Situations 
1.2  Definition of One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities 
1.3  3 Quadratic Relations 
1.4  Solve One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities 
1.5  Application of One-Variable Quadratic Inequalities 

Linear Inequalities 
in Two Unknown 
Variables and 
Simple Linear 
Programming 
Questions 

1.   Two-Variable Linear Inequalities and Planar Area 
1.1  Extracting Two-variable Linear Inequalities Models from Real-

Life Situations 
1.2  Definition of Solution Sets of Two-Variable Linear Inequalities 
1.3  Geometric Representation of Two-Variable Linear Inequalities 
1.4  Definitions of Planar Area, Boundary, Solid Line and Dotted Line 
1.5  Denote Planar Area by Two-Variable Linear Inequalities 
2.   Simple Linear Programming Questions 
2.1  Definitions of Linear Constraint, Objective Function, Linear 

Programming, Feasible Solution, Feasible Region and Optimum 
Solution 

2.2  Solve Simple Linear Programming Questions 
Fundamental 
Inequalities 1.   Fundamental Inequalities: ≤  

1.1  Background of 𝑎2+ 𝑏2≥ 2𝑎𝑏 and  ≤  
1.2  Definitions of Arithmetic Mean and Geometric Mean 
1.3  Max/Min Value Question that Sum/Product of Two Positive 

Variables is Constant 
1.4  Application of Fundamental Inequalities 

Inequalities 
with Absolute 

1.   Inequalities with Absolute Values 
1.1  Deriving Triangular Inequalities with Absolute Values and 

Their Geometric Meaning 
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Section Topic 
Values 1.2  Applications of |a|−|b|≤|a+b|≤|a|+|b| 

1.3  Solving Inequalities in forms of |ax+b|≤c and |ax+b|≥c 
1.4  Solving Inequalities in forms of |x−a|+|x−b|≤c and |𝑥 − 

𝑎|+|𝑥 − 𝑏| ≤ 𝑐 
 

OPTION 2-1 

Chapter 1 Common Logic Terms 

Section Topic 
Propositions and 
their Relations 

1.   Concept of Proposition 
2.   Inverse, Negative and Inverse Negative Propositions 
3.   Relationship between Four Types of Propositions 
3.1  Relationship between Four Types of Propositions 
3.2  Judge Whether the Proposition is True or False Based on 

Relationship between Two Mutually Inverse Negative 
Propositions 

Sufficient and 
Necessary 
Condition 

1.   Definitions of Sufficient Condition and Necessary Condition 
2.   Definition of Necessary and Sufficient Condition 

 

Chapter 2 Conic Sections and Equations 

Section Topic 
Curve and 
Equation 

1.   Concepts of Equation of a Curve and Curve of an Equation 
2.   Basic Methods to Deduct Equation of Curve 

Ellipse 1.   Ellipse and Its Standard Equation 
1.1  Definition of Ellipse 
1.2  Stand Equation of Ellipse 
1.3  Concepts of Focus and Focal Length of Ellipse 
2.   Simple Geometric Properties of Ellipse 
2.1  Simple Geometric Properties of Ellipse 
2.2  Calculations and Proofs about Ellipse 
2.3  Spatial Relation between Line and Ellipse 

 
Hyperbola 1.   Hyperbola and Its Standard Equation 

1.1  Definition of Hyperbola 
1.2  Standard Equation of Hyperbola 
1.3  Concepts of Focus and Focal Length of Hyperbola 
2.   Simple Geometric Properties of Hyperbola 
2.1  Simple Geometric Properties of Hyperbola 
2.2  Calculations and Proofs about Hyperbola 

Parabola 1.   Parabola and Its Standard Equation 
1.1  Definition of Parabola 
1.2  Standard Equation of Parabola 
1.3  Concepts of Focus and Directrix of Parabola 
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Section Topic 
2.   Simple Geometric Properties of Parabola 
2.1  Simple Geometric Properties of Parabola 
2.2  Calculations and Proofs about Parabola 
2.3  Spatial Relations between Lines and Parabolas 

 

Chapter 3 Space Vector and Solid Geometry 

Section Topic 
Space Vector 
and Its 
Operations 

1.   Space Vector and Its Addition and Subtraction 
1.1  Meaning and Related Concepts of Space Vector 
1.2  Addition and Subtraction of Space Vector with its Operation 

Laws 
2.   Scalar Multiplication of Space Vector 
2.1  Scalar Multiplication of Space Vector with its Operational 

Laws 
2.2  Meaning of Collinear (Parallel) Vector and Coplanar Vector 
2.3  Direction Vector of Lines 
3.   Dot Product of Space Vector 
3.1  Angle between Two Space Vectors 
3.2  Definition and Laws of Dot Product 
4.   Decomposition and Coordinate System of Space Vector 
4.1  Theorem and Definition of Vector in 3D Space 
4.2  Decomposition of Space Vector 
4.3  Coordinate System of Space Vector 
4.4  Denote other Vectors using Base Vectors in Simple Questions 
5.   Coordinate Forms of Space Vector Operations 
5.1  Length Formula, Distance between Two Points in 3D Space 

Formula 
5.2  Angle Calculation between Two Space Vectors 

Vectors in 3D 
Geometry 

1.   Vectors in 3D Geometry 
1.1  Represent Point, Line, and Plane by Space Vectors 
1.2  Definition of Normal Vector 
1.3  3 Steps of Solving 3D Geometric Problems by Space Vectors 
1.4  Using Space Vectors, Determine Positional Relations between 

Lines and Planes, and Calculating Angle in 3D Space 
1.5  Solving Simple 3D Geometric Problems by Setting 

Appropriate Coordinate Systems 
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Appendix M 

Pre-IB (Grade 10) Mathematics Textbook Content 
 
Chapter 1. Sets 
1.1 Introduction to Sets 
1.2  Intersection and Union of Sets  
1.3 Applications 
 
Chapter 2. Simultaneous Equations 
2.1 Simultaneous Linear Equations in Two Unknowns 
2.2 Simultaneous Linear and Non-Linear Equations in Two Unknowns 
 
Chapter 3. Indices, Surds and Logarithms  
3.1 Indices (Exponents) and Surds  
3.2 Exponential Equations 
3.3 Logarithms 
3.4 Common and Natural Logarithms  
3.5 Laws of Logarithms 
3.6 Logarithmic Equations 
 
Chapter 4. Quadratic Expressions and Equations 
4.1 Maximum/Minimum Value of a Quadratic Expression  
4.2 Roots of a Quadratic Equation  
4.3  Solving Quadratic Inequalities 
 
Chapter 5. Remainder and Factor Theorems  
5.1 Polynomial Identities 
5.2 Remainder Theorem 
5.3 Factor Theorem 
5.4  Solving Cubic Equations 
 
Chapter 6. Matrices 
6.1 Represent Information as a Matrix 
6.2 Addition, Subtraction and Scalar Multiplication of Matrices  
6.3  Multiplication of Matrices 
6.4. Determinant and Inverse of a 2 x 2 Matrix 
6.5 Solving Simultaneous Equations by a Matrix Method 
 
Chapter 7. Coordinate Geometry 
7.1 Distance between Two Points 
7.2 Midpoint of the Line Joining Two Points 
7.3 Gradient of a Line Passing through Two Points  
7.4 Equations of Straight Lines 
7.5 Equations of Parallel and Non-Parallel Lines  
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7.6 Equations of Perpendicular Lines 
7.7 Perpendicular Bisector 
7.8  Intersection of a Straight Line and a Curve 
 
Chapter 8. Linear Law 
8.1  Linear Law 
 
Chapter 9. Functions 
9.1 Introduction to Functions  
9.2 Composite Functions 
9.3 Inverse Functions 
9.4 Absolute Valued Functions 
 
Chapter 10. Trigonometric Functions 
10.1 Trigonometric Ratios and General Angles  
10.2 Trigonometric Ratios of Any Angle 
10.3 Graphs of the Sine, Cosine and Tangent Functions  
10.4 Three More Trigonometric Functions 
 
Chapter 11. Simple Trigonometric Identities and Equations 
11.1 Simple Identities 
11.2 Trigonometric Equations and More Graphs 
 
Chapter 12. Circular Measure 
12.1 Radian Measure 
12.2 Arc Length and Area of a Sector 
 
Chapter 13. Permutations and Combinations 
13.1 The Basic Counting Principle 
13.2 Permutations 
13.3 Combinations 
 
Chapter 14. Binomial Theorem  
14.1 The Binomial Expansion of (1 + b)n  
14.2 The Binomial Expansion of (a + b)n 
 
Chapter 15. Differentiation and Its Technique 
15.1 The Gradient Function 
15.2 Function of a Function (Composite Function)  
15.3 Product of Two Functions 
15.4 Quotient of Two Functions 
15.5 Equations of Tangent and Normal 
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Chapter 16. Rates of Change  
16.1 Constant Rate and Variable Rate of Change 
16.2 Related Rates of Change  
16.3 Small Changes 
 
Chapter 17. Higher Derivatives and Applications  
17.1 Determination of Maximum and Minimum Points  
17.2 Maximum and Minimum Point 
17.3 Maximum and Minimum Values 
 
Chapter 18. Derivatives of Trigonometric Functions  
18.1 Differentiation of Trigonometric Functions 
 
Chapter 19. Exponential and Logarithmic Functions  
19.1 Exponential Functions 
19.2 Logarithmic Functions 
 
Chapter 20. Integration 
20.1 Integration as the Reverse Process of Differentiation and Indefinite Integrals 
20.2 Definite Integrals 
20.3 Integration of Trigonometric Functions 
20.4 Integration of Exponential Functions 
 
Chapter 21. Applications of Integration  
21.1 Area between a Curve and an Axis  
21.2 Area Bounded by Two Curves Important 
 
Chapter 22. Kinematics 
22.1 Displacement, Velocity and Acceleration 
22.2 Displacement-Time and Velocity-Time Graphs 
22.3 Equations of Motion with Constant Acceleration (Optional) 
 
Chapter 23. Vectors 
23.1 Basic Concepts 
23.2 Vectors Expressed in Terms of Two Non-Parallel Vectors 
23.3 Position Vectors 
23.4 Vectors in the Cartesian Plane 
 
Chapter 24. Relative Velocity 
24.1 Relative Motion in a Straight Line  
24.2 Relative Motion in a Current 
24.3 Relative Motion of Two Moving Objects 
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Appendix N 

IB Mathematics SL (Standard Level) Textbook Content 

Chapter 1. Fundamentals 
1.1 The real numbers  
1.2 Roots and radicals (surds) 
1.3 Exponents (indices) 
1.3  Scientific notation (standard form) 
1.5 Algebraic expressions 
1.6 Equations and formulae 
 
Chapter 2. Functions and Equations 
2.1  Relations and functions 
2.2 Composition of functions 
2.3 Inverse functions 
2.4 Transformations of functions 
2.5 Quadratic functions 
2.6 Rational functions 
 
Chapter 3. Sequences and Series 
3.1 Sequences 
3.2 Arithmetic sequences 
3.3 Geometric sequences 
3.4 Series 
3.5 The binomial theorem 
 
Chapter 4. Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 
4.1  Exponential functions 
4.2  Exponential growth and decay 
4.3  The number e 
4.4  Logarithmic functions 
4.5  Exponential and logarithmic equations 
 
Chapter 5. Matrix Algebra 
5.1  Basic definitions 
5.2  Matrix operations 
5.3  Applications to systems 
 
Chapter 6. Trigonometric Functions and Equations 
6.1  Angles, circles, arcs and sectors 
6.2  The unit circle and trigonometric functions 
6.3  Graphs of trigonometric functions 
6.4  Solving trigonometric equations and trigonometric identities 
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Chapter 7. Triangle Trigonometry 
7.1  Right triangles and trigonometric functions 
7.2  Trigonometric functions of any angle 
7.3  The law of sines 
7.4  The law of cosines 
7.5  Applications 
 
Chapter 8. Vectors I 
8.1  Vectors as displacements in the plane 
8.2  Vector operations 
8.3  Unit vectors and direction angles 
8.4  Scalar product of two vectors 
 
Chapter 9. Statistics 
9.1  Graphical tools 
9.2  Measures of central tendency 
9.3  Measures of variability 
9.4  Linear regression 
 
Chapter 10. Probability 
10.1 Randomness 
10.2 Basic definitions 
10.3 Probability assignments 
10.4 Operations with events 
 
Chapter 11. Differential Calculus I: Fundamentals 
11.1 Limits of functions 
11.2 The derivative of a function: definition and basic rules 
11.3 Maxima and minima – first and second derivatives 
 
Chapter 12. Vectors II 
12.1 Vectors from a geometric viewpoint 
12.2 Scalar (dot) product 
12.3 Equations of lines 
 
Chapter 13. Differential Calculus II: Further Techniques and Applications 
13.1 Derivatives of trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic functions 
13.2 The chain rule 
13.3 The product and quotient rules 
13.4 Optimization 
13.5 Summary of differentiation rules and application 
 
Chapter 14. Integral Calculus 
14.1 Anti-derivative 
14.2 Area and definite integral 
14.3 Areas 
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14.4 Volumes with integrals 
14.5 Modelling linear motion 
 
Chapter 15. Probability Distributions 
15.1 Random variable 
15.2 The binomial distribution 
15.3 The normal distribution 
 
Chapter 16. The Mathematical Exploration – Internal Assessment 
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Appendix O 

IB Mathematics HL (Higher Level) Textbook Content 

Chapter 1. Fundamentals 
1.1  Sets, inequalities, absolute value and properties of real numbers 
1.2  Roots and radicals (surds) 
1.3  Exponents (indices) 
1.4  Scientific notation (standard form) 
1.5  Algebraic expressions 
1.6  Equations and formulae 
 
Chapter 2. Functions 
2.1  Definition of a functions 
2.2  Composite functions 
2.3  Inverse functions 
2.4  Transformations of functions 
 
Chapter 3. Algebraic Functions, Equations and Inequalities 
3.1 Polynomial functions 
3.2 Quadratic functions 
3.3 Zeros, factors and remainders 
3.4 Rational functions 
3.5 Other equations and inequalities 
3.6  Partial fractions (optional) 
 
Chapter 4. Sequences and Series 
4.1  Sequences 
4.2  Arithmetic sequences 
4.3  Geometric sequences 
4.4  Series 
4.5  Counting principles 
4.6  The binomial theorem 
4.7  Mathematical induction 
 
Chapter 5. Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 
5.1  Exponential functions 
5.2  Exponential growth and decay 
5.3  The number e 
5.4  Logarithmic functions 
5.5  Exponential and logarithmic equations 
 
Chapter 6. Matrix Algebra (optional) 
6.1  Basic definitions 
6.2  Matrix operations 
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6.3  Applications to systems 
6.4  Further properties and applications 
 
Chapter 7. Trigonometric Functions and Equations 
7.1  Angles, circles, arcs and sectors 
7.2  The unit circle and trigonometric functions 
7.3  Graphs of trigonometric functions 
7.4  Trigonometric equations 
7.5  Trigonometric identities 
7.6  Inverse trigonometric functions 
 
Chapter 8. Triangle Trigonometry 
8.1  Right triangles and trigonometric functions of acute angles 
8.2  Trigonometric functions of any angle 
8.3  The law of sines 
8.4  The law of cosines 
8.5  Applications 
 
Chapter 9. Vectors 
9.1  Vectors as displacements in the plane 
9.2  Vector operations 
9.3  Unit vectors and direction angles 
9.4  Scalar product of two vectors 
 
Chapter 10. Complex Numbers 
10.1 Complex numbers, sums, products and quotients 
10.2 The complex plane 
10.3 Powers and roots of complex numbers 
 
Chapter 11. Statistics 
11.1 Graphical tools 
11.2 Measures of central tendency 
11.3 Measures of variability 
 
Chapter 12. Probability 
12.1 Randomness 
12.2 Basic definitions 
12.3 Probability assignments 
12.4 Operations with events 
12.5 Bayes’ theorem 
 
Chapter 13. Differential Calculus I: Fundamentals 
13.1 Limits of functions 
13.2 The derivative of a function: definition and basic rules 
13.3 Maxima and minima – first and second derivatives 
13.4 Tangents and normals 
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Chapter 14. Vectors, Lines and Planes 
14.1 Vectors from a geometric viewpoint 
14.2 Scalar (dot) product 
14.3 Vector (cross) product 
14.4 Lines in space 
14.5 Planes 
 
Chapter 15. Differential Calculus II: Further Techniques and Applications 
15.1 Derivatives of composite functions, products and quotients 
15.2 Derivatives of trigonometric and exponential functions 
15.3 Implicit differentiation, logarithmic functions and inverse trigonometric functions 
15.4 Related Rates 
15.5 Optimization 
 
Chapter 16. Integral Calculus 
16.1 Anti-derivative 
16.2 Methods of integration: integration by parts 
16.3 More methods of integration 
16.4 Area and definite integral 
16.5 Integration by method of partial fractions (optional) 
16.6 Areas 
16.7 Volumes with integrals 
16.8 Modelling linear motion 
16.9 Differential equations (optional) 
 
Chapter 17. Probability Distributions 
17.1 Random variable 
17.2 The binomial distribution 
17.3 Poisson distribution 
17.4 Continuous distribution 
17.5 The normal distribution 
 
Chapter 18. The Mathematical Exploration – Internal Assessment 
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Appendix P 

IB Mathematics Option (Topic 9 – Calculus) Textbook Content 

Chapter 1. Limits of Sequences and Functions 
1.1 The limit of a sequence 
1.2  The Squeeze Theorem 
1.3  The limit of a function 
1.4  L'Hôpital's Rule 
1.5  Continuous functions 
1.6  Differentiable functions 
1.7  Rolle's Theorem and the Mean Value Theorem 
 
Chapter 2. Improper Integrals 
2.1  The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus 
2.2  Convergent and divergent improper integrals 
2.3  Approximation of improper integrals 
 
Chapter 3. Infinite Series 
3.1 Convergence of series 
3.2 Tests for convergence and divergence 
3.3 Power series 
 
Chapter 4. Maclaurin aria Taylor series 
4.1  Maclaurin series 
4.2  Approximations to the Maclaurin series 
4.3  Maclaurin series of composite functions 
4.4  Taylor series 
4.5  Applications 
 
Chapter 5. Differential equations 
5.1  Setting up differential equations 
5.2  Separation of variables 
5.3  Homogeneous differential equations 
5.4  Linear differential equations 
5.5  Approximations to solutions 
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Appendix Q 

IB Data 

Year 2016 

Student SAT Mathematics IB Mathematics all Higher 
Level (HL) 

1 720 4 
2 800 4 
3 800 6 
4 790 4 
5 800 5 
6 770 5 
7 800 3 
8 740 3 
9 790 7 

10 740 4 
11 750 5 
12 780 3 
13 800 3 
14 730 6 
15 800 2 
16 720 4 
17 680 4 
18 690 3 
19 750 4 
20 780 5 
21 740 3 
22 710 4 
23 790 5 
24 740 4 
25 790 4 
26 800 5 
27 760 4 
28 800 4 
29 790 5 
30 760 5 
31 800 7 
32 720 4 
33 720 5 
34 780 4 
35 720 3 
36 740 2 
37 680 3 
38 740 5 

AVERAGE 758.1578947 4.210526316 
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Year 2017 
 

Student SAT Mathematics IB Mathematics 
Higher Level (HL) 

IB Mathematics 
Standard Level (SL) 

1 690  2 
2 790 4  
3 770 6  
4 780 3  
5 790 5  
6 770 5  
7 770 4  
8 760  7 
9 800 6  

10 790 4  
11 760 3  
12 770 4  
13 790 6  
14 760 3  
15 790  6 
16 740  5 
17 800 4  
18 760 4  
19 790 7  
20 800 6  
21 800 5  
22 790 3  
23 770  6 
24 780  6 
25 760 4  
26 800 7  
27 760 5  
28 790 3  
29 770  4 
30 760 2  
31 790 5  
32 700  5 
33 780 4  

AVERAGE 773.3333333 4.48 5.125 

 


